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esa

(a)(a)

european space agency

The European Space Agency was formed out of, and
took over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations: the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation Jor the Development and Construction of
Space Vehrcle Launchers (ELDO) The lvlember States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, lreland, ltaly, Netherlands, Norway, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom Canada
is a Cooperating State

ln the words of the Convention: The ouroose of the
Agency shall be to provide for and to promote, for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co-operation among
European States In space research and technology and
their space applicatrons, wlth a view to their being used
for scientific purposes and for operational space
appr uaLrur rr Jyrrsil rJ

by e aborating and implementing a long-term
European space policy, by recommending space
objectives to the l\,4ember States, and by concerting
the polrcies of the lvlember States with respect to
other national and international organisations and
Institutions:
by elaboratrng and implementing activities and
programmes n the space field;
by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
latter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in partrcular
as regards the development of applications
satellites i

by elaboratrng and implementing the industrial
policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
Member States

The Agency is drrected by a Counol composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General
rs the chef executrve of the Agency and its legal
representative

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris

The major establishments of ESA are:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwilk,
Netherlands

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

Chairman of the Council: H Parr

Director General: A Rodotd

agence spatiale europ6enne

L'Agence Spatiale Europdenne est lssue des deux
Oryanisations spatiales europdennes qui l'ont precddde

- I'Organisation europdenne de recherches spallales
(CERS/ et l'Organisatton europdenne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engtns spatiaux
(CECLES,) - dont elle a repils les droits et obligations
Les Etats membres en sont: l'Allemagne, l'Autriche, la
Belgique, le Danemark, I'Espagne, la Ftnlande, la
France, I'lilande, l'ltalie, la Norvege, /es Pays-8as, /e

Royaume-Unt, /a Sudde et /a Sulsse Le Canada
ben6licie d'un statut d'Etat coopdrant

Se/on /es termes de la Convenhon: l'Agence a pour
misslo, d'assurer et de developper. d des fins
exclusivement pacifiques, la cooperation entre Etats
europeens dans /es domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spallales et de leurs apphcations spal/a/es,
en vue de leur utilisation d des flns sctenttftques et pour
des systdmes spattaux opdrationnels d' applications:

en elabotant et en mettant en oeuvrc une Dolittoue
spatiale europdenne a long lerme. en
recommandant aux Etats membres des objectifs en
matiere spatiale et en concertant /es politlques des
Etats membres d I'6gard d'autres organisations et
i nstitutions n atio n ales et in te r natio n ales,
en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre des activitds et
des programmes dans le domatne spatial,
en coordonnant le programme spatial europeen et
les programmes nationaux, et en inrcgrant ces
derniers progrcssivement ef aussl completement
que posslb/e dans le programme spahal europeen,
notamment en ce qui concerne le ddveloppement
de sate//ltes d' aD p I icatio ns,
en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la Dolittoue
industrielle appropnee d son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une Dolitioue
ind ustrielle coherente

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compos6 de
rcprcsentants des Etats membres Le Directeur general
est le fonctionnate executtf superieur de I'Agence et la
represente dans lous ses acles

Le S/EGE de I Agence esl a Pal/s

Les principaux Elab,ssemenfs de I'Agence son|

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE BECHERCHE ET DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPATIALES (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Pays-8as

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERATIONS SPAI/ALES
(ESOC), Darnstadt, A I lem ag n e

ESRIN, Frascati, ltalie

Pr1sident du ConseiL H Parr

Directeur general: A Rodoh
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The Future ESA Earth-Observation
Strategy and 'Living Planet' Programme

H. Arend & R. Bonnefoy
Directorate of Applications Programmes, ESA, Paris

D. Southwood
Directorate of Scientific Programmes, ESA, Paris

Earth observation in Europe
The 'Living Planet' programme sits firmly within
the overall ESA programme, contributing
strongly to each of its four primary axes:

- the pursuit of scientific knowledge

- dedication to enhancement of the quality of
life

- an independent capability for Europe as the
key to cooperation

- promotion of a European industry based on
innovation and added-value services

as given in the ESA Director General's proposal
for the next ESA Council Meetinq at Ministerial
Levet.

Our space capabilities are continually evolving and must be at the
service of mankind both for research and for new applications. As an
integral element of the Director General's proposal for a European
Space Strategy, the ESA Earth Observation Strategy is an essential
contribution to allow Europe to face up to the environmental,
economic and political challenges of the next century. For a budget
25% less than the current annual expenditure, the 'Living Planet'
programme provides the scale and the continuity for Europe to mount
a broad and effective programme. lt will enable Europe, its
researchers and its industry to advance the use of space for obtaining
critical information in many fields, such as environmental and climate
change, resource and disaster management, sea, air and land
transport, regional and development policies, and support to
Developing Countries.

Europe began to establish its position in Earth
Observation (EO) in the 1970s, both through
ESRO/ESA initiatives (initially with Meteosat)
and via national programmes (most notably,
through the French SPOT programme). lt has
developed strong EO capabilities since, and
through programmes like ERS-1 and ERS-2,
Envisat and the Meteosat series, as well as
other national programmes, Europe has
become a front-line player in Earth Observa-
tion.

However, Europe's position at the forefront of
EO science and technology, the competitiveness
of European EO industry, its presence in growing

global markets and the related highly qualified
employment are now in serious jeopardy. Apart
from cooperative activities with Eumetsat (the

European Organisation for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites), the present Agency
EO programme has no planned space mission
beyond Envisat, which is planned to be
launched in 1999.

In recent months, the Agency has interrogated
the major players in European Earth Observ-
ation, the Member State Delegaiions, Europe-
wide entities like the European Commission
(EC), Eumetsat, the Western European Union,
and the European Environmental Agency. Both
industry and the scientific community have
given their inputs on what should be the future
approach. The overall consensus is that the
days of pure technical demonstration are over:
Europe has already proved its capabilities.
However, Europe's global position is also under
threat.

For Europe, there are three fundamental
objectives for Earth Observation:

- developing our knowledge of the Earth

- preserving the Earth and its environment

- managing life on Earth in a more efficient
way.

To achieve these objectives new approaches
are now needed: new ways of working, new
user-orientated technical solutions, and new
procedures for rapid implementation.

Decisions critical to the future of our
independence in terms of industrial, research
and policy-making capabilities need to be
taken now. Industry has emphasised the need
for immediate action. lt finds itself in a very
competitive situation, in a global market
destabilised by newly released technology
following the end of the Cold War. Furthermore,
major initiatives in the USA in particular, where
public money is underwriting both technical
and market risk, threaten Europe's ability to
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becoming a captive market for products
develooed elsewhere. As we enter a new
century in which increasingly there will be
needs to manage the environment more
effectively, to monitor resources efficiently, and
to understand evolving climate conditions,
Europe must react effectively to maintain its

skills and independent sources of information.

The 'Living Planet' programme is the response
to the challenges posed. lt combines an Eadh
Observation Envelope Programme (EOEP) and
dedicated optional Eadh Watch applications
missions, as we describe below. Research and
applications are combined in a programme
whose implementation approaches are tuned
to the new user-driven requirements.

The origin of the new ESA Earth Observa-
tion Strategy
In Toulouse in 1995, the ESA Counol of
Ministers had already set a course for a

European Eafth-Observation Strategy, endors-
ing a 'Proposal for a European Policy for Earth
Observation from Space' put forward jointly by
ESA, the European Commission (EC) and
Eumetsat.

Objectives were set for Europe in Earth
Observation at that time: developing our
knowledge of the Earth, preserving the Earth

and its environment, and managing life on Earth
in a more efficient way. But the meeting also set
conditions. Any European Eadh Observation
programme must seek to satisfy user needs on
a oermanent basis. lt should stimulate
industrial profitability and competitiveness by
promoting the widest possible market (including
military). lt should achieve strategic objectives,
ensuring guaranteed access to data essential to
the security of Europe and to the preservation of
its environment. The aims and conditions
set in Toulouse have been incoroorated into the
Living Planet approach and are subsumed in

the three basic objectives given earlier in the
introduction.

The principle of two types of Earth Observation
missions was also adooted in Toulouse:

- Earth Explorer: research/demonstration
missions to advance the understanding of
the different Earth system processes,
including the demonstration of new
observation technioues

- Earth Watch: prototype operational
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missions serving the operational
aoolications-oriented needs of the market,

Further guidance was provided by the ESA
Council at Ministerial Level in Paris in March
1997, where it was agreed that two overall
principles should guide the review of the
Agency's mission and strategy. These are:

- a scientific and technological policy fostering
the improvement of human knowledge,
innovation, quality of life and economic
develooment in a cost-effective manner

- an industrial policy aimed at improving the
worldwide competitiveness of European
firms.

In order to respond to these challenging
guidelines, an ESA Earth Observation Strategy
Task Force was established in April 1997,
which completed its work in early 1998 and
outlined an ESA Strategy for Earth Observation.
This Task Force was chaired by ESA's Director
of Scientific Programmes (R. Bonnet) and
comprised representatives of the European
Commission (C. Patermann, M. Paillon) and
Eumetsat ft Mohr, D. Williams), the chairmen
of, respectively, PB-EO (S. Briggs), EARSC
(C. Borg) and ESAC (G. Megie), as well as a
senior consultant (R. Gibson).

The Task Force was supported by an ESA
Ad Hoc Industrial Working Group (see

also 'Reoort of the ESA Ad Hoc lndustrial
Working Group on Eadh Observation', 28
November 1997, prepared by Eurospace), a
wide consultation of Eurooean and Canadian
industry (undertaken by Eurospace), and
by an industrial workshop held at ESTEC in

October 1997. The Task Force also made
use of the work of the Earth Sciences Advisory
Committee (ESAC), which developed 'The
Eafth Explorer Document'. A further document,
ESA Strategy for Eafth Observation', builds

on the tri-lateral coordination and co-operation
between ESA, the European Commission
and Eumetsat, which has been further
strengthened since the Toulouse Ministerial
Council Meeting, and on the strong support for
action voiced by the European Parliament in

January 1998.

In summary, the key elements of the new ESA
Strategy for Earth Observation are:

- a user-driven approach through improved
communication with users. better resoonse
to scientific and market requirements, and
improved exploitation of Europe's scientific
and technological capabilities for research
and aoolications
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- coordination of a common European
Earlh Observation Strategy through
parlnership between ESA, the European
Comm ssion, Eumetsat and other
European entities, and coordination of
national programmes

- coordination and cooperation on a global

scale through strategic cooperation with. for

example, NASA and NASDA, and active
coordination, for example, in the frame of the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
(cEos)
a partnership approach for applications
missions through partnership mechanisms
and co-funding schemes with other public
haelioq rnr-l inelr rctrrr
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- new modes of dialogue with industry, to
stimulate a user-driven, cost-effective and
enIrepreneurial European industry that is

competitive in global markets

- l-'igher etfectiveness of the Agency and its

delega[e bodies in Lhe decision-making
process and in implementation
^h'^^^' -^'^ +^^"^ed missions.- ut tudfrut, | | rvr u rvuuJ

Programmatic implementation of the
Strategy
Much thought has been given to the best
manner in which to implement the new 'Living

Planet' programme. The intention has been to
incorporate the best approaches which have

worked successfully elsewhere, and to provide

cost-elficient and flexible procedures that can
be implemented quickly An overview of the
programme's main characteristics is provided
in Table 1.

The new Strategy recommends and explains
the virtue of a programmatic approach
consisting of two main elements:

- an optional fnvelope Programme. compris
ing an Eafth Explorer Component and a

Development and Exploitation Component
including the transition to Earth Watch; and

- a series of optional programmes for
individual Eadh Watch missions.

The Fadh Observation Envelope Programme
has a Lwo-told interest: for the European
researchers who want to mprove knowledge
about the Earlh or the precision and quality of
observation: and tor the applications of a
public service or commercial type, which aim at
providing a service on a permanent basis for
the customer. lt ls therefore necessary to satisfy
lhese two types of use whilst still ensuring the
link and the conlrnuity between research
projects and operational programmes

The tnvelope Programme features an

implementation within a programmatic frame
with the key characteristics that have made the

Scientific Programme (which is a mandatory
activity of the Agency) a success, namely
continuity of activities, independent definition of
requirements by the scientific community, a
nt tiak Ionicinn nrnao-. nnA rn-n^^^m^n+
vurun u9urorur I |.,r vugDD ql lu | | lol lqvvl I lvl lL

flexibility. At the same time, it includes the

advantage of an Optional Programme, i.e. the
flexibility for Member States to decide on their
contribution scale based on national aspirations
^^^ ^^^+ in',na+mnnln nrnnnn* anon+o nnli+inaldt tu pdbl il tvYJLI I tut tLJ. pruJUr rL dJJUrJ. puilLrudr.

scientific, economic and industrial interests.
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Table 1. The'Living Planet' Programme

What is different? What is new?

. Offers a long-term view and continuity

. Responds to the user needs

. Contains more focussed and cheaoer
missions (50%)

. ls 25o/o cheaper than the present set of
missions and hence adds value for less
money

. Delegates tasks and management to
Industry or other entities

o Reinforces industrial competitiveness
r Puts more emphasis on international

cooperation and technological preparation
. Secures exploitation of missions
. Reduces complexity and administration

. Financial frame: - envelooe for science
(Earth Explorer), development and
exploitation - optional for applications
missions (Earth Watch)

. Based on partnership with Industry for
applications missions

. Serves as a reference orooramme for
Eurooe

. Assumes full coordination, harmonisation
and integration with other European
national programmes

. Supports Europe's commitments to
international treaties

. Helps transition to operational entities

. Helps to develop the market for
aoolications

Accordingly, the EOEP is proposed as an
Optional Programme, with multiple reference
missions (in the case of the Earth Explorer
component) and a large spread of activities (in

the case of the Development and Exploitation
component). Through such an approach, each
Participant is given a real voice in the ESA
Programme Board for Earth Observation (PB-
EO), corresponding to their interests and
priorities, whilst at the same time the solidarity
between Participants with common strategic
objectives in Earth Observation will consolidate
the role and position of Europe in this sector. A
strong incentive to be cost-efficient is built in for
Participants, the Executive, the scientific world
and industry as all savings are reinvested in the
programme for new initiatives proposed by all
players.

At the same time, the existence of a long-term-
planning Earth Observation programme with an
identified scope per phase becomes a
reference for national initiatives, as the latter
can take into account and comolement the
overall ESA programme, with a continuous
dialogue between interested parties.

Industry gains very much with the envelope

approach as it can plan against the evolving
programme as it develops and it can target
prospects in the future to build its own skills in
e qtratonin mannar

The 'Living Planet' programme will use also the
more traditional optional approach, which is

best suited for imolementation of individual
Earth Watch missions. The Phase-C/D and E

implementation will be established on the basis
of individual programme proposals. Proposals
will include agreements with partners and will
be governed by separate Declarations with
separate subscription scales and geographical
returns for the Participating States. The
subscriptions to an individual programme are
expected to reflect the national interest in the
programme and the proposed structure of the
external industrial partnerships that are set up.

The Earth Observation Envelope
Programme
The key features of the Earth Observation
Envelope Programme can be summarised as
follows:
(a) lt is an optional Envelope Programme,
providing at one and the same time jncreased

flexibility and responsiveness and the

Table 2. Earth Observation Envelope Programme

Earth Explorer
Component

- Earth Explorer Definition

- Earth Explorer Development

- Earth Explorer Launch & Operations

Development and Exploitation
Gomponent

- Earth Observation Preparatory Activities

- Earth Watch Mission Definition

- Instrument Pre-Develooment

- Mission Exploitation/Market Development
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necessary stability/continuity. lt is to be
implemented in five-year programmatic
phases, according to Annex lll of the
Convention. The first ohase will cover the
period 1999 - 2003 and will be a build-up
phase. This Envelope Programme approach
includes the following main advantages for
Participating States:

- stable financial planning (programme risks
and associated costs taken up within
enverooe)

- flexibility, e.g. the possibility for extension of
satellite operations without requesting a new
supplementary budget

- inherent incentives for cost savings within
the individual programme elements

- continuity, e.g. for long-term archiving of
ESA mission data

- a long-term plan against which industry can
plan strategically

- ease of setting up cooperative missions with
other agencies.

(b) lt comprised two main components ftable
2), namely:

- The Earth Explorer Component, which
includes the definition, development, launch

and operations (equivalent to Phases-8, C/D
and B of Earth Exolorer missions.

- The Development and Exploitation
Component, which includes:
. Earth Explorer preparatory activities

(pre-Phase-A and Phase-A) and Earth
Watch preparatory activities (equivalent to
pre-Phase-A and Phase-A)

o Earth Watch type mission definition (up to
preparation of dedicated programme
proposals for optional Earth Watch type
programmes, i.e. Phase-C/D and E)

o Instrument Pre-develooment (for identified/
agreed user-driven candidates for Earth
Explorer and Earth Watch type missions),
and

. Mission Exploitation (including already
approved missions)/ Market Development.

(c) lt comprises two types of Earth Explorer
missions, namely:

- Core missions (major missions led by ESA
to cover primary research objectives)

- Opportunity missions (smaller missions
providing a quick reaction capability).
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(d) lt strongly builds on and exploits the cross-
fedilisation between research (Eadh Explorer)
and applications (tarth Watch type).

(e) lt is user and market driven: all mission
themes and partnership schemes are based on
user proposals and market requirements, i e
those of scientists, the European Commission,
Eumetsat, other European and national entities,
industry, etc.

The Programme is based on a reinforced
coordination and cooperation between ESA,

the European Commission and Eumetsat with
tho ronnnniqpd rnla nf ESA tO COnCeft and
progressively integrate European-level EO

^^+;,,i+i^. i^ ^, ,"^, ,^h^^ 
^f tho nrinninloe nfOULIVILIUJ ll I pUlJUdl IUU vr Lr ru l.Jr il rurl.Jruo vl

Annex lV of the Convention. This cooperation is

open for fudher widening to, for example. the
ECMWI EEA, etc. The programme is further
based on reinforced coordination between ESA
and Member States' EO strategies and
programmes. lt will also build on the proposed
space-technology harmonisation, both within
ESA and with other European and national
entities.

It demonstrates a new way of working with
industry, both 'upstream' and 'downstream',
including the industrial co-financing of Earlh
Watch type missions from the beginning of
study activities. and stimulates industrial
initiative and competitiveness through
technology development and demonstration
support and Eafth Watch partnership schemes.
It is orientated towards end-to-end applications
crrctomq lhr rc ronroconiinn a lqrno qton trnm

data provision (current) to market-oriented
service provision (future).

It reduces complexity and administrative
burdens and increases transparency through
the gradual integration of currently seven
individual optional EO programmes into a single
EO Envelope Programme.

The Programme supports international
cooperation on a global scale and maintains
Fr rrone's slronn rnlo in EO in the worldwide
arena, including the necessary provisions for
cooperation with Developing Countries.

10
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Earth Watch
The second major space element of the 'Living

Planet' programme is Earth Watch. Earth
Watches are directed at developing operational
systems for monitoring the Earth, usually on a
near-continuous basis. and represent the first
qtonq hv tho Ancncv to effect the transition tO

service provision. The programme will be
designed, from the stad. to respond [o user
requirements and to develop a competitive and
independent industry. An eventual phased
withdrawal of ESA involvement, and indeed of
all public R&D support, once a sustainable
operational system is up and running, is a

fundamental premise of this approach. Users.
or their agents. must be involved closely with
the development of each mission and a plan for
how the service can sustain itself in the long run

must be made at the stad.

The Agency will only undertake Earth Watches
in partnership. The partnerships will be with
industry, commercial ventures, agencies (such

as Eumetsat) or other public entities (such as
the European Commission) who will provide an

interface to users and market requirements.
This partnership is the key, even in the
feasibility-study phase.

Industry in Europe today is capable of fully
implementing an Eadh-Watch-type mission.
ESA's development of Earth Watches must not
get in the way of truly commercial activity that
does not call on public funding.

The first steps to implementing the approach
envisaged for the future were taken with the
'Call for Outline Mission Proposals for Earth
Watch Padnershio' issued in December 1997.
Industry was invited to submit proposals for
parlnership with the Agency and potential user
entities. A key element in the evaluation is to
assess the self-standing operational capability
as the end result This process will be repeated
in the future. The scale of the resoonse to the
first Call indicates that industry is ready to work
in the new ways envisaged. A total of 20
industrial proposals have been received
covering a wide range of applications, including
high-resolution land monitoring (optical and
SAR), coastal-zone monitoring, multi-spectral
vegetation monitoring, atmospheric profiling

and disaster monitoring.

Eadh Watch partnerships, in which both risk
and benefit are equitably shared, must be set
up quickly; national involvements must match
nlacalrr iho inrlrrefrial halan.o ronrrirod tn

11
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implement the programme efficiently.
Accordingly, risks, responsibilities, data rights
and revenue sharing must be agreed in early
plannrng.

It follows that for each Eafth Watch mission, an
individual approach will be adopted to data
policy. The type of padners (public or private), the
levels of commercial risk envisaged, and the level

of investment reouired from ESA will determine
the policy. The basic principle should be to let the
entity having the responsibility for the exploitation
of this mission and the distribution of the data set
the policy. ESA, on behalf of Member State
research and development interests, would
normally expect the right of data use for non-
conflicting objectives.

Next steps
Concrete programmatic decisions on the
'Living Planet' approach, and in particular on
the Eairh Observation Envelope Programme
(EOEP), need to be taken at the next ESA
Council Meeting at Ministerial Level. This will
allow the EOEP activities to start in 1999.
During a build-up phase, the activities currently
covered by other approved ESA Earth
Observation programmes will be gradually and
smoothly integrated into the EOEP The

Programme is planned to reach its steady-state
level around 2004/2005. Concerning Earth
Watch, it is envisaged to present the first
dossier of an optional Eafth Watch programme,
based on the industrial responses to the ESA
Callfor Eafth Watch Outline Mission Proposals,
to ESA Member States in 1999 for decision and
commencement of the industrial develooment
activities. @esa

ta
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The Earth Observation Data User
Programme

J-P. Guignard & G. Pittella
ESA Directorate of Applications, ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

S. Hougs
ESA Directorate of Applications, ESA, Paris, France

Introduction
In general, value-adding suppliers of
information products face a significant increase
in requirements between performing research
or demonstrating pilot prolects and offering
operational services within current competitive
conditions. The latter may involve critical
changes in the way in which activities are
defined and financially secured. lt also implies
investment in final product development, the
establishment of processing facilities and the
necessary marketing activities. This is
also evident within ESA's Member States where
the industry is too small and dispersed to be
able to undertake these activities without
suooort.

The Data User Programme (DUP), an ESA optional programme, is
designed to encourage and support Earth-observation-related
industry in Participating States to bridge the gap between research
and the establishment of operational services based on thematic
information products. In addition, the DUP supports the preparations
for operational exploitation of future satellites such as Envisat-l.
Since its inception at the end of 1996, fourteen projects have been
awarded.

In view of growing world-wide competition,
ESA's Earth Observation Programme Board
decided to remedy the situation by proposing
an optional programme as a mechanism to
provide the necessary initial support for value-
adding companies, service providers and
research laboratories within the Member
States. The Data User Programme (DUP) was
established at the end of 1996. lts aims are to:

- define, establish and validate market-
oriented services for information oroducts
derived from Earth-observation data

- develop those services at a European level,
with the ootential for extension to the rest of
the World market, including Developing
Countries

- capitalise on existing ERS-1 and ERS-2 data
and prepare for exploitation of the Envisat-1
satellite, which is due to be launched by the
end of 1999.

This support should build on existing research
such as the results of pilot projects and make
maximum possible use of data from ESA
missions. In preparation for exploitation of the
Envisat-1 mission, data from third-party
missions could also be used.

Although these missions are predominantly
experimental, it is expected that preparation
for ooerational and commercial use of their
data will, as a spin-off, lead to the definition
and consolidation of requirements for
future satellite missions that are entirelv
o0erational.

Value-adding companies should be
encouraged to regard Earth-observation data
as one of several information sources from
which to build a marketable product. The
inclusion of non-soace data will result in a
higher level of information and render products
more readily applicable and, consequently,
more useful.

The first steps towards the establishment of an
operational service are typically completely
funded by the DUP, but it is envisaged that an

increasing financial contribution from the value-
adding companies themselves will be request-
ed for subsequent stages. Confidentiality and
intellectual property rights are safeguarded
under the Agency's rules. Contracts specifically
include the cost of data, which must be
purchased through authorised distributors.

The DUP is structured as an ootional
programme in five-year phases. The present
Participating States are Belgium, the
Netherlands and Switzerland. Other States are

currently considering joining the programme or
already preparing to do so.

How are projects selected?
Each year the Agency issues a Call for
Proposals from value-adding companies and
service providers in Participating States. The
selection procedure is in two rounds, both of
which are competitive. In the first round, candi-
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Project example 1

Quailty assessmenf of SAR DTM
The ability of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry
to derive Digital Terrain Models has already been
dcmonstratcd hv sevor^r ^-^i^^+^ "^i^^ r^+^ from ERS-1uur I rvr roLr uruv vy ruvurdl Pl UJVULJ UJll lV UOLq

and ERS 2. One of the main difficulties in bringing this

application into operational service has been the correct
quantitative determination of the quality (i.e. accuracy)
achieved in the oroduct in relation to the various error
sources and, specifically, to the effect of atmospheric
disturbance This project has yielded a method for the
objective qualification of the DTM Insar product and
validated it over the full coverage of Belgium. Present work
includes the aoolication and demonstration of the method
on additional geographical areas selected as significant
largers.

Project example 2
Development of global aerosol mapping from satelilte level-
2 products
The new ERS-2/GOME instrument and the package of
atmospheric instruments under development for the
Envisat-l satellite will provide an unprecedented capability
to study and monitor the Eadh s atmosphere and its
chemical constituents. With a view to operational use by
meteorological and environmental users, the instrument
derived geophysical information as aerosol parameters is to
be put in the form of a global map. In order to achieve this,
the measurements taken by the instrument over limited
areas and at different times need to be suitably integrated
into a 3-D product by means ot physical models. The
project aims at prototyping a service-oriented product of
this kind by initially using data from non-ESA missions (e.9.

SAGE) and later aerosol GOME products derived from
ERS-2.
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Project example 3
Prctciuct clevelopnertl for ntapprng anci ntonltr:,rtng of land
ca'ter dvrtirrnrcs trt troplcal regrons
Observat on ol tropica reg ons where opt cal obse rvat on is
lreav ly affectecl by a rrost penranert oloucl cover lras
proved to be ore of the -nost prorn sing app ications of
SAR Tv",o ci tfcrcnt prodLrct types for app icat on n Sri
Larnka are be rg deve oped r.r th s prolect One concerns
the rrapprq of forests, tlre other the rnonitorrng of rce
crop rrgaton Once tre product developr-nent phase has

beer cor-np etecl the prolect envisages th-o trarsfer of tbe
techno ogy to a p.rrtner who wi I operate the syslem in Sr
Lanka

Project example 4
Pr-o opertttonttl water and -onvtrontnent regtonal serv/c'e
Th s prolect s desigred to prepare the MERIS nstrLrrrent,
currenty under deveiopment lor Envsat 1, for operatonal
Lrso The airr is to develop a tool to assess wate r qra ity
frorr nru tispectral opt ca relnote sens ng data The
products derived wil relate to two req ons: the Belg an :rnd
Dutch coastal zore and rland water bod es n the
Netherands ard Switzerand The project ',vi nitially focus
on the definton of sLr table user orented products and on

the rrnpiernentatior of reg on spec f c a gorithnrs using
alvai ab e non ESA ocean colour m ssions sLrch as IBS

MOS and SeaW FS

T!\

,.. aa 3a , '.\.a
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Table 1

No. Proiect Obiective Contractor
I Development of 3 dimensional information products relating to

elobal maooine of aerosols
BIRA, (B)

2 Development of methods for quality assessment of SAR data for
suitability for DTM production with predefined accuracy
requirements; combined with associated quality indicators for the
final product

csl,, (B)

3 Operationalisation and knowledge tansfer to industry for service
provision of SAR based products related to forestry and rice field
information in trooical areas

RSL, (CrD

4 Development of 4dimensional information products related to
global mapping of aerosols, including improvements of data
assimilation models

BIRA, (B)

5 Topographic mapping and merging of information into GIS for use
by the Geological Survey and Mines Department, Uganda

RMCA(B) +
UNESCO's
GARS teams +
UGSMD(Ued)

6 Development of an information product derived from SAR
extracted data for crop early monitoring systems

UCL-MILA (B)

7 Development of a forestry monitoring product for operational use

in Malaysia
DIIV (NL) +
wAU (NL) +
KEC NL)

8 Development of GOME ozone fast delivery products at information
level for the implementation of a Near Real Time user senrice

KNMr (NL)

9 Development of a bathymetry product for use by sand mining
industry offthe Belgian coasts

ARC'OSS (NL) +
UoG (B) + WWK
(B)

10 Preparation of a pre-operational water and environment regional
service for MERIS using SeaWiFS andMOS

I\nu(M.) + RSL
(CrD +
MLJMM(B) +
MDNL)

ll Development of a drought early warning product derived from
scatterometer data with application and validation in Mali

NEO(NL) +
TIIW(A) +
IER(Mali)+
ILWM(B)

T2 Establishment of a flood monitoring service in Bangladesh SYNOPTICS

(NL)+ NLR(NL)
+EGIS
(Bandadesh)

l3 Development of a propagation model product (derived from SAR
DEM and vegetation ftom Spot) for operational mobile telephone
network plannine

E. BASLER &
PARTNERS (CH)
+ RSL (CH)

l4 Development of a subsidence mapping product for application in
urban areas. It will be derived from differential InSAR data and
validated in Northern Italv

Gamma (CID

to



earth-observation data user programme

dates are required to submit summary
proposals only. Those selected for the second
round are asked to submit detailed orooosals.
The main selection criteria are as follows:

- in order to form the basis for an ooerational
service, products must be at information
tevel

- products must respond to needs expressed
by public services or to market opportunities
identified by the value-adding companies

- products must be amenable to a sustainable
service at European level, in synergy with
other sources of information.

Additional requirements regarding staffing,
overall costs, data needs, implementation
schedule, etc. are also taken into account.
Delegates from the Participating States are
involved in the final selection Drocess.

The DUP supports interaction with the various
players and other interested parties by means
of the DUP Internet home page* and
information meetings. Workshops are arranged
to stimulate the flow of information between the
parties involved in the programme (research

institutes, value-adding companies, service
companies, etc.)

Gurrent activities
Fourteen activities have been started so far (see

Table 1). Most of these focus on specific
interaction between the know-how of value-
adding companies and the market oppor-
tunities they have identified. They address
areas for operational services where experience
already exists (e.9. users of ERS Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) for interferometry flood

monitoring and bathymetry). They also
represent focused efforts to establish pre-
ooerational services in readiness for full
exploitation of future missions (for example
atmospheric chemistry, water-quality
monitoring), in particular Envisat-1 .

It is noteworthy that half of the projects are
joint undertakings between value-adding
companies and/or research institutes, and
transcend national boundaries.

Also imporlant is the fact that half of the
activities concern Developing Countries. This
reflects the Participating States' strong concern
to establish operational services that are
commercially viable and at the same time
capable of providing solutions to problems in
the Developing Countries (e.9. hazard and
agricu ltural mon itori ng, infrastructure su pport).

The targeted customer segments are private

enterprises, civil services and institutional
bodies.

Conclusion
The Data User Programme is presently the only
ESA programme which addresses the
problems value-adding companies and service
providers face when trying to gain a lasting
foothold in the competitive market for Earth-
observation oroducts at information level. lf
they are to succeed in doing so, they must be
able to take the vital steo from research to
commercial exploitation of data from Earth-
observation satel lites. This reouires investment
and involves risks. The DUP is a concrete wav
of supporting these efforts. @esa

- http://styx.esrin.esa.it:8099/

The EU TMR-Programme enables to

European Large Scale Facilily

Aerospace Materials Technology Testhouse

EU-TMR Programme

Open access to a complete set of facilities for materials' R&D including

technical support for guest researchers from EU or associated states

Performance and duration of research program defined by guest

Funding oJ travel and subsistence costs

Easy application (1 Page Proposal)

Callfor Proposals
Please contact for detailed Info or application forms:

I nternet: htto://www.arcs.ac.aUamtV

Dr. E. Semerad: Tel: +43 2254 780 3322, Fax: +43 2254 780 3366,

email: AMTT@arcs.ac.al

Austrian Research Centres

A-2444 Seibersdorf

Perform your Research
on Aerospace and Space Materials Technology

at our Facilities

free of Charge
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Earth Watching: A Window on Special
Events

S. D'Elia
Earth Remote Sensing Exploitation Division, Directorate of Application Programmes,
ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

R. Biasutti
EO Satellite Services Division, Eurimage, Rome, ltaly

History
The Earth Watching project started at the end
of 1993, during an emergency in Germany of
extensive flooding lasting several days in the
Cologne-Bonn area. This event made it evident
that during natural disasters, users and
government authorities need data more quickly
than standard delivery times, in order to gain an
immediate broad picture of the extent of the
affected areas.

Earth Watching is a joint Eurimage - ESA/ESRIN project. lts primary
aim is to demonstrate the benefits of satellite remote sensing
technology in emergencies: prediction, assistance or analysis. More
generally, its objective is to widen awareness of the potential of
remote sensing applications and to promote the use of remote
sensing data. lt is based on fast and preferential access to sensor
planning, image generation and product distribution, and can count on
dedicated, even if limited, image processing and interpretation
resources. The resulting planning information, images, maps,
references, text, etc. are loaded on dedicated Internet pages and can
be provided in hardcopy for distribution through newspapers,
magazines and television stations. This type of information has made
it possible to support activities such as monitoring of threatened or
ongoing floods, intervention during disasters, monitoring of pollutants
in open waters, detection of ships, detection of fires, and also non-
emergency, public-interest applications such as locating
archaeological sites.

Earth Watching relies mainly on the remote
sensing data directly managed by, or
accessible through, ESA and Eurimage.
Operations include sensor planning (where
applicable), near real-time production, fast
transmission, image processing and inter-
pretation, text preparation, and dissemination
of results.

Remote sensing data
Since satellites can cover large areas in a single
pass, the resulting data from on-board
instruments can quickly provide an overview of
an emergency event and identify areas under
threat or alreadv affected.

Radar sensors, such as the Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR)on board ESA's ERS-I and ERS-2
satellites, are excellent tools for obtaining data
thanks to their all-weather and daylnight
capability (data acquisition independent of
cloud coverage or Sun illumination). This is
particularly important during, for example,
flooding, which is normally characterised by
cloudy skies.

Optical sensors, like NOM's AVHRR and the
Russian RESURS-O1, with their wide swath
and high pass repetition, can be used for
detecting medium to large fires. ATSR on board
ERS-1 and ERS-2 and EOSAT's Landsat-S,
can provide more details on already active fires
and burned areas. The optical sensors are
excellent for providing multi-channel inform-
ation which can be combined with radar to
identify even more features.

Organisation
The Earth Watching Team activities are normally
triggered by external events, e.g. media news
or meteorological forecasts (Fig. 1). When
starting a new activity, the team first collects as
much information as possible. Sources include
ESA Public Relations, various press agencies,
the Internet and the Eurimage distributor
network (about 40 distributors in 32 countries
in Europe, North Africa and the Middle East).
Data acquisition opportunities are then
checked and, if necessary, a special acquisition
plan is prepared for ERS-2 (and ERS-1 when
active). The information on expected and
planned acquisitions from all possible sensors
is loaded on the Internet together with links to
related news from the media.

The acquisition stations concerned are alerted.
At the same time, suitable archive data over the
area is searched and priority generation of
related products is requested. These products
are inserted into the image processing system
and prepared for integration with the data being

1B
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acquired. The resulting multi-temporal image
will permit detection of changes.

At the time of data acquisition, the receiving
stations involved are asked, depending on their
location and processing capability, to either
ship the raw data or to locally generate the
product and send it to ESRIN by special
delivery (or via telecommunication links when
feasible). From the receiving station in Fucino
(l), it is possible to receive a quick-look of the
scene shortly after the pass, and to select and
receive a subset of it in full or reduced spatial
resolution.

As soon as the new images are received, they
are loaded on the Internet where they are

accessible through standard World Wide Web
browsers. High quality prints of the images are
also made available for distribution to
newspapers, magazines and television
stations.

Normally, quick-look (low resolution) images are

available on line two or three hours after the
acouisition. Within a few more hours to one
day, they are followed by a higher resolution
image of the affected area together with a
rough interpretation text. This is updated by a
multi-temporal image with refined interpretation
text in approximately two more days. Finally,

within one to two weeks, higher level products
(e.9. subsets of the satellite image super-
imposed on the map) with additional text or
photos collected from the Internet, news-
papers, etc. are made available on line.

New attempts are continuously made to
simplify image interpretation and to improve
the overall service (new filters, layouts,
dissemination systems, etc.). In this respect.
the Earth Watching Team also cooperates with
other research institutes, national entities or
value-adding companies. This is also done
through special projects.

During 1997, the Earth Watching team was
involved in two risk management projects
conducted in cooperation with European
industry: one related to plains flooding and the
other to earthquakes. These projects required
Earth Watching to broaden its scope and
procedures by incorporating the planning and
production sectors of other mission operators
for the use of Soot. Radarsat and Indian
Remote Sensing satellite data. This increased
the probability of obtaining complete data for
any single event. In the case of the flooding
pro1ect, two alert exercises were performed on
simulated cases. The first simulated event
permitted the identification of bottlenecks and
the improvement of the overall system

oerformance. Both simulations demonstrated
the adequacy of the structure to provide
suitable data in time and confirmed the
possibility for adequate data coverage when all

available missions are used. In fact, one real
flood event was successfully monitored in this
way by the same team, outside the project
simulations.

Conclusion
During these four years of activity, the Earth
Watching project has provided support to
numerous events, as demonstrated by the
examoles in this article. The results are
available on line*.

A glossy publication, titled an "Earth Watching
Anthology"." has also been prepared and
distributed.

" http://earthnet esrin esa it or

http://www eurimage.it

.. A limited number of copies are available for
distribution; please contact the ESRIN Helpdesk via
e-mail: eohelp@esrin.esa it or tel : +39 6 941 B0 777

Figure 1. Data acquisition
and distribution flow-chart
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Oil Spills, North Sea, 1996
Each year ships and industries damage the delicate coastal
ecosystem in many parts of the world by releasing oil or pollutants into
rivers and coastal waters. Offshore environments are also polluted by
mineral oil mainly due to tanker accidents, illegal oil discharges by
ships and natural seepage. After a tanker accident, the biggest
difficulty is to obtain an overall view of the phenomenon, getting a clear
idea of the extent of the slick and, if possible, predicting the way it will
move. For both natural and man-made oil spills it is necessary to
operate a regular monitoring programme.

The Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instrument, which can collect
data independently of weather and light conditions, is an excellent tool
with which to monitor and detect oil on water surfaces. Oil slicks
appear as dark patches on SAR images.

Figure 2 was acquired from ESA's ERS-2 satellite on 1B July 1996 at
I 1 a.m. (Greenwich time) by the Fucino ground station and by the
Tromso Satellite Station ffSS). The Earth Watching Team discovered
some oil slicks in this image during data screening and asked the
experl operators of TSS for an interpretation. The overall low grey level
in the scene suggests that there is little wind in the area, ranging from
about I to 7 m/s. This condition is ideal for detecting an oil film. In the
image, located northwest of Bergen (Norwayl there are two possible
oil slicks of roughly 12 x 5 km- and 14 x 3 km-. Both slicks are diffuse
and it looks as if the wind has spread them. They are probably several
hours old. Conditions for detecting surface dumping features are
optimal, and slicks related to almost every oil platform (the very bright
points) in the image can be observed. These slicks may be caused by
water disposal, drilling fluids or oil. The almost completely black area
in the top right of the image is due to low wind conditions.

Operators at the TSS routinely analyse all SAR data received at the
station. lf an oil slick is discovered, as in this case, a communication
is sent to the Noruvegian Pollution Control Authority (SFt) by telephone
and fax. The SFT surveillance aircraft often ooerates near the satellite
acquisitions and a direct link between the operators of TSS and the
oilots is established.

Figure 2. ERS-2 SAR scene acquired on 18 July 1996 showing oils slicks in
the North Sea

Fire and Smoke in S-E Asia, 1997
Every year millions of acres of forest and
savanna all over the world are destroyed, and
animal and plant species disappear as a result
of deforestation and fires caused by human
activity, with significant effects on the delicate
global ecosystem. Using data from satellites, it

is possible to quickly obtain a general overview
of the situation over large areas of terrain, to
monitor the emergency, identify risks, detect
fires and, once the fire has been controlled,
assess the damage by mapping the extent of
the burned areas.

In the summer of 1997, Southeast Asia
suffered its worst drought in five decades and,
consequently, hundreds of forest fires - many
stafted deliberately as a method of clearing
land - began to burn out of control. A cloud of
smoke covering an area more than half the size
of the continental United States sent air
pollution in the affected area well above
hazardous levels. In Sarawak, Borneo, the
blanket of soot and smoke meant that every
man, woman and child was inhaling the
equivalent of two and a half cigarettes a day.

lmages were produced at ESRIN using data
from three ERS-2 sensors: SAR (Synthetic
Aperture Radar), ATSR-2 (Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer) and, in co-operation
with the German Aerospace Research Centre
(DLR), GOME (Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment). Those derived from ATSR-2
infrared data (Fig. 3) to detect hot spots were
compared to pictures derived from ERS-2
GOME Level-2 products (Fig. 4), which contain
the total column amount of the trace gas
nitrogen dioxide. The GOME instrument can
only measure during daytime; its swath
nnnqictq nf throo nrnr rnd nivolq aanh nno

measuring 40 km along-track and 320 km
across-track. High values indicated in red can
be correlated with the hot spots measured by
the ATSR and certainly indicate biomass
burning. The map (Fig. 5) shows the locations
of individualfires.

The SAR image (Fig. 6) shows an area in the
Tanjung Puting Natronal Park, which with its
more than 3000 km- of rare wildlife and flora, is

the largest and most diverse protected example
of the extensive coastal tropical swamp forest
which used to cover much of southern Borneo.
The multi-temporal image combines data from
two different dates to make a colour composite
image in which colours indicate changes
between the two acouisitions. Green shows the
healthy vegetation, while the areas appearing in

magenta tones are most probably the ones
affected by the deforestation caused by the
fires.
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Figure 3. ATSR colour composite image, 1 km resolution, from 15
September 1997. The coastline has been added in white. All pixels
indicating a temperature above 39"C have been rendered as red
spots. Cold clouds appear in black and warm areas (over 32'C) in
yellow

Figure 5. Map showing the locations of individual fires

Figure 4. GOME data from 14 September 1997. More
images are available on the Earth Watching WWW site

Figure 6. ERS-2 SAR multi-temporal image, combining
data from 22 October 1996 and 7 October 1997
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Flooding around the Oder River, Poland-Germany
(1997) and in Beziers, France (1996)
One of the primary problems during flood emergerc es is to
obtain an overall view of the extent of the atfected area and
to predict likey deveopments Aerial observation is often
impossible due to prohibitive weather cond tions and can be
very time-consuming and expensive However, the ERS 1

and EBS-2 satellites' Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAB)
instruments can collect data independent v of weather and
light cond tions The data can prov de the required
assessment of the damaged area and produce detailed
maps for both hazard assessment and input to hydro ogica
models used for p ann ng preventive measures

To highlight the flooded areas, a multi-temporal technique is

normally used Black and white radar mages of the same
area are taken on ditferent dates and assrgned to the red,
green and blue colour channels rn a colour mage The
resulting multi temporal image cleary reveas the change in

the Eadh's surJace through colour: the hue and intensty of
the co ours indicate the date and degree of change

The technique is illustrated in Fgure 7, which reveals flooding
around the Oder Biver on 5 and 6 August 1997 at the Polish-
German border. On the far right. the normal summer situation
shows the narrow, shallow river presenting a weak radar
ref ection Alongside is part of an mage from 6 August
show ng the black reflection from the flood waters The multi
tempora mage brings out the changes between the two
dates Areas flooded on both dates are dark b ue, while those
flooded on only the 5th or 6th are magenta and green,
respectively,

Figure 7 Multi-temporal ERS-1 and 2 SAR image of the Oder River
flooding on 5 and 6 August 1997 at the Polish-German border

"{
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On the night of 29 January 1996, a fierce flood descended on
the small southern French town of Beziers. Four lives were
lost and more than six hundred oeoole evacuated. From the
Loire to the Ardennes, 27OO towns and villages were
devastated. The Earth Watching Team loaded the images to
the Web within days of the flooding.

ERS-1 passed over at 23:00 local time on 28 January 1996,
during heavy rainfall (more than 200 mm in 24 hrs); ERS-2
crossed the area at the same time a day later. In Figure B, the
bright white areas are the city of Beziers and towards the
bottom left, the city of Narbonne. Due to very wet soil

conditions on both dates, the prevailing colour in the coastal
plain is greenish-cyan, except for the hills of Montagne de la

Clape, which are covered with Mediterranean shrubs and
pines. The reddish zones and spots in the lower pads of the
plain were flooded during both January acquisitions. This
flooding came from the River Aude, nodh and east of

Narbonne. The worst damage occurred along the Orb River,

crossing the city of Beziers. The green-yellowish area above
Beziers indicates that it was flooded on the 28th from the
arrival of the water that had fallen in the mountains to the
north. The huge bluish-magenta area below Beziers and in

other pafts of the scene, as well as the reddish parts in the
lowlands, reflect the situation of the flooded surface on the
29th. The large oblong area of a faint bluish colour appearing
close to Narbonne still needs to be fully explained. lt might
indicate land hit by heavy rainfall immediately before and
during the acquisition, leaving behind water-soaked terrain.

When integrated into a Geographical Information System
(GlS) with other data on flooding mechanisms, this type of
image is of great benefit for estimating, in 'near real-time', the
extent and dynamics of the flood, as well as for the validation
of hydrological models for assessing flood risks. @esa

Figure 8. Red: ERS-2 SAR,7 August 1995
Blue: ERS-1 SAR,28 January 1996
Green: ERS-2 SAR,29 January 1996

Figure 9. Here the flooded areas have been
extracted from the multi-temporal SAR and

superimposed on a SPOT panchromatic image
(1 0 metre-resolution) by Laboratoire Commun de

T6l6d6tection CEMAGREF
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Qualification Over Ariane's Lifetime

A. Gonz6lezBlflzquez
Directorate of Launchers. ESA. Paris

M. Eymard
Groupe Programme CNES/Arianespace, Evry, France

Introduction
The primary objectives of the qualification
activities performed during the operational
lifetime of a launcher are:

- to verify the qualification status of the vehicle

- to resolve any technical problems relating to
subsystem operations on the ground or in

flight.

Before focussing on the European family of
launchers, it is perhaps informative to review
just one or two of the US efforls in the area of
solid and liquid propulsion in order to put the
Ariane-related activities into context.

In principle, the development programme for a launcher ends with the
qualification phase, after which it enters operational service. In
practice, however, the assessment of a launcher's reliability is a
continuing process and qualification-type activities proceed, as an
extension of the development programme (as is done in aeronautics),
over the course of the vehicle's lifetime. Modifications to the
launcher's design are made whenever anomalies that might have an
adverse effect on the stringent reliability requirements are detected
during testing, to pre-empt their occurrence in flight.

The casings of the solid-propellant boosters
on the Space Shuttle, for example, are
systematically recovered for technical
insoection and re-utilisation. While the
economics of the re-utilisation can be
questioned, the technical inspections have
highlighted major anomalies not previously
detected in ground testing, including leakage of
the rear joint, deterioration of the interior of the
nozzles, abnormal erosion of the internal
thermal protection, etc. All of these anomalies
could have led to failures. The test programme
for the Shuttle's cryogenic engine (SSME) has a
testing rate higher than during the engine's
development phase. During the ten years
following the first flight, a test programme
clocking up over 300 000 s of running time was
carried out. In 1993 alone, over 37 000 s of
testing was conducted.

Similarly, the RLl O engine on the Centaur stage
of the Atlas launcher has been the subject of an

ongoing improvement programme. About 5000
tests were performed before the first flight, and
4000 during the subsequent ten years.

On-going qualification activities of a similar
nature were started for the Ariane-3 and 4
launchers in 1986, and for Ariane-S in 1996.
They can be classified into two main
categories:'regular' and'one-off'.

Ariane-S{ 4 accompanyin g activities
Regular activities
These activities are mainly devoted to
verification of the oualification status of the
various launcher subsystems. They include the
following work packages:

- Periodic sampling of engines: one HM7 and
one Viking per year, tested to the limits of the
qualification domain. As an example, from
1984 to 1994,25 turbo pumps and HMTB
engines were sampled in 240 tests, totalling
75 000 s of running time. Other equipment -
such as onboard computers, guidance
platforms, flight-control electronics, separa-
tion thrusters, pyrotechnic components and
servo-motors - was also sampled and
tested up to qualification boundary
conditions.

- Detailed and systematic analysis of flight
data, to reveal any possible anomalies and
also to update and improve the various
mathematical models representing the
behaviour of the launcher (Fig. 1).

- Inspection of solid-propellant boosters
recovered after flight (Fig. 2), to detect any
manufacturing deviations and possible
WEAKNESSES.

One-off activities
These activities stem from the results of flight-
data analysis and launcher subsystem
acceptance testing. They can be as important
as the new definition and oualification of a
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Figure 1. Between 500 and 800 parameters, depending on the Ariane launcher version, are measured, transmitted by telemetry and
exploited after each flight. They constitute a valuable database that helps in detecting deviations and improving the mathematical
models that simulate the launcher system's behaviour
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Figure 2. Post-flight
insoection of Ariane-4 solid

boosters at the Guiana
Space Centre provides

imoodant information that
cannot be communicated by
telemetry alone: behaviours

of thermal protection,
nozzles, fields joints, etc.

O ESA/CN ES/Arianesoace
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pump bearing for the oxygen turbo pump on
the HMZ e-gine, ttre qualrlication ot a new
.azzle Ihroat for the Vik ng engine, or the
qua ificat on of new raw materials in the
booster's so id prope lant (Fig 3)

In addition, cases of component obsolescence
or suppl er fa lure can arise, making it
naaaeq2r\/ in f nd ronlrnomeniq end nr elrfr,vvrsvvr rv YUur" )

them for flight appl cation Problems of this
n:Tr rrp harro :lroerJi, h^^^ ^^^^,,^r^.^i ^-^I rorur! | q\ u uil uqvy UUUI I Ul ILUUI ltu UU dl lU

successfu ly dealt with n various areas,
includ ng electronics components. the V king
Anfl nA raattlalar tnai ^^m^^-i ^ -l/ ^1 ,r'-lur rv I r! uguruLvr. u ru uu|PUJTtY JL U!LUrOl

malenats.

Experience gained
These accompanying activities have high-
I ghLed several potential fa lu'e sources on the
Arane 3 a^d 4 launchers. al owi^g approp'iate
nro\/on \,o mo2qt troq l^ kle taken'

- V22 : During long duration tests on the
Viking engine, a risk of blow-by on the
regu ator was detected. To el minate it, a

procedure for n-vacuo f illing of the
renr rlation e irr- ,ir ,nr,:s cstaolrshed

V31 :To avoid darage ca-sed by inlernal
n\/e. nressr rrisino nf the water tank on tl-e
| 22Afirst staoe an exira valve was addeo
V33 : Poor liquid-p'opelranL booster separa-
tion was observed, To correct it, the attach
ment fittings on t^e main stage were
modified.
V43 : Following the 'uncoupling' of the
HMZB engine hydrogen pump, flights were
cr rcnon.lor'l rrniil e hlaoel varve prevenTrng any
pump cavitation had been qual,fied.

V6O : Sarplrng tests on the separation
v^^t.^+ t^\ 1^^t^A ^ .t- ^{ - n^+ ^^- t^-t,ruun ur ruvudruu d I rJ\ ur d ruL 9dJ rudn

in the event of non synchronised ignition
+^. +h^ .^4rrnr_lcnt nrrrntonhnin-uLlUUr UUJ rU lr rU 'UUU| rud I |JyrUlUUr | ilU

qvstcms Thc<,o ha.l tO be mOdtfied tO

el minate the risk.

Ariane-5 accompanying activities
Qualification of the Ariane-5 launcher is still in
progress, but the production of the first set of
operational launchers is already well under way,
cnncon ontlrr Ariano_tr annamnr^,,i^^ -^+ \,ivvr ro9gv9r ruy, nr ror rs-J duuul llpdl lyll l9 duL vl-

ties were started n 1996, based on the
cync.ipnr-o rraincd from Ariane-3 and I and
retaining the distinction beTween regular and
one of act'vities thaL has proved so effecrive

Regular activities
The types of 'ecurrent activty supportng the
Ariane 5 programme are sim lar to those for
Ariane / There a.e. nevertheless. key oi'ter-
ences stemming from two factors:

- the higher rel abi'itv target set for Arane-5
+tr^ ,t^, ,^ ^^'-^n+ ^+ ^^, ^, ^^^i^^^ +^, n "i^^^ tr

- L Y UUVU UP tut l Ut I |UVV Ut tLlt rUJ tut nt tdt tu-J,

The exceptionally high reliabil ty requ rement for
Ariane 5 and rhe ai'n o' 'ed-cing productron
^^i ^^^,^ri^^ ^^^r^ h^,,^ -^^ lr^i i^6r ru vPE cLil 19 uw)LJ I tovu tUDUtLUU il | o I tuvv

la-nche' conf,guration that differs substantially
fror tt-at of the prev ous ge^e'ations This new
cnnfinr ralinn roar rirod lho r]orro nnmoni nI lrnrn

new liqu d-prooellant engines - Vulcain and
Aanrr rn anA r nn,^, .^ id_nrnnollrnt hnnctornuJluJ - Gl lu d I luvv )uiru l.f rupuilcr rL uuuorur,

()rttnnanta matn al2da

The two features mentioned above - bigh
reliability and new development are both
h ghly rslsvspt in t'e case ol propuls o^. where
a clear disl nclior also has to be rrade between
two cases:

integration of varous items that undergo
qualificat on tests individually

- qualificat on ot the engine as a whole under
extreme operating conditiofs (FS 4).

To address the first case. one Vulcain engine
hoo Fann r^',- i^-l^,..l .n| .<oel rn locl onninoI lqD UYUI I IUVO IUdLUU Ol ru uruu -u LUrr ur rvr ru

components in a special campaign. The
second case is be ng cove.eo by limit tesls on
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Figure 3. Ariane-4 strap-on-booster test stand in
Sardinia (ltaly), and a full-scale firing test
sequence in 1997 to qualify a new ingredient in
the solid propellant's composition
@ A. Constanzo for ESA,/CNES/Arianesoace
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Figure 4. Test firings of the Ariane-S cryogenic
Vulcain engine in Vernon (France) and
Lampoldshausen (Germany)
O SNECMA/SEP and DLR/DASA

nna \/r rln:rn onn na nar \ /^-r Thio ratn nf +no+innI ur r:j.r ru vur ycor , | | rrJ rdtu vr lvctrr '\-.i

gives a cumulative runn.ng tirre over the five
rio:rq nf tho cemn: nn lhrnr rnh la tho troar )ftCtfl

of about 30 000 s - nearly 1 .8 times the
esLimal.ed cLmulative 'unning tirre of flight
^^^i^^^ /aannn+-^^^ +^-+^ ^^,-l {li^1,.+\ur rvr'ru) \ouuuPrdr ruu lu-lJ dr ru ,il\rr l/.

Cr i n:l on ,inmeni lnr tho ciano en.l nrnnr rlqinn

e\/qiam /nrocerrric:lrnn/hlaorlinn rrnilc alanlr^-

valve units, feed valves and liqu d-he ium
ar rhc\/aiom flovihlo olomoni elemnor qriqiomq

oic \ iaiill rrnelornn r'lorlinatonl nrral,finatrnn

p'ogrammes followed by i^spect on

Qfara hla- nrn nal ln n t < la r,. ,.-Je
Th^ ^-^^ ar -L^ A ^-r - annino nn iho cinrahlo_| | lU UdJU U ll lU nUJLUJ u Vil ru ur I Lr ru rLvr quru
nrnnollent al2no a riifforoni lt c inniror] in flinhi
anr^l nncr:lorl fnr :hnr rt 1000 S Under COnditiOnS
lhat ara diffinr rli in ronrnrlr r.o ^n iho nrnr rnri

The ratio of cun-latve 'unring tir-es on the
ground, with one rest campagn a year. to those
cumulated n flight will therefore be much lower
than that given above for the Vulcain engine

Aaclr rc onnina toqtinn iq hniniorior narfnrmod nnLvv'rr rv

a near annual basis, w Lh the errgine unde.going
nominal acceptance testing followed by short
and ong-duration lests under varyi'g operaLing

conditions The resu ts of a I of rhese tests serve
to confirm the durability of the engine s
performance.
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The propellant tanks and high-pressure vessels

will also undergo acceptance and destructive
testing (fracturing) for the purposes of
comparison with the qualification margins
(-)+har iiome nf onr rinmont cr r/-h 2q iho

oressurisation unit and electrical servo-motor
will be subjected to their own qualification
programmes periodically.

So/rd-boosler stage
As far as the solid-booster propulsion system is

concerned, the initial development testing
serves pdmarily to freeze the definition of the
boosters and above all the casting production
procedures and hardware acceptance criteria
The limited number of ground tests - five

development and two qualification - is

insufficient for accurate definition of the
available margins, especially since the interna,

ballistics are different in flight and during ground
testing. Recovery of flight specimens for
inspection is therefore extremely important, as
these provide the data needed for accurate
definition of the actual margins for the features
considered most critical (thickness of therma.
protection, nozzle parts, field joints), which
cannot be determined by in{light measure-

ments alone. Moreover, despite the fact that the

booster definition is frozen on qualification.

procedures and raw materials are bound to
evolve over time, without it being possible
to assess the impact of this on available
margins.

The boosters from at least two Ariane-5
launches per year will therefore be recovered for
insoection and at least one full-scale booster
firing will be performed on the test stand at the
Guiana Space Centre.

Other I au n c her systerns
Other launcher systems will be sample-tested
on a regular basis, including:

- electrical systems: onboard computer,
inertial reference unit, flight control
electronics, etc.

- attitude control system: thrusters, tanks with
membrane, hydrazine feed valves, etc.

- pyrotechnic systems

- nozzle actuator units for the solid-propellant
boosters and the cryogenic main stage.

Sampling will proceed on the basis of how
critical a given item is. Items will undergo
qualification testing followed by inspections.

Limit tests will be conducted on the electronics
components, together with a destruct
inspection.

One-off activities
These can be divided into two groups:

- actions to address observed anomalies

- actions in cases of component or material

oosolescence,

In the case of performance deviations being

observed in flight (or during sampling tests), the
prime aim is to arrive at a thorough under-

standing of the problem and thence define the
most effective solution.

Experience gained under earlier Ariane launcher
programmes has demonstrated the importance
of taking prompt action to deal with cases of
material obsolescence, particularly:

- the procurement of materials, ingredients

semi-finished oroducts and units

- electronic components.

Hardware obsolescence or the withdrawal from

the market of the relevant supplier can affect
items in either category. Moreover, the risk of
such obsolescence problems occurring is

increasing as a result of industrial restructuring
on an international basis and the nature of the
launcher components themselves. Electronic

equipment is particularly prone to such
problems. Such changes will inevitably lead to
the need for the oeriod substitution of certain
items, the replacements for which will also

require the necessary re-qualification.

Conclusion
The considerable experience acquired in the
development and operation of the Ariane-1 to 4
series of launchers has demonstrated that flight
failures can be prevented by conducting the
accompanying activities that have been
described here. With more than one hundred
flights to Adane's credit, Ariane-4 currently
enjoys the highest reliability record in the
market: 0.966 according to the AMSAA model

These accompanying activities are set to
continue throughout the lifetime of Ariane-S,
with the systematic analysis of flight data
combined with the sample-testing of critica.
items from the production line. The goal is to
ensure that Ariane-5 has an even higher
reliability throughout its lifetime than its
predecessor.
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Testing of the XMM Structural and
Thermal Model at ESTEC

P. Kletzkine, T. van der Laan, R. Lain6 & D. Stramaccioni
XMM Project, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The XMM Project*
The XMM (X-ray Multi-Mirror) spacecraft is a
space-borne observatory covering the soft
X-ray portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
XMM is to be launched by Ariane-S in 1999. By
virtue of its large telescope collecting area and
its highly eccentric orbit, it will permit long
observations of X-ray sources and achieve an
unprecedented sensitivity. The on-board
scientific experiments are conceived and built
by scientific institutes in ESA's member
countries as well as in the USA. Once XMM is
in orbit and checked out, time will be made
available to the scientific community applying

The XMM (X-ray Multi-Mirror) spacecraft, a space-borne X-ray
observatory to be launched by Ariane-S in 1999, stands 10 m-high and
measures over 4 m in diameter in launch configuration, for a launch
mass of just under 4 tonnes. Such a tall spacecraft challenges the
capabilities of existing European environmental testing facilities. The
spacecraft design does allow for a relatively straightforward splitting
into modules. The Structural and Thermal Model (STM) of the XMM
spacecraft has successfully undergone mechanical environmental
testing at the European Space Research & Technology Centre
(ESTEC). This adicle briefly introduces the XMM project, presents an
overview of the XMM configuration constraints, explains the
spacecraft-level model philosophy and mechanical test flow, and
summarises the present status of the tests pedormed.

. More information on the XMM
project is available via the
lnternet at
http://www.estec.esa. nl/
spdwww/xmm/index. html

for observing periods on a competitive basis.
The heart of the mission is the X-ray telescope.
It consists of three large mirror modules and
^^^^^;^+^r {^^^r ^'1ne instruments helddJJUUrdtuu ruuar Pta
together by the telescope central tube. The
scientific instruments are the European Photon
lmaging Camera (EPIC), Reflection Grating
Spectrometer (RGS) and Optical Monitor (OM).

Gonfiguration constraints
The satellite mass at launch is about 3900 kg.
XMM is configured in a modular way and
consists of:

- the Focal Plane Assembly (FPA) mounted on
a platform carrying the EPIC and RGS
detectors, as well as the units ensuring the
data handling and power distribution

- the Telescope Tube [T) maintaining the
relative oositions of the FPA and MSP

the Mirror Support Platform (MSP) carrying
the three Mirror Modules with their various
baffles and the two RGS grating boxes, the
Ootical Monitor and the star trackers
the Service Module (SVM) which carries the
spacecraft subsystems and provides
TESOUTCES.

The Service Module consists of a closed-box
structure with a central cone surrounded by
side panels and equipped with a deployable
Telescope Sun Shield. Most Service Module
electronic units are mounted on the inside of
the side panels. Foldout solar arrays, two
antennas and one of the two batteries are

mounted on the outside of the box structure.
The four propellant tanks and four thruster pairs

are located at its corners. The Mirror Support
Platform mounted on the box is supported by
the central cone.

It is readily apparent that splitting the satellite
into a Service Module and a Payload Module
does not solve the problem of size limitations in
environmental testing facilities since the
payload is distributed throughout the length of
the spacecraft. Furthermore, analysis
determined that mechanical qualiflcation of the
Service Module alone was unrealistic because
the mechanical behaviour of the lower part of
the spacecraft is largely determined by the
oresence of the three Mirror Modules which
together with the two Reflection Grating
Assemblies (RGA) account for more than
1300 kg of mass mounted into the Mirror
Support Platform. Proper load introduction into
the Service Module from the Mirror Suoport
Platform fully equipped with Mirror Modules is

indispensable.

For environmental test purposes, the
spacecraft was therefore split at roughly mid-
height. This resulted in a configuration which
lent itself to accommodation in the largest
existing European test facilities, namely those
at ESTEC:

- ESTEC's Large Space Simulator with its
6m-diameter solar beam for thermal
testing
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- ESTEC's 280 kN electro-dvnamic shaker for
vibration testing

- ESTEC's mass-properties measurement
machine with its recent L-4600 arm

- ESTEC's Large European Acoustic Facility
for acoustic, modal survey and clampband
release testing of the complete spacecraft.

Spacecraft -level model philosophy
fhe Structural and Thermal Model (STM) was
used to qualify the complete spacecraft primary

structure and thermal design. The STM can be
separated into a Lower Module and an Upper
Module as described above; the structural and
thermal designs take into account that the two
are tested separately. The STM was also used
to prove the Lower Module-to-Upper Module
mating/de-mating procedures, verify the
behaviour of the Lower Module-to-Uooer
Module interface, verify alignment and light
tightness design and test procedures, verify
compatibility with the shock inputs, and
exercise assembly and handling procedures
and the Mechanical Ground Suooort
Equipment.

fhe Electrical Model(EM) was used to verify the
electrical design, internal interfaces, software,
check-out procedures and the Electrical
Ground Support Equipment. Tests will be
performed on the Electrical Model to verify
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) and
Electro-Static Discharge (ESD) behaviour, both
radiated and conducted.

fhe Proto-Flight Model (PFM) is the actual
satellite to be flown. lts structural oualification
has been achieved on the STM, the 'Proto' part
of the name concerning only limited electrical
aspects and minor configuration changes.

Additionally, there is a RF Suitcase Model IhaI
will be used to test radio-frequency
compatibility between the spacecraft and the
^-^, '^A ^+^+i^^^vr wur ru JL4Lrur rJ.

Mechanical test flow
The test flow of Ihe Structural and Thermal
Model is optimised by making use of the
modular split of the spacecraft: parallel testing
is conducted whenever the two modules are
not mated. Integrations of the Upper Module
and Lower Module also took place separately.
Subsequently, the two modules were mated,
aligned, submitted to a thermal distortion test
and alignment check, de-mated, and shipped
to ESTEC for environmental testing. Each
module underuuent, in turn, mass-properties
measurement, thermal balance and sine
vibration. The remaining tests could be carried
out on the complete spacecraft, and therefore
the Uooer Module and Lower Module were

mated and the assembled STM spacecraft
underwent a modal survey, acoustic testing, a
clampband shock test and functional tests of
mechanisms. At regular intervals between tests
throughout the gruelling qualification environ-
ment, checks verified the spacecraft's ability to
maintain full integrity, alignment and light
tightness - all crucial to the scientific mission.

Thermaltesting
The purpose of the thermal balance test
campaign with the XMM spacecraft Modules
was to verify the performance of the thermal
control subsystem and to validate the thermal
mathematical models used by the thermal
engineers to establish the design. The tests
were performed in the Large Space Simulator
(LSS) at ESTEC, the largest solar simulator
facility in Europe. The test programme was
conceived to demonstrate that payloads and
spacecraft equipment are always kept within
soecified temoerature limits under simulated
orbital conditions that are the extremes of the
expected mission envelope. While the Upper
Module was mounted inside the chamber in its
upright position (as it will stand on top of the
Ariane-S launcher), the Lower Module was
'upside-down', with the 27OO kg mass of the
Service Module and Mirror Modules on top of
the lower half of an extremely light-weight
Telescope Tube. This rather surprising set-up
offered the possibility of realistically simulating
the thermal environment of the bottom oart of
the spacecraft where the Mirror Module
apertures had an unobstructed view to cold
space. The correct simulation of the heat fluxes
lost into space was of paramount importance
for the verification of the temoeratures and
gradients of the Mirror Modules and the Mirror
Support Platform. This would not have been
possible if a more conventional mounting of the
spacecraft by means of its launcher interlace
flange had been selected.

Once the last entry door of the Large Space
Simulator was sealed, the pump-down
sequence started to bring the pressure level
inside the chamber down from one atmosphere
to less than the 5x10E" mbar required to
suppress any convective heat transfer and
simulate the high vacuum conditions of outer
space. Soon after, the black shrouds that cover
the inner walls of the Large Space Simulator
were flushed with liquid nitrogen to bring their
surface temoerature down to -180"C in order
to reproduce the cold black sink provided by
space. The 6m-diameter solar beam of the
Large Space Simulator was then switched on
to complete the orbital simulation. The solar
flux provided by the Large Space Simulator
reproduces the spectrum of solar light, the
parallelism of its rays and its intensity, which
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was made to vary during the test to reproduce
the various seasonal conditions (from 1320 to
1420 W/m2). Albedo and Earth radiation did
not need to be simulated because of their
negligible contribution along the very-high-
altitude orbit of XMM.

Due to the peculiar architecture of XMM, it was
rather simole to simulate the thermal interface
provided by the missing part of the spacecraft.
In fact, because of the low thermal
conductance of the long thin-walled Telescope
Tube that is entirely made out of carbon-fibre
composite, the two Modules cannot exchange
heat by conduction. The flux exchanged by
radiation (less than 25 W flowing from the
Lower Module to the Upper Module) was
simulated by controlling the temperature of a
plate placed inside the test adapter that held
the two Modules. lt is worth mentioning that an
optical aperture stop (one of the two installed
inside the Telescope Tube) is mounted near the
interface plane where the Telescope Tube is

split, and provides a physical separation
between the uooer and lower tube cavities.

The two Modules were mounted by means of
the same test adapter on the Large Space
Simulator gimbal stand that also provided the
possibility of changing the attitude of the
soacecraft with resoect to the solar beam
direction, as was required by the simulation of
the various orbital ohases.

Because of the stringent cleanliness
requirements imposed by the optics of the
telescope system, a pure nitrogen purge line

was located inside the test adapter and used to
directly vent the interior of the Telescope Tube
during the repressurisation phases. The cryo-
panels inside the facility were used to trap
contaminants. The thermal balance test also
had to verify the effectiveness of the cleanliness
measures and procedures adopted. They are

aimed at providing the cleanliness level required
for the thermal vacuum test of the flight
spacecraft as it will be performed with the
same set-uo and the same mechanical
equrpment.

The STMs of the two Modules were equipped
with dummy units; heat dissipation was
simulated by means of heaters inside the units.
The dissipated power totalled 450 W for the
Lower Module and 300 W for the Uooer
Module. For the thermal control of the Mirror
Modules and the Mirror Suooort Platform
400 W were used, and 90 W were used for the
thermal control of equipment. In addition, test
heater lines were used to control the test
adapter, the solar array simulators, as well as
the quard heaters which balanced the heat

losses through the cabling. 21 power supplies
provided the power for the Upper Module test
and 74 power supplies for the Lower Module.
In order to have a detailed temoerature
mapping of the various parts, 370 temperature
sensors were installed on the Upper Module
and 600 sensors on the Lower Module. To

connect heaters and sensors, about 8 km of
electrical wiring had to be routed for the Upper
Module test and 15 km for the Lower Module.

The spacecraft was equipped with 3 STM
Mirror Modules with 58 mirror shells of non-
flight-standard optical quality. The Mirror
Modules and Mirror Suooorl Platform were
finely instrumented in order to verify that the
stringent requirements on their temperature
uniformity were actually met. fl-hey have to be
kept at 20"C with deviations of less than 2"C.)
The Service Module was equipped with thermal
simulators of the solar arrays that reproduced
the correct heat rejection capability of the
lateral radiators. The thermal blankets. and
radiator coatings had a flight-standard quality.

Lower Module test phases
The Lower Module's thermal-balance test
lasted 11 consecutive days (Figs. 1 and 2).

Durrng this test, the unit heat dissipations were
increased or decreased from their nominal
values to force ranges of temperatures as wide
as possible and provide clearer cases to be
compared with the mathematical model results.

Two hot steady-state cases with nominal
attitude (pit"ch 0, roll 0), maximum solar flux
(a2O W/m') and with two different unit power
dissipations were performed to verify the sizing
of the radiators and to measure the spacecraft
sensitivity to unit dissipations. Under the
simulated sunlight, the thermal blankets
showed very good performance in insulating
the Telescope Tube and the spacecraft. Across
the few-millimetre-thick blanket, the
temperature dropped from 130'C on the
illuminated skin to the 16"C average of
the Telescope Tube. The temperature
difference between the illuminated side of the
Telescooe Tube structure and the shadow side
was only 3"C (or less). The temperature of the
external skin on the shadow side droooed
to -150'C.

Three cold steady-state cases with minimum
solar flux (1 320 Wm') and various combina-
tions of pitch and roll angles and unit power
dissipations followed, with the purpose of
checking the heater system, the minimum
temperature levels, the Mirror Modules'
temperature control system and to characterise
the thermal stability of the telescope elements
with respect to changes of attitude. The Mirror

* The external skin of XMM's
thermal blankets is made of
carbonJilled kapton and
displays a semi-gloss black
finish. This material was
selected because its thermo-
optical properties do not
change under solar irradiation
This will help to keep the
temperature of the telescope
stable throughout its expected
1O-year lifetime. In addition,
with this material being
electrically conductive, the
build-up of electrostatic
charges under solar inadiation
is avoided.
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Figure 1. XMM Lower Module inside the Large Space Simulator
thermal-vacuum test chamber, with deployed thermal simulators of
the solar arrays

Figure 3. XMM Upper Module inside the Large Space Simulator thermal-vacuum test
chamber. The Module has been turned to attitude +20deg roll, +20 deg pitch. The
five camera radiators are visible on top of the spacecraft
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Figure 2. XMM Lower Module inside the Large Space Simulator
thermal-vacuum test chamber. The three Mirror Module doors and
the Optical Monitor door (all closed) and the two Star Tracker
baffles are clearly visible

Modules were controlled by their pulse-
modulated heater system without inducing
temperature oscillations that would have
perturbed the stability of the optical system.

Finally, a 1.8-h eclipse with the subsequent
recovery phase was simulated. The Mirror
Modulei were boost-heated before ecliose.
then their heaters were switched off during
eclipse and eventually brought back to their
operational temperature during the recovery
phase. In general, the temperature drops were
in line with, or less than, the predicted ones so
that the time needed to resume scientific
observations is minimised (observations can
only be made when temperatures and
gradients are within the thermal stability
reouirements).

The thermal balance test was also very
successful in detecting areas where the thermal
design had to be improved and corrected on
the flight model. sucn as the larger-than-
predicted cooling effect of the large Telescope
Sun-Shield on the Service Module.

Upper Module fesf phases
The Uoper Module thermal-balance test lasted
9 consecutive days (Fig. 3). Two hot steady-
state cases with maximum solar constant
and increased unit heat dissipation were
performed with nominal and slewed attitudes.
The radiator sizing was verified and the
sensitivity of the platform to gradients when the
attitude was changed was confirmed to be
small. In any case, the camera radiators
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nanaged to cool the CCDs (Charge Coupled
Dcvicpsr dnr,vn tn tho r-lqgilgj - 130 C. TwO Cold

cases fol owed wth minimum solar constant
combined with nominal and slewed attitudes
and nominal un r dissipalion, allowi'g the worst
cold-case condition to be reached,

Finally, a long eclipse was simulated, with cool-
down of experiments and units during a 1 .8 h

eclipse wben switched off This was followed
by an ecl pse recovery, which simu ated a
'ail-re o' the electrcal power sub-system in

switch ng on the unit substtution heaters after
the eclrpse In th s case. it was veritied that the
spacecra't could be rescued by Lie low
tenperature guard therrostats which would
automatically switcf- lhe heaters on.

I he test configuration with the test adaprer
,ser-l lor lre S IN/ nrocrramme wrll also be used

for Lhe PFM rests The objective of the therma
vacuurr tests is to verify that the spacecraft
pedorms correctly in all operalional Todes ar

the extreme temperat-res that can be
withstood by its equipment, In addition, some
The'ma balance test phases w'll be nserted in

the the'ral vac-um orogran me in orde. to
verify the thermal cont.ol performarces ater
the modif cations introduced between the STM
desgn and the final Flight Mode design. For

cleanliness reasons, the tesr w:ll be carried out
wth the STM Mirror Modules installed ln the
PFN/ ot the snacccraft I ower Module instead of
the Flight Model M rror Modules.

Structural testing
Shaker tests
I ho ioqr nhioei rroq rnioro'

Figure 4. XMM Upper Module being prepared for the lateral sine
vibration test, on the slip table of the 280 kN shaker

Proof of correspondence between
hardware-dynamic characteristics and
mathematical models at modular level. This
is necessary to validate the launcher-XMM
coupled analysis

- Proof o[ slrengrh for Lhose pans thal did noL

^^^ ^+-^^^+h . . --i{i -^+ion beforehand such as:JUU JLt Ut tVLt I VWt iltUOLl

. Focal Plane Platform and Service Module
eor ,inmcnt n:nels and their interJaces to
the equipment

. Focal Plane Assembly secondary
structure

. Seryice Module shear walls

. Service Module secordary structures
such as thruster brackets and Telescope
Sun-Shield (TSS).

In each oI Lhe Lhree orthogonal axes, each
module was sine-vibration tested following
lhe classical sequence: low-level. inte'mediate-
level to define notch profiles. qualitrcation-level

fo lowed by low-level again n order to check
that modal characteristics have not been
^#^^+^^ h,, +h^ +^^+^diluuLuu uy Lt tu LUJtJ.

Sr-aker input leve,s for Lhe Upper Module could
not be taken directly f.om the Ariane 5 user's

-^^ ^l L-^^^,,^^ ^+ +1,.^ +.-^^+^. ^1,.-.^^+^.i^+i^^I IdI IUdI UUUdUJU UI LI IU LI dI IJIUI UI IdI dULUI IJLIUJ

of the Lower Module.

A system-level response analysls was
run to determine these transfer characteristics,
and the resulting inputs f rom the Lower
Nllodr rle into the I lnner Module at the interlace
between the Lower Telescope Tube and the
Upper Telescope Tube. These levels were used
as inpuL for the Upper-Module tesling (Figs 4

and 5).

P. '

5i
Figure 5. XMM Upper Module ready for the axial sine vibration test,
on the dual head exoander of the 280 kN shaker
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E

Figure 6. XMM Lower Module ready for the axial sine vibration test,
on the dual head expander of the 280 kN shaker. One of the solar
array dummies and the Telescope Sun-Shield are clearly visible

Figure 8. Mating of the XMM
Upper Module and Lower

Module to form the
assembled spacecraft
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Figure 7. XMM Lower Module being prepared for the lateral sine
vibration test, on the slio table of the 280 kN shaker

For the Lower Module testing, the input levels

found in the Ariane-S users' manual were used
(Figs. 6 and 7). In spite of the absence of the
Upper Module, the Lower Module has many
modes corresponding to the complete system
A',nrminn nn tF n* a n',qtp6-lp17ol nnich nrnfiloUyl rol lllUJ JU tl ldl d Jyorur rr ruvur I rvrvr I l.Jrvilru
could be established. This notch profile has
been found to be acceptable (also to launch
authorities).

The testing of both Modules demonstrated that
the rlcsircr^l resnonqc lcvels were feached at the
{^ "^^ ^^^IUI UJUUI I I UJUI IdI IUU-.

Modal survey
n+^" +h^ r^^r^ ^^ +h^ ^h^1,^. +h^ ll^^^. ^^lnrtvr u rv LvoLo vt I Lt tg Jt ton ut, Lt tY upput dt tu

Lower Modules were mated (Fig. B) and
alignment measurements were performed
(Fig. 9). This opened the way for modal survey
testing on the complete spacecraft to confirm
qvqiom-lorrol mneloq
vtv!v' 

' '

The modal-survey testing, performed by a team
from the Deutsches Zentrum fur Lutt- und
Raumfahrl (DLR) - Gottingen has shown that
the overall lateral mode corresponds well with
computer predictions (1 1 .7 Hz measured
against 11 8 Hz calculated) and has confirmed
the recurrence. on the complete spacecraft, of
local Service Module modes as found in the
Lower-Module test.

The oblective of identifying below 100 Hz all

modes with an effective mass above 5% of the
total mass, has been met.
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Figure 9. Alignment
ooerations on the
assembled XM M spacecraft

Figure 10. Modal survey
testing of the assembled
XMM spacecraft in the
Large European Acoustic
Facility. The sound horns
used for the acoustic test
are visible on the left side

This test was rounded off with a so-called
'boosted' run in which high lateral inputs were
given to the Focal Plane Platform such that
response levels reached flight levels times a
qualification factor. This dwell test at 11.7 Hz
demonstrated the load capacity of the fully

built-up central core in both lateral directions, as

well as the stability of the first lateral resonance
under increased loading.

For reasons of practicality, the modal-survey
testinn tonk nlar:e in thc I arnc Fr rrnncan

Acoustic Facility (LEAF) (Fig. 10) where acoustic
testing was to be pefformed next.

Acoustic testrng
Thanks to the imnressive dimensions of the
available acoustic facility, acoustic testing could
be performed on the complete spacecraft. lt

particularly involved the structures with low
mass per area such as the Telescope
Sun-Shield, the Service Module upper and
lower platforms, the Telescope Tube, and the
Focal Plane Assembly secondary structures
Dummies represented solar arrays: flight solar
panels were submitted to separate acoustic
lESIS.
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Figure 11. XMM Lower
Module undergoing axial
mass properties
measurement, on the WM
50/6 machine

r,,,,r*r_

Althougb the Telescope Sun-Shield went
through an acoust c verification at unit evel
ear ier in the programme, this test was of
padicular inte'esL since the Sun-Shield was
now mounted on the Service Module edge,
which modifies the lower resonances

The specilied rau^ch envrronmerL (plus 4 dB
qua'iIcation .'largin) determined the qua itica-
tio' test levers ard tolerances (Tabre 1).

Resnonscs al lho ler,e Of the ServiCe lVOd-le

-nits were 'eco'ded i. oroer ro be compared to
lho r rnii lariol cnoc,fic2ti^n. A++^r ^' '^ ir ^-ti^^ruvur rvuuilruoLrvr rJ. nltul Llud I ludllul L

further test runs prov ded supplementary
informat on as to the marg ns availab e

Table 1

Octave centre Qualification Tolerances
frequency (Hz) level (dB) (dB)

J.C

63
125
250
500
1 000
2000
Overall leve

Duration

132 -2 / +4
134 -1 / +3
l39 1/+3
143 -1 / +3
138 1/+3
132 -1 / +3
128 1/+3
146 -1 / +3
2 minutes

Thio onr^^^"-++ ^' ,^l ana' '-+i^ +^^+ ^^r ^- , ^,^^| | llJ JpdUUUldlt-llVUl dUUUbllU lCJl >UI lU5 VVdi)

successful in demonstrating qualification of the
structure and also in ldentifying those units for
which'urther unit level q-alificaLron data nad ro
0e acqurreo.

Clampband release
An Arianespace team pe'lorn ed this test with
lho cnmnlota en:nonreft c rmnad in ile lerrnnh

vehicle adapter. After a fit-check with the
adapter. iL involved the release of the o262t
clampband. The objectves were:

- Lo orove correcl fit to the adapTer includ-
ng accessories (e g c ampband, c amp-
band extractors and catchers, umb lical
connectors. purge porLs. release springs.
and separation switches)
to demonstrate feasibility of mating the
Telescope Su. Shie d Lo the spacecrafi after
^l^'-^l^^^.J i^^+-ll^+i-urar rpuar ru il rsLdilaLton

- to show proper clampba^d re'ease w'thout
nler{erence with any pad of Lhe spacecraft
nc uding the Telescope Sun-Shield

- to measure shock leveis induced by the
clampband pyrotechn c release on both
oiAno af +h^ -^^^/^li^^ ^l^^^ anA a+ ^^l^^+^iorusJ ur lr ru )u|Jdr dLrur I prdr ru dt tu dl Sutuuluu
equipment levels,

Subseouently. a.elease of the lelescope
Sun Sbield was performed to verify that its
dep oyment mechanism functioned properly,
a,,an rfin. ^ ^-^h-^: "^l^^^^ ^A^^1, ^^! .^i^-svsr I drru u dr I rpud u-rutudJU 5t tuu\ dt tu ut tuul
adverse thermal gradients

Thi. o^r;^o ^l l^^l- \4,^^ +t tll\i qr rnnoqqlr rl in :q farI lllJ OUI IVO Vl [EOL) VVOJ uil), ouuu!oorur il | oJ rol

^^ +h^ r^^' ,l+^ ^^,,^ .i^^ +^ ^^ ^^4i^, .l^.oJ L U TUDUilD \]qVE r)U LU I tU pdt ltuutdt UUt tUUt | |

Mass properties
The obiectives o' lhis tcst were to measure Lhe

mass, Centre of Gravity (CoG) and Moments of
Inedia (Mol), along al three axes of the XMM
Upper and Lower Modules.

To measure the CoG and Mol of space items,
the ESTEC combined centre of gravity and
moment of inert a machine WN/ 50/6 was used
(FiS. 1 1) The measurements along the
spec,men ho.izontal axes were pelorrred on
the same machine by n-eans of a- L shaped
adapter identified as L 2600 (1or a specimen
diameter of up to 4600 mm) (Figs. 12 and 13)

The characteristics of the WM 50/6 mach ne
are not compatible with the whole XMM
spacecraft in terms of maximum admissible
mass and maximum admissible ovedurning
moment, especially in horizontal conf guration.
Therefore, the neasuremefts ol CoG and Mol
were performed at module evel. The mass of
each modue was measured wth a Schenk
bridge-weighing machine, with an accuracy of
t 200 g.
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Figure 12. XMM Lower Module undergoing lateral mass propedies
measurement, with the L-4600 adapter arm on the WM 50/6 machine

Figure 13. XMM Upper Module undergoing lateral mass properties
measurement, with the L-4600 adapter arm on the WM 50/6
machine

The measuremert results conf .'med Lhe

nrcoict.or-s madc nn the basis of calc-lations

Conclusion
The Structural and Thermal Models of XN/N/

have been s-ccessf ully tesl.ed Lo tlight
^ ^r ri^^ri^^ -' {h^ trc-rfC TeSt Cenlre Wilhin!_,1UOililUOLtUt AL U 19 LU I

seven months, frorn September 1997 to March
1 998

| ^-^^ ^'^^^^'^+ ^"^h as XMM sLrel.ch orLdr9Y )POUEU|qrr OUVI

sLrrpass the capabilit'es of current operational
environmental test facilities in Europe The
XMM environmental test programme combines
resting on the complete spacecraft wherever
possible with modular testing when

-navoidable. T^e resulting satisfactory
^, ,^li+i^-+i^^ ^^A anannlrn^^ - ^^-^il,-l^ +hanlu oL]UdililUdilUr I dt ru duLUprdr ruu J PUJ)ruru Lr rdr InJ

to a split into modules that was taken into
accounl d-rirg rhe design stage,
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The Hipporcos Mission
The Hipparcos space astrometry mission was accepted
within the European Space Agency's scientific
programme in 1980. The Hipparcos satellite was
designed and constructed under ESA responsibility by a
European industrial consortium led by Matra Marconi
Space (France) and Alenia Spazio (ltaly), and launched by
Ariane-4 on 8 August '1989. High-quality scientific data
were acouired between Novemberl989 and March 1993.
The scientific aspects of the mission were undertaken by
nationally-funded scientific institutes. All of the scientific
goals motivating the mission's adoption in 1980 were
surpassed, in terms of astrometric accuracy, photometry,
and numbers of stars.

The global data analysis tasks, proceeding from nearly
1000 Gbit of satellite data to the final catalogues, were
undertaken by three scientific consortia: the NDAC and
FAST Consortia, together responsible for the production
of the Hipparcos Catalogue; and the Tycho Consortium,
responsible for the production of the Tycho Catalogue.
A fourth scientific consortium, the INCA Consortium, was
responsible for the construction of the Hipparcos
observing programme. The production of the Hipparcos
and Tycho Catalogues marks the formal end of the
involvement in the mission bv ESA and the four scientific
consortia.

The Hipporcos ond Tycho
Cqtqlogues
The final products of the European Space Agency's
Hipparcos mission are two major stellar catalogues,
the Hipparcos Catalogue and the Tycho Catalogue.

Each catalogue includes a large quantity of very high
quality astrometric and photometric data. The astrometric
data in the Hipparcos Catalogue is of unprecedented
accuracy: positions at the catalogue epoch (J1991.25),
annual proper motions, and trigonometric parallaxes,
have a median accuracy of approximately 1 milliarcsec.
The Hipparcos Catalogue includes annexes featuring
variability and double/multiple star data for many
thousands of stars discovered or measured by the
satellite. The Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues will
remain the definitive astrometric stellar catalogues for
many years.



Celestia 2000
Celestia 2000 is a CD-ROM
package containrng the
Hipparcos and Tycho
catalogues. plus related
annexes. in compressed
binary format. along with
dedicated software permitting
interrogal-ion sample
construction and information
display

It has been designed and constructed with both the professional anr.r amaieur astronorfref i11 fltnd.

The package is designed for IBM PC and compatibles runnrng uniier \,'lincjo,,n;s 3 i, iAniiildows 95, ll r'''r:{ji-rrvs i\.i :



Order Form

Please reserve for me the following (prices include post & packing):

..... set(s) of the 16-volume printed catalogue (with ASCII CD-ROMs) @ 650 Dfl ($400) perset

..... subset(s) of Introduction & Guide to the Data only, with ASCII CD-ROM set @ 165 Dfl ($1001

per set

..... set(s) of Celestia 2000 @ 80Dfl ($SO1 per set

Name:

Address:

Signature: Date:

An invoice will be sent and on receipt of payment your requested product(s) will be delivered to
the address filled in above.
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Towards a Common Check-out and
Control System for Rosetta

P. Ferri & E.M. Soerensen
Mission Operations Depaftment, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

M. Nesbit & J. Noyes
Scientific Projects Department, ESA Directorate for Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands

lntroduction
The International Rosetta mission will be
launched in 2003. After journeying through
space for almost 10 years, the spacecraft will

approach comet P-Wirtanen and orbit it for
about one and a half years, performing
scientific investigations of the cometary
environment from lust a few kilometres above
the nucleus' surface. Rosetta will also release a
orobe that will land on the surface of the
nucleus to make in-situ investiqations.

Definition of the Rosetta ground segment began in 1996 and it soon
became clear that a common checkout and mission-control system
would be very beneficial for the mission. The chosen approach for
achieving this goal was to develop building blocks for the Central
Checkout System that can be re-utilised later in the development of
the Flight Control System. The Rosetta prime contractor and AIV
contractor fully endorsed this approach and the complete system is
currently under development. The first delivery of the database
system should take place in November 1998, followed by that of the
first Central Gheckout System in 1999.

During its long journey to the comet, the
spacecraft will spend most of its time in semi-
hibernation (low activity status), although
periodic check-outs of the functioning of all

subsystems and the payload will be carried out.
The application software and the on-ground
and on-board control procedures required for
the scientific phase around the comet will not
be fully developed and tested before launch,
since the long duration of the mission would
probably make them obsolete before they are
first used. Consequently, Rosetta's on-board
data-handling system must be developed as an

open system to allow those procedures to be
up-linked to the spacecraft at a later date, after
their final testing and validation on the ground.
This means that the check-out phase, which
for a normal spacecraft is completed before
launch, will continue well into the mission for
Rosetta.

The computer systems and the software used
for the check-out ohase and for the mission
operations phase are normally developed
separately and used by different groups of
engineers and technicians. On the other hand,
many of the functions they are required to
perform are identicd and a common core
system can in principle be defined that can be
used in both environments. The less distinct
border between check-out and flight
operations for the Rosetta mission make it

particularly suitable for a first attempt to
integrate these two activities, starting with the
development of common systems and support
tools.

The ESOC Mission Operations Department,
together with the Rosetta Project Office at
ESTEC, has defined an approach that takes
into account the development schedule for this
mission and in oarticular the fixed launch date
of January 2003. The concept chosen leads to
the development of building blocks for the
Central Checkout System that can be re-

utilised later in the development of the Flight

Control System. This common core, known as
the Rosetta Common Checkout and Control
System (RCCCS), will form the basis for this
new approach, which will be followed by other
ESA science missions in the future.

Spacecraft checkout and mission
operations
The activities associated with the Assembly,
Integration and Validation (AlV) programme for
the space segment of a major ESA mission like

Rosetta typically start about two to three years

before launch. During this phase, the different
parts of the spacecraft are put together to form
first the subsystems and payload instruments,
and then the spacecraft itself. The process is
validated at all levels through a series of check-
out and test activities, which permeate the
assembly and integration work throughout,
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culminating with the system-level validation
tests, which also involve the ground segment.
Finally, the spacecraft is shipped to the launch
site, where the last preparatory activities for the
flight take place and confidence and final
validation tests are carried out.

The equipment used to supporl this long and
crucial phase in the mission's preparation can
be described as a set of mechanical and
electrical support equipment that is mostly
spacecraft-specific. The Electrical Ground
Suppoir Equipment (EGSE) includes Special
Check-Out Equipment (SCOE)to, for example,
provide signals to the optical sensors of the
spacecraft's attitude control subsystem so as
to simulate the real conditions they will
encounter in space. Other SCOE provides
electrical power to the spacecraft, simulating
the outputs of the solar arrays and batteries, or
allows the measurement of electrical signals
from selected power or data lines on the
spacecraft.

The core of the EGSE is the Central Checkout
System (CCS), a computer system that
controls all of the activities of the other EGSE
equipment. lt enables one to construct and
send telecommands to the spacecraft and
receive and interpret telemetry data from it, via
a special interface that utilises either a direct-
video or a radio-frequency link. The CCS can
be operated manually by an operator who can
type an instruction via a command-line
interface and visualise the status of the
spacecraft or of the EGSE equipment on a
display. Owing to the importance of
repeatability of the test activities, however, the
normal mode of ooeration for the CCS is via a
pre-defined list of control instructions and
telecommands, called the 'test script' or
'control file', which can be executed
automatically by the CCS. The system also has
facilities to identify potentially dangerous
situations and signal them to the test operator
via alarm messages or by automatically
interrupting the test sequence and taking
measures to put the spacecraft and the
equipment into a safe configuration. The CCS
archives all data collected during the entire AIV
phase, and these data can be accessed on-line
or retrieved later for investigation purposes by
the AIV team, or even remotely by the
subsystems and payload developers and by
the scientific community.

The ooerations ohase of a mission starts
shorlly after separation of the spacecraft from
the launcher, typically 20 to 30 minutes after lift-
off. The equipment necessary to support this
phase is partially located in the ground stations
around the World, with the task of maintaining

the radio-frequency (RF) link with the
spacecraft. Remaining parts are vested in the
Operations Control Centre (OCC), in charge of
the monitoring and control of all the spacecraft
and ground-segment functions.

The core of the OCC is the Flight Control
System (FCS), a computer system and its
software that interfaces with the ground
stations to receive telemetry and tracking data
from the spacecraft, and to transmit
telecommands to it. The FCS monitors the
incoming telemetry and raises alarms to an
operator, the spacecraft controller. lt handles
manual real-time and time-tagged command-
ing, as well as background commanding in the
form of automatic command queues. Mission
operations are normally scheduled by
combining inputs from the users (for a science
mission typically collected by a Science
Operations Centre) and from the operations
team into a schedule of telecommands, which
is periodically sent to the spacecraft. The FCS
can also generate schedules for the
simultaneous operation of the relevant ground
stations. All data received are archived for on-
line and offline retrieval and analysis by the
operations team, or remotely by the scientific
community.

As can be seen from the above, many of the
activities carried out in the AIV phase are
identical to those of the mission-operations
phase, but the objectives and context are
different:

- The AIV objectives are to test the behaviour
and performance of the spacecraft and its
components and to prove that the required
functionality and performance are according
to specification. The mission-operations
objectives are to maximise the mission's
return in terms of quality and quantity of the
products during the spacecraft's in-orbit
lifetime.

- The AIV context is the ground testing of all

spacecraft modes (both prime and backup),
in some cases deliberately causing
anomalies, with a quick access/recovery
capability together with interruptible
operation periods. Corrective maintenance
is also possible without the need for
operating other functions. The mission-
operations context is a spacecraft in orbit
with limited and less-reliable access.
Operations and corrective maintenance are
more complex.

Due to the above differences, there have
traditionally been differences in the computer
systems used in the two areas, particularly
where system functionality is concerned. For a
mission-control system, the emphasis is on
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safety, reliability, maximisation of productivity
and minimisation of risk. For AIV the emphasis
i^ ^^ +^^+ -^^^^+^hiri+., rnd thus the automationrJ ur I LUJL rVPUdLdUrrLy, C

^+ +^^+ ^^^,,^^^^^ut LvJt DEL{ugt ruEo

CCS and FCS commonality
Despite the different objectives and contexts for
checkout and mission operations. they have
major tunctions in common. As pointed out
ahnrro r-.lr rrinn mnci 6f i+n li{a a',ala a onaaaouvvE, uur il rv rrrvor vr ILJ lllY uyulv d JPqUE

project requires facilities that allow monitoring
and r:ontrnl of the snacecraft'S functions. A
single system could in principle be used for the
following phases of that life cycle:

- integration and testing of the subsystems at
system level

- integration and testing of lhe payload at
system level

- testing of the fully integrated spacecraft as a
r:nmnlete mission svstem

- launch pad operations. and

- miqqinn nnorqiinnc

In all a{ +hnon nhnono it iq nonoqqenr tn mnniinrll I dll ul Ll IYJY pl lqJEo rL ro I ruuvooqr y .v rrrvr ilrvl

and control the activities throughout the cycle
of assembling, integrating, testing, and
operating. When assembling, integrating, and
tociinn a qr rhqrrctam {nr ovqmnlo ihoro ie e"Y',". .',

user. the subsystem tester. controlling
subsystem activities through signals and/or
commands and monitoring subsystem
activities by interpreting signals and/or
telemetry. For subsystems with computing
capabilities. the tester may be loading software,
+al.rlan n{ narnmntnro nrnaaalt troe /aant tonaoatdutuJ ut pot ot I tELEt D. |Jr vusuur9o \o9!]u9r rw9o

of commands) and commands to invoke
qnffrnrero nrnn12me and nrnnodr rroq Tho
qr rhsvstem m2\/ ronort health statuS and
performance summaries via telemetry. The
subsystem may also perform some level of self-
nnliF rn+ina nnd r]innnoqline end ronnrt lhouqilutoLtv I ot tu wtqvt tuouuJ qr ru ruvvr L u ru

-aa,,tra +^ +h^ +^^+^r'IC-UITJ TU LI IU LUJLUI.

Integration of the spacecraft and its payload

onto a launch vehicle is conducted at the
launch site. During this phase, both the
launcher and the spacecraft/payload continue
to be tested as systers, and the combined
launcher and spacecraft/payload takes part in

a countdown rehearsal Spacecraft/payload
test activities are monitored and controlled by
testers at the launch site and the mission
control and operations centre. The monitoring
and cont'ol techniques used in this phase are

similar to those used in the spacecraft
integration and test phase.

Finally, mrssion operations begin after the
^^^^^^'^++ *^^ ^^^--ated from the launchJpduuurdrr rrdJ JUPoI

vehicle. f he mission operal.ions centre
monitors and controls both the spacecraft and
lha nrnr rnd qt2tinns USed tO traCk and

Figure 1. Functional building blocks for a generic Flight Control System (FCS)

Figure 2. Functional building blocks for a generic Central Check-out System (CCS)
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communicate with it. The monitoring and
control techniques used in this phase may
include all of those used in the previous
phases.

ldentification of the FCS and CCS components
can be defined as 'common' is based on the
functional breakdowns of the two systems,
shown in Figures 1 and 2. respectively. These

Table 1. Description of functional building blocks for an FCS and a CCS

Flight Gontrol System (FCS)

Man/Machine lnteiaces
Provides the operator with interfaces to the monitoring and
control system, including the database system

Database System
Allows the definition and handling of all the mission
parameters required to drive the control system.

building blocks are brief ly described and
compared in Table 1, which shows that there is

indeed a large degree of commonality.

Figure 3 shows the functionality for a common
checkout and mission control system that
nrovidcs : ccnlral nnr4 6f identiCal fUnCtiOnal

blocks for both the CCS and FCS. This type of
ovcrcisc also hinhlinhtS funCtional blocks

Central Gheckout System (CCS)

Man/ M ach i ne I nter-faces

Function identical to the one described for the FCS.

f)af ahn<a .Qrzclam

ldentical to the one described for the FCS.

Telemetry Processing Chain
ldentical to the one described for the FCS.

Telecommand Processing Chain
ldentical to the one described for the FCS

Spacecraft lnterlaces
Allows the CCE to interface directly with the spacecraft.

8,,+^.^^l l^+^4^^^^
L LAI I IdI II ILAI IdLCN

Handles the interfaces to the special checkout equipment
and the payload checkout systems.

Iesf Scrpfs Generator
Produces the computerised procedures used to automatically
drive the test sessions.

Data Archiving
Supports the long-term archiving and on-line and off-line
(retrieval) data distribution to a variety of external users of the
CCE, in parlicular to the payload instrument test equipment
and to industry and project engineers.

On-Board Software Maintenance Management
Used to maintain the on-board sottware during AIV via
telecOmmandS or difect access tn tho enar:or.rgft.

Telemetry Processing Chain
Performs the nror:essincr of the d:ta rocoiygfl frOm the
spacecraft and the ground systems, including parameter
extraction. interoretation.

Telecommand Processing Chain
Constructs and sends the telecommands to the spacecraft
and the instructions to the ground equipment. lt also
interfaces with the telemetry function to verify correct
execution.

Ground Station lnteffaces
Handles the interfaces to the ground stations for transfer of
telemetry, telecommand, tracking and station control data.

External lnter-faces

Handles the interfaces to mission-operations-specific
functional blocks such as the Flight Dynamics System, the
Mission Planning System, and the Science Operations
Centres.

Flight Operations Procedures Generator
Produces all the procedures and timelines necessary to carry
out the flight operations.

Data Archiving
Supports the long-term archiving and the on-line and off-line
(retrieval) data distribution to a variety of external users of the
FCS, in particular to the scientific community, industry and
nrniont onninoarc

On-Board Software Maintenance Management
Used to maintain the on-board software via telecommands
during flight.
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common check out and control

FCS Specific
Functions

CCS Specific
Functions

specific to the CCS environment (e.9. direct
inlo'ianoc ln lha qneneer:ft SCOI fr rnciinnc\(v r,,v uvuvv ,u,,v"v,,u/

or the FCS environment (e g flight dynamics,
miss on planning, ground-sLation interfaces)
Neverlheless, a Con no' Check oLrt and
Control System can be defined reasonably
eas ly if the rnte.faces [o lhe environment-
qnoe iiie nlnckq ,ro qa^^/^r^l', An{inaA nnArl.Jueilre u,vur\o qr u JUPO dtUly UUlll IUU Ol lU

linked to the central core in the same way

The Rosetta approach
In generar, then, all maio/ elerents o' a CCS
and FCS could be shared, but the
irplemertation o[ a fully common system calls
1o. a conpletely new developmenL effort. due

r^ tl-\^ i^^^l\/ ^-|-^.]^^,-1 ni{f^.^^^^- i^ thnLU Lr rU UUUlJry Ur I TUUUUUU Ur rUrUr |UUJ il | U rU

q\ielcms cr rrrenthr :v: lgflg fOf CheCkOUt and
mission operations. To avoid introducing
Jnnecessary risk with respect to cost and
schedule, the Roselta projecL has elected to
choose only a subset of the theoretically
common functional blocks for system
r-lcvclnnment The selection was based On a
trade-off of Lhe need for ^ew developments
againsr the savings in e+fod on the users side.
the type and number of interfaces to other
alamnn+c nnd +hn cnharlrrlo enr] nnql imnantqulEl llvl llc. o lu Ll lu JUI luuuru ur ru uvJL il rF/uuro

Blocks that anyway needed mission spec fic
development have of course been included,
The result is shown in Figure 4, where the

Figure 3. lmplementation
concept for a generic
Central Check-out and
Control System (CCCS)

Figure 4. lmplementation
approach for the Rosetta
Common Check-out and
Control System (RCCCS)

FCS Specific
Fu nctions

CCS Specific
Functions
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1998/1999 CCS and common
elements of the FCS

developed

CCS and common FCS elements
development phase monitored by
ESTEC, ESOC and conrracrors.
ldentification of further common
packages of code during the review
cycles

colour coding indicates the amount of
commonality achieved. Green means the block
will be developed as fully common between the
two systems ('plug and play' systems); yellow
means that the FCS block will be developed
separately, but will re-use sottware modules
from the corresponding CCE block whenever
practical ('pick and choose' systems); and
orange indicates that different blocks will be
developed for the two systems.

This low-risk approach is expected to require
more effort when reviewing the design
specifications, but cost savings are expected in

Table 2. Implementation schedule for the FCCCS

Year Phase Objective

the overall development of the common
functional blocks. Additional benefits are also
expected in other areas of the overall mission-
preparation activities, such as preparation and
validation of the mission database and flight
operations procedures, which are normally
extremely labour-intensive activities.

The first utilisation of the RCCCS will be for
Rosetta integration and testing activities,
followed by the preparation of the mission
control scenario. Some of the FCS-specific
functions, in particular those related to
Bosetta's near-comet activities, will only be
needed long after launch.

Major milestones have already been completed
with the definition of the high-level functional
requirements, the contract award for the
development of the CCS part, and the
definition of the detailed requirements for two of
the common functional blocks, namely the
Database System and the Data Archive. Table
2 indicates the remaining milestones until the
end of the mission.

Future applications
The main drivers for the approach adopted to a
common check-out and mission control
system for Rosetta are the nature of the
mission itself and development constraints in

terms of schedule and the re-use of existing
systems The same approach has already been
selected for another major ESA science
mission, First/Planck. As this mission is due to
be launched a few years after Rosetta, it can
build on the Rosetta approach and take
advantage of the experience gained therein.
The possibilities for re-using tools and modules
already developed for Rosetta will also be
examined. lt is also expected that First/Planck
will have more fully common CCS and FCS
blocks, cost and schedule constraints permit-
ting. lt can also take maximum advantage of
new technologies, thereby providing a further
substantial step towards a European
infrastructure for common checkout and
control systems.

Other possible candidates for the utilisation of
this approach, and eventually of the tools being
developed, will be the scientific missions in the
'Smart and Flexi' series. The short develop-
ment schedules and tight budgetary
constraints for these missions make them ideal
candidates for the exploitation of the CCS/FCS
commonality concept, particularly if it has
already been proven by other major scientific

Mid-1999 EQM AIV preparation
starts with database
contents definition

Database system
population. ESTEC
review contents

available for
and ESOC

3rd quarter EQM AIV preparation
1999 continues with OBCP

definition and
preparation

OBCP definition and preparation
system available for system level

AIV on EQM

Beginning EQM AIV starts
2000

Mid-2000 Mission operations
nvnna.a+inn
Pr gPqr quwr I

Use of FCS starts with acceptance
testing of first delivery, followed by
spacecraft-related tests (Listen-ln
Tests, System Validation Tests) and
mission simulations

3rdquarter Flight-modelAlV
1999 starts

Jan. 2OO3 Rosetta launch

2005 Asteroid fly-by FCS modules for optical navigation
are requrred

2009 Near-comet
operations preparation

FCS modules for mission planning
are required

2012/2013 Near-comet
operations

Mid-2013 Comet perihelion
passage

AQ

Rosetta end-of-mission
mrssrons @esa



space station cooperatron

The Space Station Cooperation
Framework

A. Farand
Legal Affairs, ESA, Paris

Introduction
On 29 January 1998 in Washington, the
representatives of fifteen States - the United
States, Russia, Japan, Canada and eleven ESA
Member States - signed an Inter-Governmental
Agreement (referred to as the IGA) concerning
cooperation on the civil International Space
Station. This Agreement not only formalised
Russia's integration into the partnership, but
also confirmed major changes in the Partners'
contributions and a dramatic evolution of the
rules put in place for this cooperation. On the
same occasion, the head of NASA and the
heads of the Russian Space Agency (RSA),

ESA and the Canadian Space Agency signed
Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) contain-
ing detailed provisions for the implementation
of Soace Station coooeration.

International cooperation on Space Station started as a result of an
invitation to friends and allies of the United States, formulated in
January 1984 by President Ronald Reagan, to padicipate in the
development and use of a permanently manned Space Station. This
cooperation was formalised by the signing of a first series of
international agreements on 29 September 1988. The cooperative
framework established by those agreements required major
restructuring because of a significant redesign of the US Space
Station programme ordered by President Bill Glinton on his arrival at
the White House at the beginning of 1993, and the subsequent
invitation made to Russia by the original Partners to become a major
player in the project.

Whilst it was originally envisaged that a fourth
similarly worded MOU with the Japanese
cooperating Agency would be signed only after
ratification of the new IGA by the Japanese
Diete, NASA and the Japanese Government,
representing a series of Japanese agencies
charged with different aspects of the
cooperation, changed their approach and
signed their MOU on 24 February 1998, thus
enabling the Diete to examine this MOU
together with the lGA.

The signature ceremony of 29 January 1998,
which was the result of more than four years

of hard-pressed bilateral and multilateral
negotiations, could be characterised as a major

milestone in the international partnership. In

addition to a fairly broad legal regime
developed in the IGA itself for the cenduct of
Space Station cooperation, very innovative
rules have been drafted to govern such things
as the development and utilisation of the Space
Station, and the management and financing of
the Partners' programmes and of the
international programme made up by the
Partners' combined contributions.

The Space Station Agreements
The most impoftant influence in the shaping of
all aspects of Space Station cooperation is the
strong leading role of the United States in the
programme from the outset. The Space Station
stafted out as a US programme to be executed
by NASA at the end of the 1970s. lt acquired
an international dimension for the first time with
the conclusion in 1985 of three MOUs for the
conducting of parallel detailed definitron and
preliminary design studies on the Space
Station. These MOUs, dealing with what are
commonly referred to as 'Phase-B' activities,
were concluded between NASA and ESA,

NASA and the Japanese Government, and
NASA and the Canadian Ministry of State for
Science and Technology (MOSST).

One year later, negotiations started on the legal

framework that would apply for the full
development (Phase-C/D) and exploitation
(Phase-E, combining operation and utilisation)
of the Space Station. Because of the expected
3O-year duration (later revised to 15 years) of
this project and the corresponding multi-billion-
dollar envelope, it was decided not to limit the
legal instruments to Agency-level MOUs, but to
involve those States wishing to participate in

such a project through the conclusion of an
international agreement - the Space Station
Inter-Governmental Agreement (lGA) - setting
out the general principles for carrying out this
cooperation, including those governing the
parties' conduct in outer space. The IGA
establishes 'a long-term international co-
operative framework among the Partners, on
the basis of genuine partnership, for the
detailed design, development, operation, and
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Figure 1. The
International Space

Station (artist's
impression by D. Ducros)

utilisation of a permanently inhabited civil
International Space Station for peacefu
purposes, in accordance with internationa
law'. The IGA makes a distinction between
Partner States and Partners that is quite
innovative in terms of international law, and
which is of pafticular importance for Europe:
there were twelve original Partner States, bu1

they represented only four Paftners in the
pro1ect, the nine (now eleven) European States
being grouped, for the purposes of conducting
this cooperation, under the umbrella desig-
nation of the'European Partner'.

An Arrangement for the application of the IGA
pending its entry into force was also signed on
29 September 1988 (and again on 29 January
1998) by the IGA signatories, The text of the
Arrangement merely expressed the intention ot
the States concerned to abide by the
applicable provisions of the IGA until the time of
its entry into force, provided that such
provisions were compatible with their domestic
legal systems. ln practical terms, this
Arrangement would almost exclusively concern
the application of provisions perlaining to
liability, the exchange of data and goods, the
issuance of appropriate documentation to
liaison personnel, and customs matters, i.e.
those matters that could be implemented on
Earth,

In September 1993, shortly after the conclusion
of the redesign process that confirmed the
passage from the original Space Station
'Freedom' to a slimmer Space Station 'Alpha',
the United States decided to involve Russia in
the programme. This decision was taken for a
number of reasons, ranging from the desire to
benefit from Russia's wealth of experience in

human space flight to foreign-policy objectives.
Since the IGA and the MOUs do not contain
specific clauses that would allow an expansion
of the partnership through a simple accession
of new States to the Soace Station
Agreements, there was a need for the Partners
to agree on an acceptable procedure to
provide for the inclusion of Russia in the
partnership. The absence of an accession
clause from which States other than Partner
States (i.e. signatories of the IGA) could benefit
is easily explainable, since Space Station
cooperation is a closed partnership in which
each Partner's contribution has to be
integrated coherently into the Space Station
itself. After consultations among the Parties to
the lGA, the Partners invited Russia on
6 December 1993 to join the partnership and
initiate negotiations within the framework
established by the Space Station Agreements.
Russia accepted the invitation on 17 December
1993 and negotiations started in April 1994

after the Partners and Russia had discussed a
number of basic rules for facilitating the
conduct of these negotiations.

It should be stressed that Article 26 of the 1988
IGA provided that 'this Agreement may be
amended by written agreement of the Parlner
States for which this Agreement has entered
into force'. This would have limited the
negotiations for amending the IGA to the
United States and Japan, since the 19BB IGA
was in force for those two Partner States only.
For obvious reasons, this limitation imposed by
Article 26 did not prevent the start of
negotiations between the four original Partners
and Russia, in April 1994, and it took a dozen
one-week rounds of negotiations over a period
of two and a half years to reach an
understanding among all the lnterested Parties
on the text of a new lGA. The negotiations
started on the basis that the 1988 IGA should
be amended through a Protocol, adopting a
minimalist approach under which only those
changes strictly necessary to accommodate
Russia's arrival in the oartnershio would be
made, so as to ensure a certain continuity in

the legal instruments. However, halfway
through the negotiations, in view of the scope
of the amendments being considered, the
negotiating teams recommended that the
original IGA be replaced by a new one, the
Protocol route being judged impracticable.
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From mid-l994 to mid-l997, NASA and the
RSA also drew up an MOU, similar in structure
to those concluded by the other Cooperating
Agencies in 1988, which were amended in
parallel to take into account all of the new
characteristics of the programme. Although the
original concept of an integrated Space Station
has been preserved in this negotiation process,

many features of the cooperation have been
modified, generally for the sake of underlining
the genuine partnership concept, or have
evolved considerably from what was envisaged
at the outset.

The original Partners could justify their
acceptance of a number of IGA and MOU
provisions confirming the lead role of the United
States in the international programme not only
because of the overuuhelming importance of its
contribution to the programme, but mainly
because of the need to provide for a clear line

of command and control in this endeavour.
Throughout the negotiation process, on the
strength of its long experience of long-duration
human space flight, Russia pressed for
recognition in the Space Station Agreements of
a role that would reflect both the oualitative and
quantitative importance of its contributions to
the programme. In the re-negotiation of the
lGA, this overarching Russian requirement was
a factor as important as the US leadership had
been during the original IGA negotiations of

1986-1988 in establishing a particular balance
between the Partners, this being accomplished
without prejudice to the genuine partnership
conceot. As a result of the most recent
negotiations, the lead role of the United States,
and almost all of its original responsibilities in

the programme's overall management and
coordination, have been confirmed in the lGA.
However, a large number of changes were
made to reflect the new technical reality
brought about primarily by Russia's
contributions, but also by Europe's redesign of
its original contributions to the project and its
insistence that specific activities, including the
periodical correction of the orbit of the Station
using the ESA-developed Automated Transfer
Vehicle (ATV) in conjunction with Ariane-S, be
recognrsed.

The new IGA is still consistent with the closed
padnership approach. Any expansion of the
partnership to include new Paftner States, or
any significant evolution of the international
programme to involve the Partners in new
missions, will require fresh negotiations among
the Partners, a process that has proved to be
time-consuming in the past.

The multilateral Inter-Governmental
Agreement
Because of its lead role in the project, the
United States decided that the State-level
commitments related to Soace Station
cooperation had to be registered through a
series of bilateral instruments to which it would
be a party. lt was only halfway into the original
IGA negotiations, in the summer of 1987, that
the United States agreed with the other States
involved in the negotiations that the IGA should
be a multilateral instrument.

Furthermore, in view of the relative urgency of
the matter dictated by programmatic
imperatives, the US negotiators also decided
that the IGA would be an 'Executive
Agreement' which, under US constitutional
practice, does not require ratification by the
Senate (the IGA still requiring each Partner
State to deposit its instruments of ratification),
thus being a more expeditious process.
Following the Executive Agreement route
should not in itself affect the nature of the
commitment made by the US Government to
the other Parties to the lGA. This IGA still
generated rights and obligations for its
signatories under international law, as would
any other type of international agreement.
However, this course of action somewhat
limited the room for manoeuvre available to the
US negotiators, as they had to make sure that
commitments entered into through the IGA

were alwavs consistent with the relevant
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provisions of US law, or that there was a
possibility for the United States to apply its law
when discharging a number of its obligations.
In other words, the US negotiators were not in
a position to agree with language that would
require changes to US laws. The requirement
spelt out in Article 15 of the IGA that financial
obligations are subject to a Partner's funding
procedures and the availability of appropriated
funds, which is a rarity in international law, was
also imposed as a result of the application of
US laws making such a requirement mandatory
in certain circumstances. Because of the need
to exercise caution in the drafting of the lGA,
one would assume that the IGA would also be
consistent with the current applicable laws and
regulations of all the Partner States. However,
this may not always be the case and this
makes it worthwhile to look brieflv into the
matter of ratification.

Ratification of the IGA
The 1988 IGA provided that the Agreement
would enter into force following its ratification
by the United States and another Partner.
Japan was the first Partner to deposit its
instrument of ratification, in 1989. and the IGA
entered into force in January 1992 upon
ratification by the United States. Although
seven European Parlner States ratified the IGA
between 1989 and 1992, theAgreement never
entered into force for the European Partner as
a whole - nor for the Eurooean States
individually for that matter - because the
specific condition expressed in the IGA for this
purpose (that the aggregate of the
contributions of the States having ratified
should represent 80% of the ESA Columbus
Programme's financial envelope) was never
fulfilled. Canada did not deposit its instrument
of ratification of the 1988 IGA essentially
because of delays encountered in the
preparation and presentation to Parliament of
the required legislation. With the new
Agreement signed on 29 January 1998, the
ratification orocess has to be restarted on the
basis of new conditions: this IGA will enter into
force once the instruments of ratification of the
United Stateq Russia and Japan are
deposited, at which time it will replace the 1988
lGA. Thereafter, the IGA will enter into force for
the European Partner as a whole after its
ratification by four European Partner States and
following receipt by the Depository of a formal
notification to this effect bv the Chairman of the
ESA Council.

Before depositing its instrument of ratrfication, a
State must follow an internal procedure, as
dictated by its own constitutional practice, to
make sure that the international obligations
outlined in the Agreement are transposed into

domestic law, or at least are not incompatible
with domestic law. For example, Germany has
incorporated the whole text of the 19BB IGA
into its national laws and, as a consequence,
any provision in existing German laws that was
not compatible with the IGA would be deemed
inapplicable for the purpose of Space Station
cooperation. At the other extreme, the United
Kingdom deposited its instrument of ratification
without any prior regulatory or legislative action.
It was envisaged that the Department of
Industry would be responsible for drafting the
necessary amendments to existing laws and
regulations before the European pressurised
laboratory was launched. These amendments
will not be all encompassing, but willtarget only
those provisions that are incompatible with
Space Station cooperation.

The Memoranda of Understanding
As a second layer of international instruments,
four bilateral MOUs concluded between NASA
and the Cooperating Agencies of the Euro-
pean Parlner and Canada respectively, on
29 January 1 998, and NASA and the Japanese
Government on 24 February 1998 will enter
into force only after the Parties notify each other
that their internal procedures required for this
purpose have been completed. The four new
MOUs concern the detailed design,
development and operation of a manned civil
Space Station. An MOU is generally not
considered to be an agreement generating
rights and obligations in international law for its
signatories, although this does not exclude the
possibility of remedies provided for under a
Partner State's legal system being applicable
on the basis of such an MOU if, for example, a
party to it failed to discharge its obligatrons
appropriately. The MOU is considered to be a
type of arrangement that registers a political
and moral commitment on the oart of an
international organisation, a Government, or a
constituent part of the latter, to conduct itself in

a certain way. Because of their close links with
the lGA, it would appear that the Space Station
MOUs will have acouired the status of
international agreements, as an exception to
the general practice in this field.

It is interesting to note that the multilateral
bodies to be established for the management
of the Space Station, such as the Multilateral
Coordination Board (MCB), the top-level body
in charge of coordinating the activities of all

Cooperating Agencies related to the Station's
operation and utilisation, are provided for in the
MOUs, which are bilateral instruments between
NASA and each of the other Cooperating
Agencies. The pattern of cooperation put in
place through the MOUs has been referred to
as the 'hub and spoke' approach, similar to the
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pattern adopted for air transport in a number of
countries. In this padicular instance, NASA is
the hub and all of the other cooperating
-^^^^i^^ -"^ onal,ao . tho nnnqonr ronco nfdvul luluJ dl u JPU^ ED . Lr ru uvr rouvuur rvu vr

such a pattern is, for example, that a

commitment made in a given MOU by a

Cooperating Agency in favour of others has to
be reflected in the other relevant MOUs, with
this commitment 'transiting . so to speak.
through NASA. which is party to all of the
MOUs.

Mention should be made of the third layer of
international instruments represented by the
'implementing arrangements' referred to in

Article 4 of the lGA. These arrangements are
sr rhior:t to the N,4Ol ls and thus NASA shouldvv vJvv L

always be a party to an implementing
arrangement. The IGA and the four recently-
^i^^^i fr rn I t^ ^^^+^i^srgneo rvruus cor rrail r numerous provtslons

calling for the conclusion of implementing
arrangements, and in that sense lhe ICA and
MOUs constitute only the tip of the iceberg of
lho Ianal inqfrr rmaniq thei noad tn ha nr rt in

place by the Partner States and the
Cooperating Agencies. Anicle 4.2 of the IGA

which establishes this hierarchy between
Space Station Agreements (lGA, MOUs and
implementing arrangements) is silent on the
other arrangements and agreements that can
ho nnnnlr rdod amnnn Parfnorq fnr iho nr rrnnao

nf fr rrthorinn Qnano qi2li^n nnnnoratinn Ono

example of other agreements is the MOU
concluded in 1990 (and amended in 1997)
between NASA and the ltalian Space Agency
(ASl) for the development by ASI of the Mini

Pressurised Logistics Module (MPLM). which
under the MOU is a NASA-provided element to
tho Qnqno q+ati^n Annihor ovamnla nf en
" 

,v vvqvv

arrangement not provided for in Article 4.2 of
the 19BB lGA, which is related to Russia's

arrival in the partnership as described below, is

an arrangement signed in 1996 between ESA
and the RSA for the delivery by ESA of a

European Robotic Arm (tRA) to be used on the
Russian segment of the Space Station.

Legal regime governing Space Station
cooperation
A number of Articles in the IGA have been
designated as constituting the lega regime of
the cooperation. The IGA and the other
instruments signed on 29 January 1998
establish the basic rules for operation of the
'genuine padnership and provide a list of each
Partner's contributions The IGA states that this
nnonoratinn qhor rlr^l be carried out invvvvv, eL,v, I

accordance with international law, a reference
encompassing not only the rules elaborated in

the various conventions listed in the IGA
nronmhlo lrr rl alcn tha rr rloq nonor:iod hrr qll

other recognised sources of international law.

It should be stressed that the drafters of the
IGA have not outlined a set of homogeneous
rules that would apply only in or on the Space
Station, but rather, in dealing with a number of
specific legal issues, they have tried to establish

the necessary links between: (a) the different
nqrfq nf tho Qtaiinn lhaco hoinn tho flinht

elements provided by each of the Partners, and
the personnel, and (b) the jurisdiction exercised
by the Parlners on their own territory. In other
words, the set of rules constituting the legal

regime is aimed generally at recognising the

iurisdiction of the Partner States' couds and
consequently allowing for the application of
substantive national law in such areas as
criminal matters, civil matters, including liability
issues, and administrative matters, which cover
among other things the protection of
intellectual property rights and the exchange of
data and goods. lt goes without saying that
o' 'ah an -^^r^-^h --rr nonarato nnnf intc n{JUUI I ql I ovpl wqul I l l loy qgr r9r qrg uvr il ruLJ vl

lurisdiction in padicular instances, but the IGA's

draflers were confident that they would be
resolved through the application of existing

Figure 2. The Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
(artist's impression by
D. Ducros|
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rules and procedures developed for other types
of human activity.

At the heart of the legal regime set up for Space
Station cooperation, Afticle-S establishes that
'each Partner shall retain jurisdiction and
control over the elements it registers in
accordance with paragraph 1 above and over
personnel in or on the Space Station who are
its nationals'. lt was essential for the drafters of
the IGA to establish such a basis for jurisdiction
because a number of States participating in this
proyect which adopt a very restrictive attitude to
the extraterritorial application of their laws,
notably Canada, needed to invoke the specific
provisions of an international agreement to
justify the extension of their national jurisdiction
to the flight elements they would be providing
At the other end of the spectrum, the United
States felt that this jurisdictional basis would be
needed in order to make room for certairr
exceptions - those resulting from negotiations
with the other Partner States - to the blanket
application of United States' jurisdiction over
the Soace Station.

A potential problem raised by the current
wording of Article 5, for which no solution is
being offered at this point, but which is likely to
be considered furlher by the Padners concerned
through appropriate legal means if and when it
materialises, is the exercising of jurisdiction over
personnel provided by one of the Partners who
are not nationals of the corresponding Partner
State or who are nationals of more than one
Padner. Also relevant in this context is the
distinction between members of the Space
Station crew comolement and other astronauts
visiting the Station for a limited time, for example
in a capsule docked with the Station during a
crew rotation, when they will be subject to the
exercise of jurisdiction provided for in Arlicle 5.
Past experience suggests that these visitors wil
quite often not be nationals of the Partner States
that send them to the Soace Station.

The utilisation of the Space Station
The basic principles for utilisation of the Station
are laid down in Article 9.1 of the IGA:

'Utilisation rights are derived from Partner
provision of user elements, infrastructure
elements, or both. Any Parlner that provides a
Space Station user element shall retain use of
those elements, except as othenwise provided
for in this paragraph. Partners which provide
resources to operate and use the Space
Station, which are derived from their Space
Station infrastructure elements, shall receive in
exchange a fixed share of the use of certain
user elements'.

The share of the use of user accommodations.
such as pressurised laboratories, to be retained
by the Partner providing these accommod-
ations is expressed in fixed percentages in the
MOUs. To be more precise, ESA will retain 51%
of the user accommodations on its Eurooean
pressurised laboratory, and Japan's
Cooperating Agency will retain the use oI 51ok
of the user accommodations on its Jaoanese
Experiments Module (JEM). The remaining 49%
shares of user accommodation in the COF and
the JEM are attributed to those Partners
providing infrastructure resources to ESA and
Japan's Cooperating Agency (refened to in the
MOUs as 'the GOJ'), essentially NASA but also
CSA which is providing the Remote
Manipulator System (RMS) as an infrastructure
element.

A second step in the understanding of the
principles applicable to the Station's utilisation
is an examination of the aooroach taken in the
allocation of Space Station resources. Firstly,

an agreement has been reached between the
original Partners and Russia based on the
premise that Russia on the one hand and the
other Partners on the other retain utilisation of
their own contributions to the Station, and seek
to offset only those items that cross the
interface. This, of course, has many implic-
ations with regard to the sharing of Station
resources and the treatment of common
operations costs involving exchanges between
the Russian segment and the Alpha segment
composed of elements provided by the other
four Partners. The Parlners have nevertheless
laid strong emphasis on the need for the
closest possible adherence to the philosophy
of an integrated International Space Station
and the rules underpinning that philosophy in

the Space Station Agreements.

By way of illustration, it was decided that for the
purposes of sharing utilisation the Russian
Partner would keep 1007o of utilisation of its
own modules, thereby recognising that the
infrastructure element suoolied to the Statron
by Russia for its own benefit and that of the
other Partners would enable it to accumulate
up to 1OO% ot the utilisation rights in its own
modules. This calculation has the advantage of
avoiding a debate on the relative value of the
utilisation and infrastructure elements suoolied
by Russia as a portion of the Space Station as
a whole. This means that the percentage
agreed, on the basis of 100% within the Alpha
segment, between the founding Partners could
be retained for the purpose of sharing available
resources. The MOUs will orovide for the
nronico narnontana Of feSOUfCeS tO be
allocated to each Cooperating Agency: for
example, ESAs share has been fixed at 8.3% of
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the resources available for sharinq on board the
Alpha segment.

Establishing a direct link between the allocation
of resources and the financial responsibilities of
the Cooperating Agencies, Article 9.3(a) of the
ESA/NASA MOU provides that:

'/VASA, ESA and the other Partners will equitably
share responsibilities for the common system
operations costs or activities, that rs the costs or
activities attributed to the operation of the Space
Sfatrrcn as a whole.... RSA will be responsible for
the share of the common system operations
costs or activities corresponding to the
operation of the elements it provides, /VASA,

ESA, the GOJ and CSA collectively will be
responsible for the share of common systern
operations costs or activities corresponding to
the supporT of the operation of elements they
collectively provide using the following
approach: each will be responsible for a
percentage of common system operations costs
or activities equal to the percentage of Space
Stafion utilisation resources allocated to it ...'

ln addition to the above-mentioned common
system operations cost responsibilities; each
Partner will also be financially responsible for
costs or activities attributed to operating and
sustaining the functional performance of the
flight and ground elements it provides and the
use of its user accommodations, To give an

idea of the magnitude of the costs to be borne
by each Partner, it should be recalled that ESA
estimated at the end of 1995, on the
understanding that such an estimate would not
prejudge the actual amount to be spent, that
the total exploitation costs over a period of 10.5
years would be of the same order of magnitude
as the total development costs of its
contributions, three quarters of that sum being
devoted to discharging common system
operations responsibilities. This explains the
efforts put by the European Partner into
persuading its Partners of the need to lay down
transparent financial rules for the cooperation.

On the question of crews, an understanding
has been reached whereby the crew
complement for the Station as a whole would
be raised to seven at the beginning of the
exploitation phase, which would require the
development by NASA of a rescue vehicle
(ACR\4 able to accommodate four people, in

addition to the Russian Soyuz capability for
returning three people to Eafth. Of the seven
crew members, Russia would be able to claim
three to carry out all maintenance and utilisation
ooerations reouired in and on the Russian
segment, while the other Paftners would share
the other four places.

Financial rules applicable to the
cooperation and their impact on the mixed
fleet of launchers
A significant interest of the European Partner in
the IGA and MOU negotiation process, which
extended from mid-1994 untilthe end of 1996,
was of a financial nature and resulted from
directives and guidelines given by the

Figure 3. Lift-off the
second Ariane-5 test
flight (502)
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participants in the ESA Council Meeting at
Ministerial Level held in Granada (E) in

November 1992. The European Partner
therefore orooosed to amend Article 15 of the
IGA on Funding with a view to formalising two
concepts: (a) the offset concept, according to
which a Partner would be able to meet its share
of the Station's common system operations
costs by supplying goods and services
produced by itself, and (b) the concept of the
'not-to exceed figure', which would involve the
establishment of procedures administered by
the management bodies for containing the
common system operations costs within
predetermined and agreed levels, thus
imposing a ceiling on these costs. This would
enable a Padner to know the full extent of its
commitment sufficiently in advance and to plan

its expenditure accordingly.

These two concepts are linked to agreement
among all the Partners on the setting-up of a
fleet of spacecraft supplied by four of the five
Partners to meet all of the Station's transoort
requirements.This change, which was unavoid-
able with Russia's arrival in the partnership,

represents a significant departure from the
situation outlined in the IGA signed in 1988,
where the US Space Shuttle was the only
space transpodation system to be used for the
cooperation. With Ariane-5 operating in

conjunction with the AW the European Partner
is in a position to discharge its share of
common costs in a worthwhile manner, given
that space transportation is going to account
for some BOo/o of the Station's common
ooerations costs. Much of the discussion
between the European negotiators and their
counterparts has centred on the type of
assurance that the Eurooean Partner could be
given at this stage by the United States and the
other Partners to the effect that Ariane-S/AW,
deployed for Station-orbit reboost missions for
instance, and other European services would
indeed be used to offset the whole of Europe's
share of common system operations
responsibilities, so that cooperation could be
established on the basis of no exchange of
funds between the European Paftner and its
Partners.

Conclusion
The rules established for Space Station
cooperation will undoubtedly contribute to a
certain emancipation - from a legal standpoint
and compared with the current situation in
which only the United States and Russia have
the technical means and exoertise to send a
human being into outer space - of the
Cooperating Agencies of Europe, Japan and
Canada in their manned space activities. This
emancipation will have a beneficial impact on all

aspects of these activities, such as the
selection of their astronauts, their training, their
assignment to specific flight crew and missions,
and the oerformance of the missions
themselves, all of which is to be done in

accordance with criteria, rules and standards
that they themselves will set and apply to their
own personnel, which should obviously meet or
exceed Space Station requirements.

As with almost all aspects of Space Station
cooperation, more work lies ahead for the
Cooperating Agencies after the signing of the
new Space Station Agreements. A reader of
the IGA and the MOUs might be surprised at
the number and scope of the implementing
arrangements that remain to be negotiated,
concluded and implemented. The Code of
Conduct for the astronauts, which is not
technically an implementing arrangement but
could be seen as having a legal status
somewhat similar to that of the IGA and the
MOUs, is the most urgently needed document,
and also a very complex one, yet to be
developed by the Partners pursuant to Article
11 of the lGA. The first elements of the Soace
Station are scheduled to be launched mid-
1998 and the Code should be in place between
NASA and the RKA before a first Space Station
crew is sent up at the beginning of 1999.

The develooment of Soace Station rules will be
a challenging task for the European Partner
States. lt calls for an efforl of harmonisation
between their national laws and regulations
applicable to one aspect or another of Space
Station cooperation. This effort will doubtless
be pursued in parallel with the development of
the implementing arrangements. @esa
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Operations Planning for the International
Space Station
R. Leuttgens & J. Volpp
ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

Introduction
As a consequence of the ISS's long operational
lifetime, the mission planning process is being
performed in several distinct steps - Strategic,
Tactical and Execution Planning - with distinct
planning products covering different time
intervals ranging from several years to just a few
days. lt has to take into account lead-time
constraints imposed by the launch vehicles and
the time scales needed to develoo new
equipment, which may begin several years
before the in-orbit operations are performed
although detailed schedules may not be

The planning process for the decade-long operation of the
International Space Station (lSS) has to take into account the unique
characteristics of this endeavour with its five International Partners:
the USA (NASA), Russia (RSA), Japan (NASDA), Ganada (CSA) and
Europe (ESA). Each Partner is providing at least one space-segment
element and will operate it quite independently within an agreed
resource envelope. Each Padner, apan from Canada, will also provide
an Earth-to-orbit vehicle for Space Station re-supply and logistics
operations. The major European contributions are the Golumbus
Orbital Facility (COF) and the Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)
launched by Ariane-5.

developed until just a few days before the
equipment is operated. The relatively high
degree of independence of each of the
International Padners means that the planning
process has a strongly decentralised
component which drives the implementation.

ESA's own ISS operations planning activities
are performed in two distinctly different modes.
During both the Strategic and Tactical Planning
process, they are generally subservient to those
of the various multilateral teams - cadres of
personnel from each of the International
Partners - who develop high-level annual and
increment details and plans from information
supplied by the Partners. During the Increment
Planning (also referred to as Execution
Planning) process and the Operations
Evaluation process, however, ESA's activities
are far more independent and result in the

development of ESA-specific plans and
products, though the multilateral teams still
control the way in which some of them are
developed and integrated.

To avoid unnecessary complexity, this article
focuses on the planning processes after the
completion of ISS assembly.

Multi-lncrement and Strategic Planning
The Multi-lncrement and Strategic Planning
covers a five-year period. The Multi-lncrement
Planning Integrated Product Team (MlP IPT)

and the Utilisation Operations Panel in which
ESA will have direct representation, develop the
Operations Summary and its Addendum, which
provide the system-related projections of the
ISS resources and flight manifests for the
coming 5 years. This document serves as an
input for two parallel processes with ESA
participation: (a) development of the Composite
Operations Plan (COP), which covers the ISS

system and servicing aspects; and (b)

develooment of the various Partner's utilisation
plans, which will then be consolidated by the
Utilisation Operations Panel into the Composite
Utilisation Plan (CUP). The COP and CUP will
provide the Utilisation Operations Panel with the
necessary input for the development of the
Consolidated Operations and Utilisation Plan
(COUP), which constitutes the end-product of
the annual strategic planning cycle. lt provides
the annually-based data upon resources and
their share for each Partner, payload list and
accommodation, non-routine operations and
maintenance, support services, and
direction/guidance for the execution.

Each year the new period 'P5' will be added
and the period of the previous year 'P1 ' will be
removed. Details for years 'P4' and 'P3' details
will be refined, while the data for 'P2' and'P1' ,

which are the years closest to execution,
merely reflect information provided by the
tactical planners who provide the strategic
planners with visibility and feedback on their
implementation of the COUP (Fig. 1). The
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COUP is the key input document for the
Tactrcal Planning.

Tactical Planning
Tactical Planning (TP) covers a period of
approximately one year, generally from the first
manned launch in the calendar year until the
first launch of the next calendar year. This
planning period will generally encompass four
increments, each of which is defined as the
time between two launches with crew
exchanges. Unmanned launch vehicles are

covered within the increment,

Integrated Tactical Planning is performed by the
Tactical Planning Integrated Product Team
(lPf. The formal planning activlties starl 30
months before the planning period start (PPS-

30), which is 6 months after the annual COUP
rerease.

It is on the basis of these COUP requirements
that the appropriate International Partner
entities provide their proposals according to
their flight-element and user needs. The
breakdown of the annual resources into
resource allocations per increment and per
individual payload has to be performed. Based
on the Partners' inputs, the Tactical Planning
IPT will then develop the main planning
product, the Increment Definition and
Requirements Documents (IDRD). The latter is

baselined in two iterations, the Preliminary
Planning Period IDRD released at PPS-24
months and, after review by the International
Partners, the first release of the Baseline
Planning Period IDRD at PPS-18 months
(Fis. 1).

Each IDRD serves two purposes:
(a)As input to the lncrement Planning, it defines

for its specific increment mission operations
and utilisation objectives, the top-level cargo
manifest (up-/down-loads), payload comple-
ment, accommodation and resource
allocations, crew rotation and training plan

and in-orbit maintenance.
(b) In addition, a set of summary documents is

orovided which are used to inform the
strategic-level planners about what has been
planned for Years 1 and 2 of the upcoming
COUP, and the degree to which these IDRDs
have met the previous COUP's require-
ments.

For ESA these activities are primarily performed
by the tactical planners of the Mission
Management Team, with support from the COF
and AW engineering organisations, the Payload
Integration, Payload Operations and the
Utilisation teams. During the period PPS-30
months to PPS-24 months, the Mission
Management Team has the task of breaking
down the annual resources allocated to ESA
into resource allocations per increment and
payload. To perform this efficiently, a Resource
Assignment tool (RAS) has been integrated into
the Mission Management Support Tools
(MMST). Two other MMST integrated tools, the
Tactical Parameter Data Collection System

fl-PDCS) and the Engineering and Logistic Data
Collection System (ELDCS), serve to collect
from the various European operations teams the
following data sets for each increment of this
planning period:
(a) projected COF accommodations, resources

and services for each increment
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(b)utilisation requirements such as payload
objectives, manifesting requirements, on
board placement requirements, campaign
requirements, high-level operations and
resource requirements

(c)COF logistics and maintenance require-
ments

(d)COF system corrective and preventive
maintenance reouirements.

Data set (a) is provided to the Tactical Planning
IPT early in this period since it is needed to
generate the initial increment resource and
accommodation allocations to Partners. ln

addition, the TP IPT generates the initial service
allocation per Partner, in particular re-
supply/return allocations.

Based on these initial allocations, the tactical
planners of the Mission Management Team
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compatible set of system and utilisation
requirements for each increment in the planning
period and submit these data to the TP lPT. The
data exchange between the ESA MMST and
the NASA Tactical Planning System ftPS in

Fig. 7) is performed electronically.

Having received these data from each Partner,

the TP IPT develops the Preliminary Planning
Period IDRD and releases this for review by the
Partners via TPS. The Mission Management
Team coordinates the ESA review, which
involves each of the teams mentioned above.
Discrepancies are negotiated and resolved
between the ESA Mission Management Team
and the TP lPT, which then develops the
Baseline Planning Period IDRD, which will be
updated every 6 months if required. As the
tactical planning period covers several
increments, the maturity of the data for later
increments in the period will usually increase
with the release of later uodates to the IDRD.

Besides the already-mentioned feedback to the
strategic-level planners, this IDRD provides the
basic input for the Increment Planning as
described below.

lncrement Planning
The purpose of Increment Planning is to
develop increment-specific operations
products and the associated information
necessary to prepare and conduct real-time
operations. The information generated through
this process is exploited by users, International
Partners, sponsors, flight crews, ground
controllers, ground processing, training, and
management to plan the preparation and
execution of an increment and to help make
management decisions. Ground rules and
constraints define the boundaries of the
planning process. They include rules for crew

scheduling, resource distribution and
management, Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA)

planning, trajectory planning, robotics
operations planning, and integrated Earth-to-
Orbit Vehicle (F|-OV) joint operations.

Planning as defined for the International Space
Station. and in oarticular for the Columbus
Orbital Facility (COD, is based on a distributed
hierarchical concept with participants such as
the Space Station Control Centre, the Payload
Operations Integration Centre and other Partner
centres. Each Partner in the Soace Station
Programme is considered a single planning
entity, distributed geographically, tasked to
integrate and plan their respective Partner
element activities and resource utilisation. A so-
called international Increment Execute Planning
Team (IEPT) is formed to perform these tasks in

a geographically distributed manner. The
planning concept reflects a bottom-up
integration of plans (Fig. 2). Finally, all plans are
integrated into a Space-Station-wide set of
products reflecting the operations activities
carried out during an increment. Planning for the
COF has to consider and reflect the sharing of
resources within the COF between US and
European payloads, and therefore the role of a
planning entity changes.

Planning is divided into two major planning
phases: the pre-increment planning phase and
planning during the increment. The former
develops an overview of all activities carried out
during the increment and considers resource
utilisation for the most critical resources on-
board. Planning during the increment details
porlions of the increment further, usually one or
two weeks, and therefore develops more
detailed olans and schedules. The main
products that characterise the outputs of these
phases are the On-Orbit Operations Plan (OOS)

and the Short-Term Plans (STP). The OOS
gives a listing of activities being performed on a
weekly basis, and where necessary on a daily
basis. The STP details one week of the OOS
and gives a more detailed view of the activities
to be carried out during this week. The activities
reflected in the STP are categorised into those
to be carried out within the week, those to be
carried out on a parlicular day of the week, and
those that are scheduled to start at a oafticular
time of the week. The shorl-term planning
therefore combines operational flexibility and
traditional timelining of operations activities into
one single plan.

During the pre-increment planning phase, only
a small subset of the Soace Station's total
resources are considered. The international
Increment Execute Planning Team (IEPT) is

responsible for determining which resources
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he nreclictcd in the nre increment time frane.
Prior research has shown that crew time, power

and communications are the major resources
that are predictable, as they depend primarily on
vehicle configuration (number of crew onboard,
rumber of operational solar arrays, etc.)
Another reason for limiting the number of
resources considered pre increment is that only
a few resources lruly constrain the planning and
scheduling of onboard activities. For example.
crew time is a very limited resource that is

needed for many onboard activities.

lnputs to the lncrement Planning Process
Increment planning begins with the increment-
and flight-specific requrrements. guidelines, and
resource allocations documented in the
Increment Definition and Requirements
Document (IDRD), Mission Integration Plans
(MlPs), and Generic Planning Groundrules and
Constraints Document, Station Programme
lmplementation Plan, Programme Planning and
Manifesting. and operations requirements
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planning products. An example of resource
allocations as reflected in the IDRD is shown in

Figure 3.

Oulpuls of the lncrement Planning Process
The maior end-nrodrCtS of the lncrement
Planning process are the Joint Operations Plans
for visiting vehicles (ETOV), the On-orbit

Operations Summary (OOS) and the Shorl-
Term Plans (STP). OOSs are high-level plans

that provide a summary of system and payload

activities information for the entire increment,
The ETOV Joint Operations Plans provide the
detailed definition of operations for the period of
joint operations described at a high-level in the
OOS Generic Ground Rules and Constraints,
Increment and ETOV specific planning rules
include specific resource distribution decisions
determined in accordance with the resource
allocations in the IDRD.

On-orbit Operations Summary (OOS)

development
Prior to the development of the Plans identified
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developed which define the boundaries of plan

development. These resource profiles define
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defined period of time, which can be the
increment itself or a lower granularity similar to
the one that the increment plans cover, weeks
or days, lt is the result of a preliminary plan
which covers the whole increment. This plan
reflects the sum of resources being consumed
by the system and payload activities and might
include margins to cover changes and
uncedainties. Such a breakdown of resources
as defined in the IDRD is shown below,
covering an increment of four weeks' duration,
taking the share of US payloads into account.
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Once the initial plan has been developed, the
process of developing the OOS begins. This
planning process differs between the Basic and
Final OOS development cycles. The Basic cycle
is a complete end-to-end generation of data and
products. The Final cycle process updates the
data and products generated during the Basic
cycle. lt is less perturbing to planning
organisations to simply assimilate updates to
planned operations than it is to receive new
products which may be completely different from
those generated in the previous planning cycle.

For example, the Basic OOS may show that
certain systems/payloads operate during
certain weeks of the increment. A Final OOS
that is an update would likely keep many of
those operations planned as they were during

the Basic OOS. A Final OOS that is regenerated
may show those operations planned at
completely different times. This update
philosophy allows planners to minimise the
number of changes made from the Basic OOS
to the Final OOS, which reduces the impact on
users/facilities and operations personnel. An
example of an OOS is shown in Figure 5.

ShorT-Term Plan (STP) development
This process consists of two phases: short-
term planning and re-planning. Short-term
planning is the process through which the
detailed schedule of systems and payload
operations activities is developed and the long-
range plan of activities throughout the rest of
the increment is updated. Plan updating is the
process by which the schedule is updated
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Figure 3. Resource allocations as reflected in the IDBD
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Figure 5. Example of COF On-orbit Operations Summary (OOS)
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during operations to reflect desired or required
changes to systems or payload operations.

Short-term planning is performed by an
international team of systems and payload
planners. The detailed schedule developed
during this process is used by the ISS crew and
the ground controllers to perform the activities
defined for the planning period. The long-range
plan is used as the basis for generating future
detailed plans, and covers the time-frame from
the end of the next detailed schedule through
to the end of the increment.

Re-planning is performed by the on-console
teams in the SSCC, POIC, and Partner Control
t'-nntrno Thn rJn+nilarl cnho|r rlo r]arrolnnor]vEl lLlED. | | lu uuLallcu ovr rgwurg ugvstuvsu

during short-term planning is updated by the
re-planning process in response to required or
desired changes. Updates to the schedule will
be oerformed to maintain a safe and functional
ISS nr in rocnnnqo t^ rlnoiraA na',lnanruvt vr I uo|\Jvr rou rv uvDlr Eu payludu

operations changes. An example of a Short-
Term Plan (STP) is shown in Figure 6.

lmplementation
On the Tactical Planning level, the overall
configuration of the tools reflects the relative
independence of each Padner's domain and,
especially in Europe, also the geographically
decentralised set-up. As an example, Figure 7
shows the basic principle of the tactical-
parameter data collection at NASA and ESA,

and the single-channel data exchange across
their common interface.

NASA and the Tactical Planning IPT use the
Tactical Planning System (TPS) for data
collection on NASA's side, for data exchange
with the International Paftners, and for the
dissemination of planning products (lDRDs) to
all International Partners. The ESA Mission
Management Support Tools (MMST) are the
Eurooean counteroaft to the TPS. With their
World Wide Web based user interfaces, the
various tools, TPDCS and ELDCS are used to

NASA

collect the necessary data from the various
European teams. The single interface between
the MMST and the TPS facilitates the exchanqe
of a consistent data set

The Station-wide plans are developed in an
integrated manner by geographically
distributed participants using modern
communications technologies and tools. The
implementation in support of the distributed
planning process and the cooperative concept
requires a Ground Segment infrastructure
utilising the most advanced and modern
techniques for information distribution and
exchange, to ensure a consistent and coherent
information flow between all oarlicioants and
planning layers. This type of information
distribution is based on the orinciole ol
'information casting': all planning participants
receive information about their resource
requests, such as the relative state with respect
to the planning processes, conflicts with other
resource reouests. indications for conflict
resolution and overall resource consumotion
and usage. @esa

Figure 7. Tactical parameter
data collection and

exchange between ESA and
NASA

Figure 8. Distributed
Planning Environment
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space tribology handbook

A Space Tribology Handbook

E. Wyn Roberts
ESTL, AEA Technology, Warrington, UK

M. Eiden
Mechanical Systems Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and
Operational Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The need for a Space Tribology Handbook
Tribology (from the Greek 'tribos' meaning 'to
rub') is the study of friction, wear and
lubrication. Friction and wear are generated at
the interface of contacting bodies in relative
motion and therefore occur in components
such as bearings, gears, screws and slip-rings.
lf the friction (or adhesion) forces are high, a
component may prove difficult to drive or, even
worse. may seize: if high wear occurs, a

component will lose its precision and,
ultimately, its ability to operate at all, Tribology
is, therefore, an important issue, especially in

mechanisms intended for use on spacecraft -
for if spacecraft mechanisms fail, there is

(usually) no means to repair the damage or to
apply fresh lubrication. Furthermore, if the
mechanism in ouestion is critical to the
spacecraft's operation (as would be the case
with solar array drives, antenna pointing
mechanisms and deployment devices), then
loss of the mission could result.

The production of a Space Tribology Handbook forms part of an
overall strategy, initiated by ESTEC's Mechanisms Section, to improve
the quality of space mechanisms through the establishment of a set of
globally applicable space mechanisms standards and guidelines for
mechanism design. The standardisation activities are being
performed under the European Gooperation for Space
Standardisation (ECSS); the space mechanism engineering
requirements have been established in an ESA/lndustry collaborative
effort in 1997. The Space Tribology Handbook provides the essential
guideline for tribology aspects of mechanism engineering, useable in
the day-to-day work of mechanism engineers. This strategy should
promote a more standardised approach to mechanism design and
testing and achieve reduced schedules, cost-effective developments
and high-quality mechanisms.

To avoid such anomalies and to ensure that
mechanisms operate to their prescribed
specification, effective designs are required
which incorporate good tribological practice so
that friction, adhesion and wear are minimised.
In Europe, the importance of tribology in space
was quickly recognised by the Agency and led,
in 1972, to the establishment of ESTL

(European Space Tribology Laboratory), which
is now part of AEA Technology. Since then,
ESTL has generated a considerable amount of
tribological data, advised on tribological design
issues, and tested tribo-components and
mechanisms under space simulated condi-
tinnc Ac r .^naa^, '^^^^ a rrraal+Fr aIq vvr ruv\]uUl lUU, A VVUdltl I Ul

knowledge has been generated and much of
this has been disseminated to the space
community by way of publications and courses
on space tribology. These activities have
undoubtedly raised awareness of tribology and
encouraged mechanism engineers to give due
consideration to tribological issues in their
designs. However, there was no handbook
available detailing the tribological performance
of materials and providing guidelines on their
use in mechanisms design. lt was for this
reason that the Space Tribology Handbook
was produced. With its publication, the space
community now has a unique document which
provides a source of information consolidated
by test validation.

The Handbook has been written with the aim of
assisting designers and engineers in the
implementation of sound tribological practices
and to help them determine how best to treat
and lubricate components for a given
application. Specifically, the Handbook:

- provides a definitive reference manual on
qnano trilrnlnnrr

- provides useful data on typical systems
where tribology is important either to
pedormance or reliability

- specifies guidelines for the selection, use
and limitations of tribo-materials (encompas-

sing lubricants, surface treatments and
substrate materials)

- aids the designer in the selection of tribo-
comoonents

- provides guidance on the ground testing of
tribo-comoonents and mechanisms.

Figure 1 shows the completed Handbook's
cover with example sheets illustrating the
format and style.
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Figure 1. The Space
Tribology Handbook

showing examples of
contents

Figure 2. Contents of the
Space Tribology Handbook

The scope and structure of the Handbook
The handbook is arranged in seven chapters.
the titles of which are listed in Figure 2. The first
chapter serves as an introduction to tribology.
its purpose being to familiarise readers who are

new to the sublect with the fundamental
concepts of tribology. The remaining chapters
form the Handbook's guidelines and span the
progression from the initial selection of a

tribological component, through its lubrication
and. finally. to its testing at component and
mechanism level.

A flow chart detailing how the various stages of
component selection. lubrication and testing

^,^^^n+aA ^^/..t ^.^^^.^{^"^^^^^ i^dt u ptuJUt tLUu dt tu ut UJJ-tutwt ut tuEU ro

illustrated in Figure 3.

Contents of Handbook
The following outlines the contents of the
individual chapters of the Handbook.

Basic Tribology
Engineers involved in the design of
mechanisms need to have an understanding of
the basic concepts of tribology so that they can
recognise the issues which are critical to the
success, or failure, of their mechanism.
Fundamertal to this understanding is a
knowledge of how engineering surfaces
interact when brought into contact under load
and how this interaction changes when there is

relative motion (which may be separation,
sliding or rolling) between the contacting
bodies.

This chapter. therefore, looks at what happens
when real sudaces come into contact and
explains how contact areas in reality are small
and contact stresses high. The manner in

which surfaces deform is discussed and the
conditions under which these deformations
become permanen[ (p astic deformation) are

1. Basic Tribology

2. Tribo-component Selection, Design and Performance

3. Selection of Lubricant Type

4. Solid Lubricants

5. Fluid Lubricants

6. Materials for Tribological Components
and Surfaces
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what software is available to assist
and prediction of performance.

Selection of lubricant type

O btain understawli ng of
fundame nla I c o nc epl s in

tribology

Choose and size the
component for the application
and. sekct surface treatment,

if appropriate

Decide on whether fluid or dry
lubricatiqn is the most appropriate.
ConEult checklist to conJirm choice.

Consider methods to enhance
lubricant life, if required.

Select suitable lubricant on bosis of its Irictiotr
and wear properties. Iffluid, check vapour

pressure at operating temperatarc and pour point,

ltbricale component ond test. Consult
guidance on testing and test environmen .

Identify misbehaviour. Follow mechanis m
test guidelines. Check verification requiremcnts.

in design Figure 3. Flow-chart
showing the Handbook's
structure and logic

Having identified the component to be
employed, the next step to address is whether
to use fluid or dry lubrication (Fig. 5). This
chapter defines the criteria by which this
decision should be made and also offers
guidelines on selection for those cases where,
in principle, both fluid and dry lubricants are
applicable. Checklists are provided to help
select a soecific lubricant once the choice has
been made between fluid and dry. In addition,
suggestions are made on how to extend the life
of space lubricants. The chapter features the
following topics:

Figure 4. Effective
mechanism design requires
an informed approach to
selection, sizing and
lubrication of tribological
components. The Handbook
provides guidelines in these
areas and helps to ensure
that the most appropriate
comoonent and lubrication
are chosen for a given
application. The photograph
shows a type of bearing
(angular-contact) which is
commonly used in space
mechanisms. The races are
lubricated with a thin film of
molybdenum disulphide

Materials for tribo
components and

surfaces
(Chapter 6)

identified. The various phenomena, which give
rise to friction and wear, are described and the
manner by which these may be reduced
(through lubrication) is explained. Finally the
unique environment in which space
mechanisms have to operate is defined and the
impact such an environment has on tribological
systems is outlined.

Tribo-component selection, design and
pertormance
This chapter is intended to assist the designer
in the selection of tribological components -
that is, on how to choose the most suitable
component for a given application (Fig. a). The
^-^^^ ^^,,^-^: ^-^.OIUdD UUVUIUU dIU.

- selection of rotary, rolling-element bearings

- selection of plain. spherical and rod-end
Deanngs

- selection of ball, roller and plain screws

- selection of linear bearinos
^^l^^+i^^ ^+ ^^^-^_ DVIEULIUI I UI UUAI D

- sliding electri-cal contacts

- other tribo-components: separation
surfaces, end stops, cams, threaded
fasteners, brakes, seals

- safety factor for tribo-components.

For each generic component, advice is given
on which type of component is best suited to
an application on the basis of parameters such
as load capacity, stiffness and precision. The
materials, and their relevant properties, from
which the comoonents are manufactured are
specified. Examples are given of where specific
components have been used successfully and

Testing of component
or mechanism

(Chapter 7)
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Guide to selection; dry versus fluid
lubrication;
applications where only dry or fluid
lubricants can be used
choosing between fluid and dry lubrication
when both are applicable
checklist when choosing solid lubrication
checklist when choosing fluid lubrication
labyrinth seal leak-rate calculation.

Enhancing lubricant pefformance:
extending life of perfluorinated lubricants
extending life of solid lubricant coatings
running-in of solid-lubricated components.

Solid lubricant coatings.
coating types and methods of application
guide to selection of solid lubricant coatings
tribological properties of thin films
lubricant coatings for temperature extremes
effect of environment
cnatinos tn nrevent static adheSiOn and
fretting damage
storage and handling of coated com-
ponents.

Bulk solid lubricants:
polymers and polymer composites
non-polymeric composites.

The section on coatings describes the various
methods of application and the corresponding
thickness ranges. This is followed by a general
guide to selection based on the coatings'
tribological properties in air and vacuum, their
range of operating temperatures, their
suitability for precision components, and the
type of application and duty for which they are

best suited. More detailed rnformation on the
tribological properties of specific coatings
follows with examples of their performance
when applied to ball bearings and gears.

The section on bulk solid lubricants deals with
self-lubricating polymers and composites. The
latter are composites containing solid
lubricants, whrch may be reinforced with fillers
in the form of particulates or fibres. The types
covered are polymer composites (for bearing
cages and gears), thin-layer polymeric
composites (for journal and spherical bearings),
metal/MoS2 composites (for motor and slip-
ring brushes) and leaded bronzes (for bearing
caqes). In each case the mechanical and
ma'terLt properties are specified and the friction
and wear characteristics are listed.

Fluid lubricants
The following aspects are addressed:

- selection of a fluid lubricant

- fluid lubricant database

- tribological properties of fluid lubricants

- fluid loss, retention and replenishment

- handling, cleaning and lubrication
proce0ure.

The section dealing with selection describes
the types of fluid lubricant available and gives

the relevant properties (vapour pressure and
pour point) of some commonly used space oils

and greases. More extensive data is provided
by the fluid lubricant database which lists the
known physicochemical and tribological
orooedies of over 100 fluid lubricants that have

^^^,-li,{^+^^ {^. ^^^^^uuur I UJUU, ur dr u udr turudtuJ, rur JPouu
applications. The tribological properties of oils

Figure 5. The choice of
lubricant is critical to the
successful operation of a

space mechanism. The
Handbook provides

guidelines for selecting both
fluid and dry lubricants.

Soecialised lubricant
processes may be required

such as the olasma-assisted
deposition system, shown
here, for the production of

thin layers of lead films

Solid lubricants
Solid lubrication of a bearing may be brought
about in one of two ways. lt can be provided
as bulk material for a moving surface,
transferred by rubbing from a solid made from,
or containing, the dry lubricant as, for example,
with self-lubricating cages. Alternatively it can
be applied to one (or both) counterface(s) in the
form of a film, as with techniques such as

sputter deposition. Information on both forms
of solid lubricant is included in this chapter. The
areas covereO are:

Selection of solid lubricants:

- when to use solid lubricants

- advantages and disadvantages of solid
lubrication

- types of solid lubricant.
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and greases are described and their measured
performance in components such as bearings,
gears and screws is presented.

Materials for tribological components and
surfaces
This chapter surveys the propefties of materials
that have been used, or may be suitable for
use, in tribological components in space
monhaniqmc lfq 51 llnnon io In na+ ao arr ruur rqr ilor rro. rLo l.Jur pwDE lD LV OUt qD q

reference source of basic material orooedies
and as a supplementary source of information
to that provided in other chapters. Additionally,
a guide is given on the selection of base
materials and appropriate surface treatments
for commonly used tribological components.
Soecific tooics covered are:

- the compatibility of materials with vacuum
environments (vapour pressure and
outgassing characteristics)

- physical and mechanical properties of bulk
tribo-component materials (including
hardness, elastic modulus, tensile strength,
maximum operating temperatures and
density)

- listings, descriptions and suitability of
^,,4^^^ +.^^+-^^+^JUI IdUU LI UdLI I IUI ILJ

- a materials selection guide for bearings.
gears. screws. fasteners and separating
surfaces.

Component and mechanism testing
Here, guidance is given on the testing of tribo-
components and mechanisms for space
satellite aoolications. lt identifies and defines
the various test environments and provides
guidelines on how to achieve them. Examples
are given of thermal-vacuum test set-ups for
component and mechanism testing together
with notes on the testing of specific tribo-
components (FiS.6). The rationale for
mechanism testing is explained and verification
requirements, based on current ESA
guidelines, are presented.

Future updates
In line with the evolution of space tribology, it is
our intention to update the Handbook on a
regular basis. This will be achieved by
incorporating newly generated data and
responding to the suggestions and reactions of
users. In this way, the Handbook will remain a

contemporary, up-to-date and, above all,

relevant document which meets the needs of
space mechanism designers and engineers.

To obtain a copy of the Space Tribology
Handbook, you can request an order form by
writing to ESTL at the following address:

Space Tribology Handbook
ESTL
RD1/165
AEA Technology
Risley, Wanington
UK
WA3 64T

Alternatively, telephone +44 (0)192525 3015 or
send an e-mail to: emyr.roberts@aeat.co.uk

Acknowledgements
Much of the tribological data presented in the
Handbook was generated through the
dedicated eflorts of present and former
members of ESTL staff. The authors are
grateful for the constructive comments made
on draft chapters by members of ESTEC's

Figure 6. Thorough testing
of components and
mechanisms is essential
in order to orove that all
functional and lifetime
requirements are met.
The Handbook orovides
guidelines on all aspects of
ground testing and details
ESA's current mechanism
verification reouirements.
The photograph shows the
installation of an antenna-
pointing mechanism in a
test chamber where it will
be subjected to a thermal-
vacuum test

Mechanisms Section @esa
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Backdating at ESA
- Calculation of the Backdated Cost-at-Completion

of Optional Programmes

l. Duvaux-B6chon & F. Petitjean
Budget Division, ESA Directorate of Administration, Paris

The basic principles
Backdating refers to two different types of
financial data: the actual expenses that are well
known and the backdating of which will not
change, and the forecasts, the backdating of
which is only indicative and depends on both
the structure of expenses of the last year

known N (last actual expenses) and the
structure of expenses planned for year N+1

when its budget was prepared at the economic
conditions 'N' (Fig. 2).

Backdating is the conversion of actual expenses and forecasts of
expenses for a programme to a unique economic basis in order to be
able to compare expenses incurred during different years under
different economic conditions (price levels, conversion rates) and
define the Cost-at-Gompletion (CAG) of a programme. The CAC is the
total cost for a programme, expressed at certain economic conditions
(the same for all the years of life of the programme). lt is not the sum
of actual expenses and forecasts, as these are expressed at different
economic conditions.

The ESA Convention (Article lll of Annex lll; Fig. 1) states that a
Member State can withdraw from a programme if the CAC is to go
beyond a limit of 12Ooh of the indicative financial envelope. This means
that there should be a means of comparing actual expenses with the
indicative financial envelope, whether it is explicitly requested in the
Declaration for a programme or more generally to monitor the total
cost of a programme. Backdating is a means of relating all expenses
or forecasts back to the price and currency rate levels of the
Declaration so that they can be directly compared with the envelope
voted.

Actual expenses are accounting data registered
as such in the ESA accounts. They are fixed after
the closing of the relevant year. They represent
the payments made and are associated with the
currency used for this payment on a given

budget line for each output.

Every year (let us assume it is year N+1) around
February/March, when the actual expenses for
year N are known and fixed, these actual
expenses (that were paid at price level N by
definition, using the conversion rates defined
for vear N) are converted into amounts at the

economic conditions (e.c.) of the Declaration
(for example year 'D' e.c.: price level D,

conversion rates (D+1)). Actual expenses of
previous years (N-1 and before) have already
been converted to the same 'D' e.c.. The
forecasts for current year (N+1) and for the
further years are established at 'N' e.c., which
are the last known economic conditions (orice

level N, conversion rates (N+1)) and they are
also converted in amounts of D e.c.. All

amounts are then expressed at the same
economic conditions as those of the
Declaration and can be added (thus giving the
planned CAC) and compared with the budget
voted by the Participating States in the
Declaration.

The procedure
The data: actuals
Every year (N+1), after the annual accounts
have been closed, actual expenses of the year
just ended (N), expressed in ECUs, for all
programmes to be backdated are imported
from ESA's computerised financial system
EFSY into the backdating application (for the
time being). The data impoded or used include:

- all expenses per sub-output, sub-heading
and currency (Fig. 3)

- potential 'miscellaneous receipts' per
currency to be deducted from the expenses
(provided by the financial controllers); this
corresponds, for example, to sale of
equipment when the amount received by the
programme has to be deducted from the

- price indices that were used for the updating
of current year (N+1 - price indices from N-1

to N) (Fig. a)

- conversion-rate variations (updating of year
N - from N-l to N, for national currencies
and ECUs; these data are already in the
system from the year before).

The data: forecasfs
For the backdating of the forecasts for year
N+1 and the subsequent years, the following
,-l^+^ ^.^ ^^^^^^.uotoot EttEEuEu.
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Figure 1

ESA Convention - Annex lll - Article lll

1.lf the programme includes a proyect definition phase, the participating States shall, at the end of the phase, reassess the
cost of the programme. lf the reassessment shows that there is a cost overrun greater than 20% of the indicative financial
envelope referred to in Article l, any participating State may withdraw from the programme. The participating States that
wish, nevertheless, to continue with the programme shall consult among themselves and determine the arrangements for
such continuation. They shall report accordingly to the Council, which shall take any measures that may be required.

2.

3.The Council shall lay down a procedure enabling the financial envelope or sub-envelopes to be revised in the event of price

level variations.
4.When the financial envelope or a financial sub-envelope has to be revised for reasons other than those referred to in

paragraphs 1 and 3, the participating States shall apply the following procedure:
a. No participating State shall be entitled to withdraw from the programme unless the cumulative cost overrun is greater

Ihan 2Oo/o pf the initial financed envelope, or of the revised envelope defined in accordance with the procedure laid down
in paragraph 1 .

b. lf the cumulative cost overrun is greater Ihan 2Oo/o of the relevant financial envelope, any participating State may withdraw
from the programme. Those States that wish, nevertheless, to continue with the programme shall consult among
themselves, determine the arrangements for such continuation and report accordingly to the Council, which shall take

'r^^ +h^t marr ho ranr riror]dl ly lllEaJuluD Ll lal | | rqy u9 rgvu[su.

Figure 2

Economic Conditions

1996 e.c.: Established mid-1996, to be used in the draft budget Ior 1997.
Price level 1996 (known June 1996).
Currency rates level for 1997 (mean values of National Currencies towards the ECU between July 1995 and
June 1996)

Actuals of 1996: Price level 1996 (expenses incurred during 1996)

Figure 3

Definitions

-(Sub-)output: programme or part of a programme - e.g. ERS-2 Phase-El

-(Sub-)heading: type of expenditure - e.g. salaries, manpower costs, etc.

-Grand heading: grouping of sub-headings of the same types

Figure 4

Updating

. A budget is established in the May-July time-frame for the following year, at the economic conditions known in spring, i.e.

for the 1998 budget, at the economic conditions of 1996 (price level 1997, conversion rates for 1997).
. This budget has to be published at the economic conditions of 1997, known mid-97,
. This means that all planned expenses have to be converted from 1996 e.c. to 1997 e.c. by applying price variation indices

from 1996 price levels to 1997 price levels, and conversion rates variation from 1997 to 1998.
r The indices correspond to categories of expenses (salaries, cost in an industrial sector, cost of goods).
. The price variation indices are established for all currencies used at ESA and for ecus/country by statistical offices

independent from ESA (Wiesbaden Office for the indices in national currencies and Eurostat for the indices in ECUs).
. For each sub-heading, one index is applied, corresponding to its category of expenses.
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- forecasts (provided by the programmes) per

sub-output and grand heading, expressed
at the economic conditions N (prices N,

conversion rates N+1), including potential
miscellaneous receipts; uncovered parts can
be taken out

- mean conversion-rate variations per grand
heading for each sub-output, as calculated
during the updating of year N+1 (conversion
rates from N to N+1, for national currencies
and ECUs).

The method for backdating actual expenses
Actual expenses of year N-1 and before are

already backdated and the results and indices
used are kept in the system at sub-output
grand heading/currency level for each year. The
results are kept at grand-heading level in order
to limit the volumes of data to be keot (more

than 300 000 lines in the historical file).

In cases where a subheading was used in year
N which was not used in the updating of year

N+l or for some of the former years, no price
index is available at least for one of the years

between N and 'D'. The first steo in the
backdating of actual expenses N, which in

theory is a rather simple calculation, is then to
compute all the indices necessary to backdate
them to the economic conditions of the
Declaration. The basic indices used are those
that have been calculated by the independent
statistical offices in charge of the elaboration of
the indices. The Wiesbaden Statistical Office in

Germany provides the price indices in national
currencies, while Eurostat in Belgium calculates
the price indices for EOUs/country using the
Wiesbaden indices and the conversion rates of
the national currencies versus the ECU,

The corresponding price indices that were
used in the updating for year N+1 (price indices
from N-1 to N) are imported into the backdating
application. When a given price index for a
subheading is missing, the index used for the
calculation is the IVPGTE (orice variation index
per grand heading for the corresponding
sub-output). lf this one is also missing, it is the
IVPGT (price variation index per grand heading)
defined every year for all the expenses on a
given grand heading of all programmes to
be backdated. The conversion-rate index used
is then the IWGT (currency rate variation per
grand heading). Figures 5 and 6 show the
correspondence between the IVPGTE and
IWGTE (price and rate variation indices per
output and per grand heading) and the
Wiesbaden document.

These same default indices (or even, if they are
missing, the general price variation and
currency-rate variation indices, IVPG and IWG
- mean value for one year for all ESA backdated
outputs) are used when a programme had no
aynonqoq fnr nna nr mnra \/aere oithor

,vervt

between the e.c. of the Declaration and the first
year of expenses or during the life of the
programme.

When all indices necessary for the backdating
of actuals to the e.c. of the Declaration are
known, the price and variation indices are
applied to the expenses until the e.c. of the
Declaration are reached (Fig. 7), for all direct
expenses (Grand Headings 1 to 5). The actual
expenses (N prices and N conversion rates) per

subheading are backdated to 'N-1' e.c. (by

applying the price-variation index; see Fig. 8)

and then aggregated per grand heading and

Figure 5

Price Variation and Exchange Rate Variation lndices as per Updating 199E

YEARN OUTPUT GH
1997 645 I
1997 645 2

1997 645 3

1997 645 4

1997 645 5

1997 645 A
1997 645 B

1997 645 C
1996 645 ',l

1998 645 2
1998 645 3
199E 645 4
1998 645 5

199E 645 A
't998 645 B
199E 645 C

IVPGTE
1.O2425 =
1.03504 =
1.O27O3 =
0.97949 =
1.03055 =
1 .013E4 =
't 02279 =
1.02214 =

o/o 
PnC€. % rate
2.
3
2

-2
3
1.

2
2.21 in backdating

database0.97341 =
0.97786 =
0.99474 =
1 00419 =
1 .03129 =

0 98t6 =
0.9E656 =
'' .O2265 =

'2.66o/0
-2.21Vo
-O.53o/o

O.42o/o

3.130/6

'1.E4o/o
-'1.340/o

2.27o/o

+
as in ESA/F|N(97)4 - Wiesbaden report for 199E budgetA+

I exchange rale variation 1997 to 1996 per output and GH

I in backdaling database
price variation index 1 996 to 1 997 per output end GH
in backdating database
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Figure 6

ESA/F lN/97 /q
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Indices aoplied for the backdatinq of actual exoenses

Indices applied for the backdatinq of forecasts
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backdated to 'D' e.c.. Once this backdating
has been completed, the recharges on the
backdated amounts are calculated using the
same rules as for the recharoino in the financial
system.

Backdating of the forecasts
Forecasts for years N+1 until the end of a
programme are expressed at N e.c. (price N,

conversion rates N+1) per sub-output and
grand heading. These economic conditions are
the last known, and those of the current
budget; no estimation of the evolution of the
economic conditions for the future is
performed. lt is in fact not necessary, all
forecasts being expressed at the same
economic conditions. The forecasts are
backdated to the e.c. of actual expenses N by
applying the conversion-rate variation N+1 to N

(used in the updating of year N+1). These
conversion-rate variations are taken from the
updating calculation (included in the so-called
'Wiesbaden document') as the mean value for
each grand heading per sub-output (IWGTE).

Similar rules apply as for the backdating of
actual expenses if some of the indices are
missing. The indices to be used are linked by
construction directly to the structure oJ

expenses as planned when preparing the
hr rrfnot far \laar Nl , I -fhn F aal,Aa+innvuvvuL rvr yvat | \f | . I llv uaunu4tll lv

coefficients per grand heading (all currencies
aggregated) as calculated for the backdating of
actual expenses N are then applied. Note that
for expenses in ECUs, the conversion rate
variation N+1 to N is 1 bv definition.

The method defined imolies that the forecasts
can only be backdated when expenses have
been incurred and first indices are known. lt is
not possible to backdate forecasts alone, as
the calculation links the forecasts to the result
of the backdating of actual expenses.

National currencies and ECUs
The conversion-rate variations for the national

currencies are defined as the variation in official
rates between two years for each national
currency considered. Today, the official
conversion rate of a currency to the ECU for
year N is equal to the mean value of the
conversion rate between July N-2 and June
N-1 (over a 12-month period).

These conversion-rate indices are combined
with the price indices established by
Wiesbaden to update and backdate expenses
or forecasts expressed in national currencies.

The updating factors for price variations of
expenses in ECUs are established by Eurostat.
They are based on the variation of price
indices versus the ECU from June in year N-1
to June in year N, and thus combine the price
indices as established by the Wiesbaden
Institute for national currencies with the effect
of variation of conversion rates of the national
currency vis-d-vis the ECU for the same
June-to-June period (not the same period as
the one used for the official conversion rates
in national currencies), i.e. prices in ECUs June

year N-1 to prices in ECUs June year N.

For the backdating of actual expenses, the two
effects have to be separated (price
variation/conversion-rate variation mixed effect
for expenses in ECUs) as actual expenses are
not expressed at 'normal' e.c. as in the
Wiesbaden document (price N-1 to N, rates N

to N+1 to go from N-l to N e.c. - in the N+l
updating, when actuals N use prices N and
rates N). This means that, for expenses in

ECUs. the orice index used will be the same as
the one used for national currencies, and the
conversion-rate variation will be the one defined
for the ECUs (June N-2 to June N-1), which
differs as from I997 from the conversion rate
for national currencies (Julv N-3-June N-2 to
July N-2-June N-1).

For the backdating of forecasts, the rate

Figure 8

YEAR OUTPUT SH
1996 X 513
1996 X 521
1996 X 521
't 996 X 521
1996 X 521
1996 X 527

ACTUAL EXPENSES DATABASE FOR OUTPUT X

CURR IP ACTUALS BACKD N.l E.C.
F 1 5 142091 139991 133
xB 3.009231 99984 97063.14549
xD 3.009231 1391682 1351026.4E9
xF 3 009231 891251 8652't4.6892
xNL 3.009231 182000 176683.1941
D 6.6 454965 426796.4353+++tllll

| | actual expenses backdated at "N-l" e.c

I actual expenses year N in ECU as recorded in EFSY

price index (in %) as defined in the "Wiesbaden report'
valid for the currency and SH considered to go from "N-1 " to "N"
"N" = 1996 here
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variations N to N+1 of the Wiesbaden
document are applied to data, so that they are
brought back to the economic conditions of
actual expenses N, when the overall
backdating coefficient calculated for these
actual expenses per Grand Heading (GH) is
applied (going back to the Declaration e.c.).
This means that for orovisions in ECUs
(structure of exoenses used for the forecasts
is the one that was planned in the updating
for year N+1), the backdating coefficient to
actual expenses N has a factor of 1 (by

definition in the updating procedure, the
conversion-rate variation ECU to ECU is one).

The effect of conversion-rate variations for
expenses in ECUs will only be seen for the
backdating of actual expenses. This will
disappear for all currencies in the Euro system
as the conversion rates vis-d-vis the Euro will

be fixed and no conversion-rate variation effect
will then be included in the calculation of price

indices for Euro/country expenses or forecasts.

lf forecasts were planned during the updating
calculation as being 'not subject to updating',
the relevant price and conversion-rate indices
are zero, and the backdated amount will be the
same as the initial amount.

Backdating and charging policy
Charging policy is what defines the way in

which programmes will pay for the
administrative suooort and technical costs.
These costs are 'recharged' to the
programmes following rules defined in the
Financial Regulations, and are termed 'indirect

exoenditure'.

For the years up to and including 1997, these
indirect expenditures were composed of Grand
Headings 6, 7 and 8. As from 1998, the indirect
Grand Headings became GH A, B and C due
to a new charging policy (Fig. 9). This means
that the backdating programme has to be
adapted to take into account this new rule.

As from the forecasts for 1998, GH A, B and C

have been introduced into the system with the
creation of a history, so that forecasts can be
backdated to the origin. In view of the structure
of the outputs discharged on these new GHs, it
has been decided that

- GH A will have the same past rndices as GH
6 (both costs are of the administrative type)

- GH B indices will be composed of 100/130
of GH 7 and 30/130 of GH 6 as it includes
expenses corresponding to former GH 7

and GH 6 (staff costs related to the support
staff - recharged before on GH 6 - are now
included in GH B)

- GH C will have the same indices as GH 8
(same type of expenditures).

As for the actual exoenses of 1998 and
subsequent years, the rules for recharging will

of course reflect the new charging policy.

Economic conditions of the Declaration
and first expenses
lf exnenses Are incurred at economic
conditions 'older' than in the Declaration, i.e.

first expenses in 1990 and Declaration at 1995
e.c.. the actual exoenses before 1995 are

updated to the conditions of the Declaration so
that the CAC is composed of figures expressed
at the same economic conditions as those of
the Declaration.

Change in the economic conditions of a
Declaration
It is always possible to change the reference
year for a Declaration if it is to make it 'younger'
(e.9. to go from 1992 to 1994), but the reverse
is impossible as the indices to go 'earlier' either
do not exist and cannot be 'constructed', or
they have been erased by already changing the
conditions to a 'younger' date.

Recent evolution in the definition of
currencies
When payment in ECUs was introduced, it was
necessary to define 18 more currencies in the
system, as the price indices still depend upon

Figure 9

GH 6 Administrative and Site Costs
GH 7 Variable Supporl Costs
GH B Fixed Suooort Costs and Investment

GH A Site Services & Office Automation & Administrative Support
GH B Technical & Operational Support
GH C Technical Infrastructure & Capacity Support

the country in which the expenses are incurred,
even if they are in ECUs. Expenses incurred in

France, for example, can be in French Francs
or ECUs/France. A 'history' for all of these
currencies therefore had to be defined in order
to have indices for the former years, The same
indices as those of the corresponding national
currency have been defined (same price indices
and reference months for the calculation of
conversion-rate variations uo to 1996). From
1997, rates in ECUs are different from those in
national currencies (different reference as ECU

conversion rates are calculated from June to
June for combination with the price-variation
indices in ECUs).

Greation of the Euro
ln addition to the fact that the introduction of
the Euro will mean the suooression of several
currencies and will allow the backdating of
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forecasts in Euros to be closer to the final result
(no more conversion-rate variation effect that
would not be taken into account in the
backdating of forecasts), the real impact of this
change has still to be studied.

Already for the 1999 budget, two updating
exercises will probably have to be performed,
one as usual to bring the 1997 e.c. to 1998 e.c,
but with the conversion rates of the currencies
going into the Euro defined in a different way:
not the mean value July 1997 to June 1998,
but the orovisional conversion rate that will be
defined in May 1998. Another updating
exercise will be done in January 1999, as soon
as the official conversion rates vis-d-vis the
Euro have been defined. The backdating of the
forecasts for 1999 and later actuals for 1999
will have to take into account this double
conversion-rate variation. Appropriate
orooosals have been made to ESA's
Administrative and Finance Committee and are
being discussed by the Member States.

The database
In addition to the parameters necessary to
backdate the budgets and interface correctly
with the financial system (list of outputs, rules for
backdating, exceptions and fixed amounts for
the recharging, Declaration and subscription

envelopes, grouping of sub-outputs into
outputs, the default indices, all conversion rates
for the national and ECU currencies), the history
file (more than 300 000 records) maintains the
results of calculations for all actual expenses,
i.e. per sub-output, grand heading, currency
and year, the amount spent, the backdated
amount and the price-variation index to go from
the year of the expenses to the previous one
(Fig.10). When a printout is needed for a given
output, the system recalculates the final
coefficients from this database.

For the last actual expenses, a file contains all

the detailed data, replaced every year by the
new year's data (only the results per grand
heading are kept permanently). This 'actuals'
file contains per sub-output, subheading and
currency, the price index used to backdate
from actual expenses N to N-1 e.c., the
amount spent and the amount backdated to
the N-l e.c. (Fig. 8).

A specific file contains the forecasts per sub-
output, grand heading and year, for the current
exerctse.

A backdating-calculation example is given in

Figures 11 and 12, and Figure 13 shows a
typical schedule for such work.

Figure 10
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actual expenses year N in ECU as recorded in EFSY
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Figure 11

BACKDATINC DONE IN 1997
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Conclusion
Backdating is an essential exercise for ESA to
be able to calculate the Cost-at-Completion of
programmes as defined in the Convention. The
calculation system as defined and used for
'traditional' national currencles has already
been adaoted with the introduction of
payments in ECUs. lt will be further adapted in

the coming months to accommodate the
introduction of the Euro

Figure 13

Typical Planning for Calculation

. February-March: Calculation of the
backdating for the actual expenses
(starts as soon as the ESA accounts are

closed)
. April: Integration of the forecasts
. End May: Reporting in the Quarterly

Pannrt ln Cnr rnnil| ,vvv, (

Figure 12

OUTPUT : t6l EMIR 2
Including sub-outpuls :

DECLARAT]ON ENVELOPE
FINANCED ENVELOPE
COVERED
REFERENCE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

CTC at current price level
CTC backdated at I 995 eonomic conditiom
Percentage of tinanced envelope

366 300.000 KAU
153 956,000 KAU

42,03 Vo

1995

156 673,000 KAU
153 957,793 KAU

100,00 %

SUMMARY OFYEARLY COSTS

Current
Price
Level

Backdated
to reference

1 995

1996 839.000 E26,ffi1

1997 14 895,000 t4 636.022

1998 37 323.W 36 678,814

1999 36 818,000 36 182.508

2000 34 760.000 34 159,596

2001 30 897.000 3036r.46

2002 t4 1.00c I I 12.786
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High-Performance Heat Shields for
Planetary Entry Systems

R. Roum6as
Structures and Mechanisms Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational
Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

T. Pichon & A. Lacombe
SEP Division, SNECMA, Bordeaux, France

The Sepcore@ concept
The Sepcorew concept has a three-layer
sandwich structure which can be adapted to a
specific mission profile. The core of the system
is a high-temperature-resistant ceramic matrix
composite structure onto which a thin ablative
layer is deposited. The payload is protected
from the hot structure by a lightweight insulator.
This layering approach allows one to design the
heat shield with just the strictly necessary
thickness of ablative material, which will be
charred. The additional thickness of ablative
material used in conventional heat shields to

Given that the mission scenarios of several potential future European
space projects will require spacecraft entries into the atmospheres of
various planetary bodies, including Earth, a number of advanced heat-
shield technologies are currently under investigation. Besides the
cold-structure option using materials such as beryllium, SEP has been
developing a very promising concept using a hot structure of
carbon/carbon or carbon/silicon-carbide. Depending on the particular
mission requirements, this hot structure can be protected from
extreme heat fluxes by an additional ablative layer. This modular
approach, which allows the thermal protection system's performance
to be tailored to the exact needs of the mission. forms the basis of the
Sepcore@ concept (Fig. 1).

soak up^the extra heat is replaced in the
Sepcorew concept by lightweight internal
insulation.

The main advantages of this concept are a
potential mass saving of up to 50% (depending
on the mission), its adaptability to particular
mission requirements, and an increased failure
tolerance due to the high temperature capacity
of the carbon/silicon-carbide (C/S|C) structure.

The Sepcore@ mock-up
In order to investigate the manufacturing
feasibility of the Sepcoree concept. a reduced
scale mock-up was designed and manufac-
tured (Fig. 2). The mock-up's design complied

with the high-energy reentry requirements of
the proposed Comet Nucleus Sample Return
(CNSR) mission (Fig. 3). The mock-up itself is

made up of several components:

- a 15 mm-thick carbon/phenolic ablative heat
shield

- a 1 mm-thick C/S|C hot structure stiffened
by stitched and co-infiltrated 15 mm-high
stiffeners

- an Rry bonding layer between the
ablative layer and the hot structure, to
prevent voids during assembly

- a high-temperature fastening system
including carbon/carbon (C/C) screws, one
central insert and three lateral inserts

- an isostatic six-strut payload-support
SITUClUTE

- an internal lightweight multi-layer insulation
made of radiative barriers held in olace bv
^t,,*:^^ {^t+ ^^:^arur|[r rd rurL PduJ.

As the mock-up was practically manufactured
to test standards, it was decided to upgrade
and configure it for testing under conditions
representative of a re-entry in the IRS plasma
test facility in Germany, with the pre- and post-
test analysis carried out by FGE in the United
Kingdom.

Testing the mock-up
The fully equipped mock-up is a cylinder
400 mm in diameter and 220 mm long and
weighs approximately 13.8 kg, the Sepcorew
heat shield weighing just 2.3 kg. lt was linked to
the test facility's sample support system via
special test equipment, as shown in Figure 4.

A plasma generator was used to apply a heat
flux to the front face of the mock-up. The test
gas used as the plasma source propellant was
80% nitrogen and 2OVo oxygen. The incoming
flux was limited to the ablative layer, i.e. a
circular area 320 mm in diameter, with the
radial distribution indicated in Figure 5.
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Pyrolysis
charred
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Figure 1. Current and
advanced thermal-
protection-system concepts

Figure 2. The Sepcore@
mock-up

Figure 3. Re-entry heat flux
data for the CNSR mission

lnsulator

Pyrolysis
charred
recession )5
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HEAT
FLUX

Preliminary testing on a grap te plate to check
the possibility of achieving 1 MWm'without
interaction between test sample and plasma
generator was carried out successfully. To

avoid transient-phase heating, the plasma flow
was ignited and stabilised with the mock-up in

stowed condition. The mock-up was then
moved into the test position as rapidly as
possible to limit the transition phase from low
heat flux to the nominal value of 1O MW/m- at
an ambient pressure of less than 50 Pa.

The test end-criteria were :

- C/S|C structure back lace temperature
exceeds 1000'C

- aluminium struts reach I7O'C
- lcqtinn iime rcachcs $QQ g.

Toqtinn rniaq qlonncd When the firSt CriteriOn

was fulfilled, after 270 s of firing.

Flux (MW/m2)

Time (s)

ENTRY PHASE
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Figure 4. Mock-up test
equapment

.19.

@

{t
@

@

@

@

12\ nrrnhito nlato

14) to 17) Kapyrok insulation

18) fixing plate

20) fixing screw

Test results and analysis
The thermal performance of the Sepcorew
n-ock-up was beLter tran first predicted by
analysis. which shows good design potential

for further mass reduction in the ablator. After
readjusting the mater al properties in rhe
rnat,,-i^rt maA^t ^^^-J m:inhina rriaq enhiarrarlo olytluol llluuvr, vuuu I rGLUr il rv vvur qur ruvuu

between the test res-lts and calculated
remperarures.

Qel,qfentnrrr moehanieel nrorliciinn rniaq rlqn

achieved for the stiffeners of the C/SiC
structure. Results on the skin were not as
precise. due to insufliciently retined modelling
of the I nk between the ablator and the
alr alrrra I-qn:oo nt ino nirrnlrrqiq o2aqaa

through the venting hoies proved to be very
offinianr cnntrihr rtinn in iho lnrnror romnnrqir rroq

observed, On the other hand, the ablator
delaminated from the C/S|C hot structure at the
end of the test. rn ttre region where the ablator
p ies were not drilled, This proved that it is

necessa'y to vent the entire ablator

A characte.isation ard norphological analysis
was pedormed wh ch confirmed the tensile
failure mode of the C/C screws, due to the
pressure build-up of pyrolysis gasses in the
r,n\/cnrcd nart ol lhc ablato. lt also showed
that the ablative material was ful y pyrolised, buL

without any sudace recession. whrch indicates
^ Li -L - . -a^^ -..^ -^r - ! q rt:co onthrlnri rjr rrinnd I ll\..11 lU llldl I U |JUUIUU Jur rquu ur rr rurv) uurr 9

the test. The C/S|C structure was undamaged.

Technology testing
Two sels of Lechnology LesL samples were also
oesrQned and testeo rn SFPs Bordeaux (F)
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Figure 5. Heat-flux distribution applied in the mock-up test
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high-performance heat shields

Figure 7. The technological
test samples

in supporl of the experimental validation of the

Sepcorew concept (Fig. 7). The objectives
were twofold:
- to represent those zones of the Sepcore@

mock up, and hence also of the heat
shields, that exhibit very specific behaviours
under thermal and mechanical loads, in

order to improve our overall understanding

- to evaluate candidate improvements to the
Sepcore@ concept, with a view to
implementing them in future developments if

they proved interesting

The qotq of lest s:mnlcs were manufactured tov, LvvL vs' 
' 

tv'v\

be representative of:

- the link between the skin and the stiffener of
the C/S|C hot structure

- assembly technologies between the ablative
layer and the C/S|C hot structure

- a C/S|C sandwich to be used for the hot
SITUCIUTC.

The skin/stiffener link test specimen showed
lh:i tho cnn.cnl nf SeWn and co-infiltratedvv,,vvYL v' r

parts could withstand the thermal and
mechanical loads encountered durtng a re-

entry. The assembly technology specimen
demonstrated that the concept is indeed
suitable for the planned application, but that
special care will have to be taken to dimension
the insulation beneath the bolts correctly, as the

heat fluxes are higher in this area due to the
higher conductivity of the screw. No

delamination between the ablator and the

C/S|C hot structure was observed.

Direct moulding of the ablator onto the C/S|C
hot structure was foreseen as an alternative
means of bonding the ablator. However, this
proved not to be feasible and the RW bonding
was retained as the baseline solution.

Finally, although the C/SiC sandwich hot
structure is interesting due to its high specific
stiffness. it is not sufficiently well developed to
be incorporated into the Sepcorew concept. In

particular. the bonding between the C/SiC
honeycomb structure and the two skins will

have to be improved, so as to prevent
premature delamination.

Gonclusion
The tests described above demonstrated thqt
the thermal pedormance of the Sepcore@
mock-up is better than first predicted by
analysis, providing the potential for further
mass reduction in the ablator whilst maintaining
the same level of oerformance. Both the
concept and its architecture have been proven,

and a modular, low-mass, high-performance
heat shield is now available for the European
reentry vehicles currently under development
and for future missions with similarly
demanding requirements @esa
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Advanced Tools for Efficient On-line
Support of Test Campaigns

P. Deloo
ATOS BV. Leiden. The Netherlands

M. Klein

Structures Division, ESA Directorate for Technical and Operational Supporl,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J. Merlet
Intespace, Toulouse, France

lntroduction
Vibration test campaigns for the qualification

and acceotance of soacecraft structures are

usually expensive to run. Test duration is one
major driver of the total cost and solutions for
performing the various tasks more quickly have
to be applied wherever possible. One area in
which time-savings are possible is the
processing of the test results. Indeed, once the
soacecraft has been instrumented and installed

Two new tools have been developed for processing vibration test data:
one for comparing responses from different tests, and one for
predicting the notches in an intended excitation profile. The 'Test
Gomparison' tool allows the automatic comparison of responses in
two or more tests, such as pre- and post-test low-level runs. The
quality of the match is given in terms of numerical indices and a
flexible, user-friendly intedace permits an efficient assessment of the
results. The 'Notching Prediction' tool computes the notches required
for a given excitation profile, knowing the responses to a previous
excitation profile and the maximum accelerations allowed for each
sensor. The new excitation profile incorporating the possible notches
is computed automatically based on all the responses selected by the
user. Various options are available to customise the processing. These
new tools have been used to support the recent qualification testing
of the Polar Platform and XMM.

on the shaker, most of the time spent is related
to assessment of the results from the latest run
and definition of the strategy for the next one.
These activities usually take several hours, and
sometimes days, while the vibration run itself
lasts only a few minutes. This is even more
critical for tests using a multi-axis vibration
facility, where tests in all axes can be performed
sequentially without down time for spacecraft
orientation changes.

To minimise the duration of a test campaign, it

is therefore essential to speed up the evaluation
of test results as much as oossible bv

employing efficient tools. In fact, such tools are

becoming indispensable as the spacecraft
become more and more comolex and the
amount of data to be examined is growing
enormousry as a consequence.

The two new tools, which have been developed
in DynaWorks 4.0, form an additional optional
module of the DynaWorks package called the
'Sine Vibration Tool Box'. The develooment
effort was conducted by Intespace in Toulouse,
under the technical supervision of ESTEC's
Structures Division.

Test comparison
To verify that a spacecraft or its subsystems
have not been adversely affected by a full-level
vibration test, a low-level run is again
performed and the responses obtained
comoared with those of the initial low-level run.

The most common method of comparing
responses is to superimpose the printouts of
the two runs for each measurement point,

which is time-consuming and cumbersome,
particularly for heavily instrumented spacecraft ,

and sometimes not appropriate if the plotting
scales are different. In addition, this procedure
is prone to human error and significant
differences in responses can easily be
overlooked. The new automated tools that
have been developed in Dynaworks 4.0 make
the comparison more reliable, as well as
simplifying and speeding up the overall
companson process.

The 'Test Comparison' module is a user-friendly
tool enabling the user to automatically compare
the responses from tests on one or more
specimens and to detect any deviations. The
latter could be due, for instance, to structural
damage resulting in frequency shifts and/or
different response spectra. Two or more tests
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can be compared s multaneously, and they can
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Comparison
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an indicator and runs the comparison
Indicators compute index values which are a

Teasure of rhe cor 'espondence belween
responses- There are four categores of
ndicator: 2D 3D Peak and M nMax

The 2D ndicators provide one index value
per sensor and per test pa r for the whole
frequency range of comparson
The 3D indicators provde one ndex vaue
pe' sersor. per test pa r and pe' frequenc)
point.

- The Peak indicator computes an index va ue
for a given number of response peaks
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The MinMax ind cator is rdent cal to the peak
indicator, but is app ied to max munl ard
min mum peaks

Display
O^ce the comparison tas been per'orred, rhe

results are d splayed in several windows as:

a pot of the reparttion and cumulative
distribut on of ndices as a function of the
ndex value (Fig 2), providing an overview
of the qual ty of Lhe agreemenL belwee' Lie
respo^sos used in the compa'isor
3D plot of 2D index values as a function of
the tests and sensors (F S 3)

3D p ots of 3D ndex values as a functlon of
tests, sensors and frequency, the magnitude
of the index being given as a fringe plot
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ndices in a g ven range, for instance indices
greater than a spec fied threshold. This is
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'A ow index ndicates a good
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Figure 1. The Test
Comparison preparation
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Diagnosis feature to identify sensors exhibiting
larger deviations than a pre-defined maximum
limit.

A Status window can be displayed informing
the user in which registers of the analysis
window the data being displayed are located.

Diagnosis
The diagnosis step is designed for the
graphical examination of responses having
generated an index that meet the selection
criterion. A database view of the Response
class opens automatically (Fig. a). lt contains
only the curves satisfying the criterion defined
in the display step. Simultaneously, a 'graphic'
window (Fig. 5) is opened displaying the
selected curve in the 'view on database'
window superimposed on the response of the
reference test to which it was compared
(according to the pairing table).

A dynamic link between the 'view on database'
window and the 'graphic' window allows the
automatic updating of the latter when another
record is selected in the 'view on database'
window. Selection only requires a mouse click
or the pressing of an arrow key to move to
another record. This feature provides a very
efficient means of going through all responses
satisfying the selection criterion.

Application
The module was applied in the framework of
the Envisat/Polar Platform and XMM
qualification testing at ESTEC. The results of
the comparisons were available shortly after the
tests, allowing the project engineers to hold
their post-test assessment meeting without
delay. Most of sensors exhibited indices lower
than the agreed maximum threshold and did
not require additional work. The few sensors
that did exhibit higher than threshold values
required further inspection and so plots with
superimposed responses generated for these
sensors were examined for acceptance on a
^^^^ h., ^^^^ h^^i^
vuvv vf

This represented the first application of the new
tool in a real tests and the efficiency of the on-
line supporl was much appreciated by the
projects. Some potential improvements to the
software that were identified during the Polar
Platform tests were already implemented by
lntespace for the XMM tests.

Notching prediction
ln order not to damage a specimen/instrument,
it is usually necessary to notch the shaker
excitation in the frequency ranges of specimen
resonance. The final notched profile is
ultimately determined by extrapolation of the

Figure 2. Distribution and repartition-law window

Figure 3. 2D mean and indices window

responses obtained during the low- or
intermediate-level runs. The ouroose of the
'Notching Prediction' tool recently implemented
in DynaWorks is to automate this activity in

order to speed up and increase the reliability of
the derivation of the notched excitation orofile.
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Figure 5. Diagnosis window
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The extrapolation test is the test for which the
notching predrction is to be made. The
database item pasted into this area must
contain the excitation specifications of the test.
The table of limit accelerations contains the
maximum allowable acceleration values per

sensor and is unique for each test specimen,
i.e. it does not depend of the excitation level for
which the notching prediction is foreseen.
Maximum limits can be defined for each sensor
in multiple frequency bands. Built-in function-
alities are available to helo define this table
easily.

Once all of the input data has been defined, the
comoutation of the orediction can be started,
After a few seconds, a graphics window
appears with the profile of the new test with the
derived notches. A table is also created
providing, for each sensor, the maximum value
in each frequency band and the ratio to limit the
allowable acceleration defined for that sensor in
that frequency band. A value greater than one
indicates that a notch will result from that
response.

Updating of computed specification
Two options are available in the graphics
window for updating the computed notched
specification. The first option is automatic. A
notched excitation profile with constant levels

which best fits the comouted orofile is

computed based on the definition of a
minimum frequency bandwidth and a tolerance
on the level. The second option is to construct
manually a minimum envelope either
graphically with the mouse or by typing-in
numerical data (Fig. 7).

The user has the option of storing the updated
notched specification and some intermediate
results in the database for later use.

Application
This module was also exoloited within the
framework of the Envisat/Polar Platform (PPFJ

qualification testing at ESTEC. The notched
profiles generated have been compared with
those derived by the contractor with a tool
specifically developed for these qualification

tests. In all cases, there was excellent
agreement between the two sets of
predictions.

The limitation of the DynaWorks tool available
at the time of the PPF test has been removed
in the version used for XMM. lt relates to the
definition of the excitation profiles and
maximum allowable acceleration curves which
could only be represented with constant values
in each frequency range. lt is now possible to
have ramps in the definition of these items.
Similarly, the notched specification updated
manually can now incorporate ramps. @esa

Figure 7. Graphical window
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Space Marketing: A New Programme in
Technical Education*
Ph. Willekens
Office of Space Commercialisation, ESA Directorate of Industrial Matters and
Technology Programmes, Paris

W.A. Peeters
European Astronauts Centre, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and
Microgravity, Cologne, Germany

Introduction: space markets
It is not easy to extrapolate market shares and
turnovers in the rapidly developing space
environment and certainly most predictions
tend to be slightly optimistic. However, experts
estimate that soace activities will soon account
for 70 to 100 billion US$ in annual turnover, and
this relates only to the space segment; the
associated ground segment is estimated to
generate a similar turnover.

The challenge for European industry now is to
maintain its market share with Ariane and to
compete effectively in the global telecom-
munications and remote-sensing markets that
have been initiated in the last decade.

Thirty years ago, space was in its infancy. The European space
industry was almost non-existent and most international space
programmes were driven by captive markets, not least Government
orders associated with military programmes. With the development of
commercial telecommunications satellites and new launchers, new
services created new customers and the commercialisation of space
was initiated. Today, this process has led to the development of new
markets, each of which is at a different stage of maturity. Applications
in the fields of navigation, direct-broadcast television and mobile
telephony are just three examples of services for which the space
industry has definitively taken the lead, investing its own resources
and competing for market share on a world-wide basis.

Marketing in the non-profit sector
At first glance, one may have the impression
that marketing techniques are less applicable
for the non-orofit sector. This was indeed the
case until the end of the 1970s, but since then
a number of elements have changed the
macro-economic environment:

- Public funding has decreased and major
cutbacks have been introduced, partly due
to the fact that social priorities are being
more vigorously pursued.

- Many non-profit organisations were founded
upon income from donations, but the
philanthropic nature of our society is

oecreasrng.

- The economic structure has changed, with
private companies'attacking' the traditional
non-profit sectors such as health care,
public transportation, postal services, etc.

- Due to problems with government spending
profiles, a number of protected markets
have been 'liberated' and services privatised
in order to reduce debts (telecommunic-
ations, airlines, motoruuays, etc.).

In such an environment, the non-profit sector is

confronted with the same powerful competition
as any commercial organisation. These
competitors include the large space
conglomerates offering end-to-end products.
Of the 20 leading companies in the USA
aerospace sector in 1980, only 10 were left in

1995 after the many mergers. A new wave of
mergers in the last two years has reduced this
figure to 3. European space industry is currently
experiencing similar mergers and of the 5
largest European companies soon probably
only 2 will remain.

Most non-profit organisations are reacting too
late to such growing competition due to their
internal resistance to change. They develop
what is called a 'marketing myopia', as
described by Ted Levitt from Harvard Business
School in 1960, whereby they do not always

" l\rlnci nf lha.nn.a^+a,v vv,,vvPLv
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Although Table 1 relates to two of European
space industry's best successes, it does
illustrate that after a delayed start we are now
catching up in the World's space markets. lf
this trend is maintained, an annual turnover in
range of 20 to 30 billion US$ can be achieved
within the next decade. Clearly, in such a rapid-
groMh environment, the 'marketing' of space
industry will be vital.

Marketing in space agencies?
Let us first examine the applicability of
marketing in the context of non-profit
organisations, and then see how the concept
might be applicable to ESA:



space marketing

'Marketing is a pervasive societal activity that goes considerably beyond the selling of
toothpaste, soap and steel. Political contests remind us that candidates are marketed as well
as soap; student recruitment in colleges reminds us that higher education is marketed; and
fund-raising reminds us that causes are marketed... Yet no attempt is made to examine
whether the principles of 'good' marketing in traditional product areas are transferable to the
marketing of services, persons and ideas.'

realise that such comoetition exists. This is not
the case for industry, where falling profits and
erosion of market share are earlv indicators of
impending difficulties.

One example is provided by the commercial
blood banks in the USA, which suddenly
overtook the Red Cross in numbers of
voluntary donors simply because the latter
counted on 'fair-play' and the public's
philanthropic attitude. Only a specially tailored
marketing campaign emphasising such values
partially recovered the situation.

Every organisation, whether profit- or non-
profit-based, has to 'sell' a service to its
'customers'. Non-profit organisations are often
asking for a sacrifice on the part of their
customers (frequently in the form of donations)
and have to convince them that, in return, they
will give them 'value for money' in terms of
economic, social or psychological benefits.
This process is the real basis of marketing in

the non-profit environment.

Marketing in the framework of ESA

ESA's own objectives
Non-profit organisations are an essential
ingredient for society's long-term survival. In a
competitive market, industrial companies can
only devote a small percentage of their funds to
basic research; higher percentages would
influence their overheads and hence their
prices, and ultimately their mid-term survival.
Moreover, industry concentrates mainly on
applied research, to stimulate the development
of new products and thereby enhance its
comoetitiveness,

Where long-term objectives are pursued, which
is essential for mankind's long-term prosperity,

the development costs can only be borne by
governmental or delegated bodies funded from
taxes. When the funds involved are too high,
cooperation at supranational level is often
required, e.g. via CERN, the World Bank or
UNESCO. Because oblective performance
measurement is more difficult in such
organisations due to the lack of profitability

indicators, there is obvious room for easy

Philip Kotlea 1975

criticism and objective doubts. Therefore, the
organising parties founding such organisations
build-in a number of rules and mechanisms to
maintain a certain degree of control over the
effective use of resources. In ESA's case, such
rules are contained in its Convention. Among its
goals, ESA should contribute to the develop-
ment of a European space industrial capacity,
as well as supporting European space
industry's competitiveness. On the other hand,
ESA's procurement policy is also based upon
these rules and is aimed at optimising these
boundary conditions, which are not the same
as those in a 'free-bidding competitive
environment.

It is important to recognise some basic
marketing boundary conditions that stem from
this:

- There can, a priori, be no competition
between ESA and European space industry.

- Products to be highlighted are those with
long-term potential interest for European
industry (spin-off principle).

- Efficiency in pursuing these goals cannot
only be based upon cost measurement.
Emphasis has to be put on demonstrating
efficient use of resources and the return - in

tangible terms - to European space policy.

- Promotion of the develooment of Eurooean
space capacity is the main objective.

One cannot stress sufficiently the difference
between a budget-driven organisation and a
profit-making, cost-driven, organisation. A non-
profit organisation has a given budget and its

aim is to ensure a maximum return in terms of
its customer values within that budoet.

Table 1. Evolution in European market share

Segment

Communication
^^+^I;+^^JdtEIII LE-

Launch systems

Market Share
1970-1979 1980-1989

o%

o%

25.2 %

31.8 %

1 990-1 999

28j%

41 .5 o/o
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Figure 1. Space industry
fusions and mergers in

the USA

Figure 2a. The 4P's of
P. Kotler's Marketing Mix

Figure 2b. Factors and
components of a marketing

strategy
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What are ESA's products and who are its
CUSTOMETS?

ESA's customers at the end of the day are the
taxpayers in the various Member States. Their
expectations of the value of space are
translated, via the science policy in each
Member State, in a democratic process, As this
process is relatively long and because some
budgets are relatively fixed over longer periods,

the dsk is that changing expectations cannot
be satisfied in the medium term.

In the USA. for example, the so-called
Augustine-Committee concluded in December
1990 that the goals being set by NASA were
not reflecting the expectations of the general
public. In August 1991 , a US House
Subcommittee opened an investigation into
NASA's management practices 'to learn why
the Agency that for so long epitomised
excellence has lost the claim to that honour'.
The repod was called 'NASAS Mid-life Crisis'
and accelerated important changes.

The Sojourner, a relatively low-cost mission,
which landed on Mars on Independence Day in

1997 and captured the nation's attention for
several weeks with its oictures accessible via

the World Wide Web (WWW), was a clear
illustration of this chanoed. more marketinq-
oriented aooroach.

In ESA's case also, the general public wants to
see definite Eurooean oroducts:

- direct products, e.g. meteorological or Earth
Observation data

- indirect products, e.g. spin-off

- non-tangible products, e.g. Space Station.

The direct product derived from the space
programme itself consists of the successful
launch and its associated services, data from
the satellites, operational services, specific
generic technology. etc. These products are
tangible and form the basis of ESAs promotion
and publication policy.

The indirect products are not only the spin-offs
in the form of tangible products, technologies
or techniques derived from space programmes
and applied in non-space industrial sectors, but
also include the intangible know-how and
ESA's internal competence. These products are
promoted with difficulty even if they touch the
general public in their daily lives, e.g. surgery
automobile technology, energy and
environment, etc.

Finally, the non-tangible products are those
which can be derived from long-term space
programmes. Although these have a clear set
of scientific and technical objectives, there is

room for the unknown, the unforeseeable.
Political commitment to this type of product is

hard to achieve.

The conclusion of the 'Council of Wise Men of
Salamanca' about the proposal of Christopher
Columbus, now more than 500 years ago,
should perhaps be recalled here:

'There can be no justification for your Majesty's
suppori for a project based on extremely weak
foundations and plainly, to anyone who knows
about such things, impossible to achieve.'

Marketing Mix

Quality
Features
Options
Style
Brand Name
Packaging
Sizes
Seruices
Warranties
Beturns

/r \
Channels
Coverage
Locations

Place Inventory
Transport

Product

Target
Markel

Price Promotion
List Price Advertising
Discounts Personal selling
Allowances Sale promotion
Payment period Public relations
Credit terms
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Key questions if ESA is to play a more active role in the marketing of its direct
products:

Product

- Can we define more precisely what the product line is? Example: ERS-I and 2 series,
followed by Metop and Envisat. How do we differentiate the different systems?

Price

- Can we estimate the benefits of the space programmes versus their costs? Studies
performed by the University of Strasbourg have estimated that, for every ECU invested in

the Ariane-4 programme, the direct revenue generated in industry is 4 ECU. Similar studies
have been performed for the ECS and Meteosat programmes.

Promotion

- Can we advertise our products and services? Together with our partners?

- How can we measure the effects of a direct promotion campaign?

Physical Distribution

- What is ESAs role and position in Earth Observation operations and data dissemination
vis-a-vis other organisations, such as added-value companies, user organisations, etc.?

But even more recently, in 1902, we find such
statements as:

'Flight by machines heavier-than-air is
impractical and insignificant, if not utterly
impossible' (Newcomb)

What about the other P's of the Marketino
Mix ?

With our students we have tried to identify a
possible application to space programmes of
the '4P's' of the classical Marketing Mix
elaborated by Philip Kotler (see Figs. 2a, b).

ESA traditionally promotes its programmes as
they are approved and on a case-by-case
basis. In the Marketing Mix, 'Products' often
refers to a 'Product Line', covering a whole
range of satellite services or launcher family. In
the case of Earth Observation, we would have
to promote the series from ERS-1 through
ERS-2 and subseouent missions such as

Metop and Envisat as a family of products. A
similar aooroach is followed with the Ariane
launcher family, which offers a versatile launch
vehicle easily adaptable to the customer's
needs.

The notion of Product then leads to the
definition of a 'Price', which of course will vary
with the type of product and its conceived
value. The orice of oroducts even from non-
profit organisations such as ESA has to been
aoan 2q a nnqi hainn tha raer rlt frnm tho

taxpayer's standpoint of a political trade-off in

terms of public investment against other
options/activities, In general terms, the feeling
of the average taxpayer is that space costs 'a
lot'. lt is a considerable shortcoming of the

+h^+ ^,,^h ^^^+^ ^-^ ^^+ ^,,+ i^Jpduu urd Lr rdt JUU| r uuJtJ dru I tuL Put [ |

comparative, and therefore more realistic,
terms sufficiently often. The development costs
for a popular car can be 5 billion ECU, and
those for a jet fighter, including a limited

Key questions raised in the case study on how to increase the ESA marketing
action for technology transfer:

Product

- Besides ESA patents, how can we identify the ESA's internal and marketable know-how?

Price

- Can ESA 's experlise be charged to an external customer ? How can this consulting service
be set up without disturbing ESA's core business?

Promotion

- Can we appear in the adverlisements produced by companies which acquired ESAs
technology? lf so, how?
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number of prototypes, of the order of 8 billion
ECU. Even the organisation of the Olympic
Games is costing about 2 billion ECU.

This brings us logically to the promotion of ESA
activities, which has traditionally been targeted
at the decision-makers and the specialised
scientific and technical press. More recently,
however, in response to the need to increase
general awareness of ESA's programmes, pilot
events have been organised with a new focus
on youngsters and the general public. The
special parabolic-flight campaigns for students,
for examole. have received substantial
coverage in the general press. Demonstrations
and animations tailored specifically for the
general public have also shown that, even in

the very particular forum of the Le Bourget Air
& Soace Show. a considerable amount
promotion can be achieved if the appropriate
messages and presentation style are used.

In today's rapidly growing information society,
Place or Physical Distribution of results is an

imoortant tooic. Modern communications tools
allow the results to be conveyed directly to the
customer, and we no longer need to bring the
customer to the results. For example, NASA,
anticipating that the Sojourner rover's exploits
on Mars would be of considerable interest to
the general public, installed 25 Web servers.
Even they, however, had not counted on a peak
of 35 million 'hits' per day, which completely
overloaded the system. Systems like Teledesic
can hc cvncr:icd tO aCCelefate SUCh

developments exponentially. lt is therefore of
paramount importance to stay in tune with
develooments in the latest means of
communication and use them appropriately.

Case studies

Marketing ESA's direct products
ESA's direct oroducts such as the remote-
sensing data and telecommunications-satellite
services, the Ariane launcher and the ground
operations systems, are easy to analyse from a
marketing standpoint since they represent the
Agency's 'core products'. The marketing and
commercialisation of these oroducts and
services has been transferred, with a few
exceptions like Earthnet, to public institutions
or private companies such as Arianespace,
Eurimage, Eutelsat, Eumetsat, etc. These
organisations are in charge of the marketing of
the remote-sensing data products, the launch
services, the telecommunication operations,
etc. ESA's part in the marketing activity is

limited to the promotion of the approved
programmes and their results, with the main
objective of fostering the decision-making
process and the approval of new programmes
for the future. Having no resources for
advedisements or publicity, ESA's effort to
promote its programmes to the general public
is presently limited to just a few events such
as Le Bourget Air & Space Show, the
Farnborough Air Show, ILA in Berlin, etc. As far
as educational activities are concerned, ESA's

effort is limited to supporting national initiatives
with the aim of adding a 'European dimension'
to such events.

Marketing technology and technology transfer
The marketing of space technology, and
technology transfer from space to non-space
industrial sectors, has been delegated to
Spacelink Europe, a network of brokers
working under contract to the ESA Office of
Space Commercialisation. This Technology
Transfer Programme is a good example of the
more active role that the Agency can play in

marketing its technology and knowhow.

Initially, the marketing technique used was a
'push' approach, with promotion through a

catalogue of space technologies that have real
potential for application in a non-space sector.
These TEST Catalogues were largely
distributed to European industry. Although they
served as a showcase for the best transferable
space technologies, experience showed that
as a marketing tool it was not sufficient.
Specific parts of the catalogues were therefore
selected and direct-mailed to target industrial
groups. From the 2 Io 3o/o response to the
TtrQT natalnnr roq fho response rale grew Io
more than 1O% with the direct mailing. The new
method was complemented by a marketing
'pull', consisting of contacting industrial
companies in various target sectors to identify
their technology needs. The resulting matching
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of the market s needs with the space
technology on offer' has led to several
successful technology transfers.

Another marketing Lechnique thaL appears
well-suited for technology transfer or exchange
relies on the concept of interactive
marketing'", which involves anticipating the
need for new technologies in two or more
industrial sectors. In ESAs case, the idea is to
^^^"^h +^. ^^^ -^-^^ ^^^li^^+i^^^ ^+JUdr ur I rur I rur r-Jpduu dPPiluduur rJ ur d Jpduu
technology before starling development of this
technology. This method has been introduced
into the ESA Technology Besearch Programme
(TRP) by adding a 'commercial evaluation
clause' In the contracts, requiring the
contractor to study the commercial potential of
tho nrnnnqod ianhnnlnnr, lar
Lr ru l.JrvlJvruv LUer il rwrwvy rvr I rvr r-olJouv
annlinalinnq Tho firei t^-+ ^--^o -h^\^,^^ +h-+u|\JvilvuLrvr ro | | ru [rJL rvDl uoovD Dl luvvvu Ll lqt

lhe early identification of potential partners or
customers in sectors such as the offshore,
chcmical nharmaccr ltiCal and biomedical
industries, would not only offer a possibility to
charo narf nf ihp darrplnnmont nnetq nf tho

technology, but would also avoid the heavy
adaptation costs that. in the past. have blocked
the commercialisation of several space
technologies.

The closer interaction between the space
industry and the non-space industrial sector
has facilitated the transfer of knowhow and has
thorohv nnntrihr rior^l tg the SUCCeSS Of the
Technology Transfer Programme In less than
seven years, the Programme has resulted in

more than 70 successful deals, accounting for
more than 4 N/ECU in revenue lor the space
donors and a turnover of more than 30 MECU
fnr lhc rccinient r:omnanies

Marketing lhe lnternational Space Station
In terms of a Product, the Space Station has a
nr rmhpr nf rrninr rc hcncfi[g in the LeChniCal field:

- continuity of experimentation thanks to the
long design lifetime

- availability of larger resources than previous

stations (power. data capacity)
^,,i^t, ^^^^^^ {^- ^^-^t^^ ^^^^ih^^^ ^+^ +^

- r_jurun duuuJJ rur Jdr rPruD. Dvvuil rur rJ ELU. Lv

and from space
^^'-^^^^+ of crew who can take- l.JUr | | rdr rur rL Pr sJYr rutr

care' nf rrncyncr.tcrl eventS.

The difficulty with the Space Station is that the
characteristics of the Product are of different
natures: scientific, technical, socio-economic
and geopolitical.

Although the sublect of lengthy negotiation, the
scientific use of the Space Station is being
intensively prepared by the International
Paftners, with a strong focus on the life- and

"ddei

materials sciences in order to derive maximum
benefit from the astronautsL presence in the
laboratories. However. use of the Space
Station for technology development has been
nllraa{inn or rFro+nntirl inioroqi frnm inelr rqinroLLl ouLlr rv ouuDLor rLror il rLUruoL il vr | | il ruuoLr),

padicularly since the last Call for ldeas and
Proposals issued in 1997. Nevedheless. the
strongest motivation for the Space Station is

probably non-tangible. The international
dimension of the project has no past
equivalent. lt will be a unique multi-cultural
endeavour, a typical viewpoint being :

'lt is fair to say that the lnternational Space
Station Programme ls a tesf bed for future
international space cooperatron (...). The
lntprnatinnel,Snene .qtailon collaboration ts

widely viewed by the nations pafticipating as a
lest o/ our ability fo susfarn commitment over
the long term to a complex scrence and
faahnalnott nrnioal '

The price that we have to pay for this is

cedainly still the biggest problem when trying to
'sell' the Space Station in absolute terms. More

- Interactve Marketing, by

Jean-Marc Lehu, Les Editions

Organisations, 1996

L
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Examples of questions raised about the marketing of the Space Station:

Product

- Can we market the Space Station emphasising the non-tangible product, namely the
'space frontier' dimension? Should we emphasise the Space Station as a self-standing
product or as a stepping-stone for interplanetary space exploration ?

Price

- Could we approach the general public with dedicated relative cost indicators (market

survey)?

Promotion

- Should we allow commercial sponsorship on the Space Station ?

- What about creating a cartoon character to represent the COF? Such a character could be
used to promote the Space Station to youngsters in the various countries?

Physical Distribution

- How do we establish the link with the non-space industry to encourage them to propose
experiments to be conducted on-board the Space Station? The RADIUS (Research

Association for Industrial Use of Space) was based on access to the industrialists by
scientists involved in microgravity experimentation, who already have their networking and
contractual relations with the various ootential customers in the various industrial sectors
such as the petrochemical, environmental and pharmaceutical industries. This approach led

to the successful involvement of several private companies in the ground-based research,
and some have even participated in the in-flight space experiments. In May 1998, for
example, experiments prepared with a consortium of oil companies will be carried aboard
the Space Shuttle.

-http://www. estec. esa. int/
spacef I ight/astronaut/eaccbt/
cbt.htm
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than ever, it has to be stressed that the costs
are spread over a large number of nations,
bringing the cost per capita down to very
acceptable orders of magnitude, namely
annual costs of 10 ECU oer oerson over the
more than ten-year lifetime of the Station.

Scientifically, a different approach could be to
compare the price of time in microgravity per

kilogram. Such an assessment shows that the
price will be in the order of 2 US$ per kg.h for
the Space Station, compared with 17 US$ for
the Space Shuttle.

As far as Physical Distribution is concerned,
there are a number of techniques that can bring
the general public closer to Space Station
activities. The develooment of Comouter
Based Training Courses* which, besides being
a training tool, can also be brought to the
general public's attention via the World Wide
Web (\IVWW), and the development of virtual-
reality models distributed on CD-ROM are
examples of means that can to help bridge the
gap between the space world and the general
public.

Gonclusion
For non-profit organisations, as for commercial
companies, 'marketing' involves a mixture of
elements, analogous to the ingredients for a
cooking recipe. The marketing 'strategy' forms

the key for the preparation of a set of actions
directed towards a clearly defined customer or
target group. The various target groups as far
as ESA is concerned are: the taxpayers
(general public) as ESA's main 'end customer',
the youngsters as ESA's future 'end-
customers', the politicians, ESA delegate
bodies, space industry international partner
organisations, operators of space systems,
users of data supplied by space systems, etc.

By analogy with finance principles, ESA's 'net
present value' could be compared to its
accumulated successes, its present assets in
terms of people and programmes, and its
potential in maintaining European space
industry in the forefront of the space-faring
nations. The main difficulty is that the various
target groups mentioned above have different
perceptions of this value.

The advantage of elaborating a marketing
strategy, even in a non-profit-making organis-
ation such as ESA, is to increase confidence in

the organisation's own capacity, identifying the
key products i.e. the 'technology

champions' - and promoting these in the right
format to the right target group. lt also serves
notice that the Agency is responding to its
changing environment and activelv focussing
on new ways of doing business. @esa
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Programmes under Development and Operations
Programmes en cours de r6alisation et d'exploitation

(status end February 1998)
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rso
La r6serve d'helium liquide d'lSO s'est
epuisee le 9 avril, mettant ainsi fin a la
phase d'operations de routine
pariaitement reussie de ce premier

observatoire spatial du monde a travailler

dans l'infrarouge. Cette phase a dure
presque un an de plus que pr6vu. Les

activit6s reviennent maintenant a une
pdiode d'un mois d'1talonnage et
d'essarrs techniques avant la mise hors
service du satellite a la mi-mai Au cours
des frors annees et demie sulvanles, /es

astronomes du monde entter vont mettre
leurs efforts en commun pour analyser et
6talonner de nouveau I'ensemble des 26
000 observations individuelles d'lSO afin

d'en tirer le maximum d'informations de
cette mission unique et de construtre une

base de donnees solide au service de la
communaute scientifique au cours des
prochaines d5cennies.

Le 8 avril a 07:00 h (heure locale), l'6quipe
de contr)le du satellite a la station sol de
Villafranca prds de Madrid a fait savoir que

le telescope commenqait a se rechauffer
au-dessus de sa temp6rature normale de
fonctionnement qui est proche du zero

absolu; ce qui signalait, pour la premidre

fois, qu'lSO avait epuise sa reserve

d' helium superfluide permettant

d'atteindre de trds basses temp6ratures
requises pour faire de I'astronomre dans
I'infrarouge. A 23:07 h, alors que /es

temp1ratures a I'interieur des instruments
avaient mont6 au-dessus de 4,2 K, I'ordre
a ete donne de couper le circuit. A ce
moment, ISO 6tatt en train de faire des

observations de polarisation dans la
galaxie NGC1 B0B avec sa camera
(SOCAM) pour I'experience du Prof. J.

Hough (R-U).

Au cours du programme d'essar.s

technologiques, quelques-unes des
principales activit4s consrsteront a tester
le fonctionnement des sulveurs stellaires

aux basses latitudes, c'est-A-dire dans /es

ceintures de radiation, a utrliser /es unif6s

redondantes de bord qui n'etaient pas

necessarres /ors des opdrations de
routine, et a 1valuer le logiciel qui devait
servir a surmonter les multiples
defaillances du gyroscope. Au cours des

temps mofts du programme, les

detecteurs des longueurs d'onde /es p/us

couftes dans le spectromdtre SWS seroni
utilises pour mesurer le spectre de 2,38 h

4,08 microns de nombreuses etoiles afin

d'etendre leur classification spectrale vers

I'infrarouge. Une fois ces lests termines, le
perigee sera balss6 au maximum et le
satellite mis hors circuit. La rentr6e dans
l'atmosphdre est prevue autour de I'an
2020.

Juste avant l'epuisement de I'helium

liquide, quelques-uns des tout derniers
resultats d'lSO ont 6t6 annonc6s lors
r'l't tna rnnfaronno rla nraooa AannAa )u ur tv wvt ilvt v, ruv uv l/r vJou vvl ll lYv d

Londres. Parmi les decouvertes, il

convient de mentionner la d1tection de la
vapeur d'eau sur la lune de Saturne, Titan

- ce qui compldte les nombreuses autres
detections d'eau faites par ISO paftout
dans le cosmos, les detections d'6toiles
jeunes dans Ia region d'Orion et les

mesures des galaxies dans l'infrarouge a

de frds grandes drsfances (voir la rubrique
'ln Bief').

L'analyse et I'interpretation des r6sultats
d'lSO ne font que commencer. Ioufes /es

donn6es seront soumises d un nouveau
traitement pendant |etd gr1ce d un logiciel
dernier cri, et en automne une archive
sera ouverle a Ia communautd des

astronomes. S'ensuivra un programme de
cooperation, a coordonner au niveau

international par le Centre des donn6es
/SO de I'ESA a Viilafranca, pour exploiter
au maximum les donnees et pour preparer

la meilleure archive de reference qu'lSO
puisse l5guer aux astronomes du futur. De

nombreuses autres ddcouvertes nous
attendent.

Cluster-ll
La fabrication de l'equipement des

sate//ites et des charges utlles a progresse

conformement au calendrier etabli, ce qui
permettra d'entamer comme prevu

I'integration du premier des nouveaux
sate//ites Cluster-l I au troisidme
trimestre 1998. Quatre-vingt-dix pour cent
des elements de ce satellite ont 6te livres

aux sous-traitants. Les revues
preliminaires de conception (PDR) du
nouveau materiel - enregistreur a semi-
cond ucteurs et am plificateu r haute
puissance - ont ete realisees avec
succds. La modification des bras ngides

servant de suppoft d cer-tarnes

experiences, qui doit permettre de loger le
satellite dans la coiffe du vehicule de
lancement Soyouz, a ete acceptee.

L'analyse par Starsem de I'ensemble des
elements du lancement de Soyouz
susceptib/es d'influer sur la misston sera

achevee a la mi-1998, avant la srgnature

du principal Accord sur /es servlces de
lancement.

Centaurus A, as viewed by ISO's camera and
other observatories

Centaure A vu par la camera d'lSO et d'autres
oDservarctres

Visible light

UK Schmidt telescope

lnfrared

ISOCAM 7 microns

Radio (+ infrared)

VLA telescooe and ISOCAM
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rso

ISO's supply of liquid helium ran out on
8 April, thus bringing to an end the highly

successful routine operations phase of the
world's first true orbiting infrared

observatory This phase lasted nearly one
year longer than specified. Activities now
turn to a 1-month period of calibrations
and technology tests prior to de-
commissioning of the satellite in mid-May.

During the following 3.5 years,

astronomers all over the globe will

collaborate to re-analyse and re-calibrate
all of ISO's 26000 individual observations
to extract the maximum scientific return

from this unique mission and to leave

behind a legacy archive to serve the
community for the next decades.

At 07:00 (Spanish time) on 8 April 1998,

the spacecraft control team at ESA's

ground station at Villafranca near Madrid
repofted that ISO's telescope was
beginning to warm up, above its nominal

operating temperature close to absolute
zero. This was the first sign that ISO had

exhausted the superfluid helium used to
achieve the very low temperatures
necessary for infrared astronomy. At
23.07, temperatures in the instruments
had risen above 4.2K and the instruction
to switch off was given. At the time, ISO

was making polarisation observations of
the galaxy NGC18O8 with the camera
(ISOCAM)for Prof. J. Hough (UK).

Some of the main activities during the
technology test programme will be testing
the operation of the star trackers at low
altitudes, i.e. in the radiation belts, use of
the on-board redundant units that were
not needed during the routine operations,
and evaluation of the software intended to
overcome multiple gyro failures. During
gaps in this programme, the shortest-
wavelength detectors in the Short
Wavelength Spectrometer will be used to
measure the 2.38 - 4.08 micron spectrum
of many stars to extend their spectral
classification to the infrared. After
completion of these tests, the perigee will

be lowered as much as oossible and the
satellite switched off. Re-entry is foreseen
for around Iheyear 2O2O.

Just prior to exhaustion of the liquid

helium, some of ISO's latest results were
announced to the Press at a briefing in

London. Among these discoveries were
the finding of water vapour on Saturn's
moon Titan, complementing ISO's many

detections of water throuohout the

cosmos, detections of young stars in

the Orion region of the sky and

measurements of infrared galaxies at
immense distances (see 'ln Brief' article in

this issue of the Bulletin).

The analysis and interpretation of the ISO

results is only just beginning. All ISO data
will be re-processed with the latest

software over the summer and an archive
will be opened to the astronomical
community in the autumn. Thereafter,

there will be an international effort, co-
ordinated by the ESA ISO Data Centre at
Villafranca in Spain, to maximise the
exploitation of the ISO data and to
prepare the best possible final archive to
leave as a legacy from ISO to future
astronomers. Many more discoveries still

await us!

Cluster-ll

The manufacture of all spacecraft and
payload equipment is progressing

according to plan, consistent with the
start of integration of the first new Cluster-
ll spacecraft in the third quarter of 1998.

Ninety percent of all pafts for all

spacecraft have been delivered to the
subcontractors. The Preliminary Design
Reviews (PDRs) for the new equipment -

Solid-State Recorder and Hioh-Power

Amplifier - have been successfully
completed. The changes to the
experiment-carrying rigid booms needed

to fit inside the Soyuz launch vehicle's

fairing have been agreed

The contract with Starsem, which is

assessing all mission-analysis aspects of
the Soyuz launch, will be completed by
mid-1998, before the main Launch

Services Agreement is signed.

Huygens

The Cassini/Huygens spacecraft is on its
way to Venus with its High-Gain-Antenna
(HGA) pointing at the Sun, and everything
is nominal on-board. The first Venus flyby
will occur on 26 April. The spacecraft is

flown in a HGA-to-Sun attitude in order to
keep the spacecraft, and the Huygens

Probe in particular, in shadow.

The spacecraft was continuously
monitored through NASA's Deep-Space
Network (DSN) during the post-launch

one-month commissioning phase. Since

Huygens Probe temperature since launch

Courbes temp6rature de la sonde Huygens
depuls son lancement
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Huygens
Le vehicule spatial Cassinr/Huygens se

dirige vers Venus, son antenne d haut
gain (HGA) porntee vers le Soleil, et tout
fonctionne normalement a bord Le

premier survol de la planete devait avor
lieu le 26 avrtl. Le pointage de I'HGA vers

le soleil permet de marntenr a l'ombre le
racla r..lt t ttohiat tla al an;^;^l^6^^+ l-

r cJLs uu v0t ilwutw, wL olJYvlalYl I IYI 1l la

sonde Huygens

I c Ra<aat t do I'csnae.c lotntatn de lavv I vuPsvv

AJASA (DS/V) a permrs de suivre

cons[amment le vehtcule lors de la phase
.lA ra,lpffe rl'ttn mnis nli a SUivi SOn

lqn.em..nt Dcnt ris /ors /eS dOnneeS

techniques du vol sont stockees par
I' en reg istreu r a sem i - conducleurs ISSRI

de l'orbiteur et lransmises une a deux fois

par semaine, a I'occasron d'un passage
-^^-^^-i; 4-^^ t^ ^^^ de couverlure dudpplwlJl Iv wQt ta ta zut tc
D.SA/ / pq tomnprqtt rp.9 Cle de la SOnde

sant mesurees en permanence par
I'orbiteur et les donnees obtenues
lransmises sur Terre iors des passages

dans la zone DSN Le comporlement
thermique de la sonde repond
partaibment aux specificatrons. Son

modele thermique est remis a jour a des

fins operationnelles, en lenant comple
dpq mcqiircs rc.aiiqpcs oendant le vol survu I vsrrvvvv /

I' i nterface o rb iteu r/ s o n d e

Le moddle d'identification de la sonde a

afc nrlanto nnr l'indt slrjg et liVfe en fevrier

a I'ESOC, a Darmstadt. Ses syslemes de
ldarnmmendo pt rlo r,eStlOn deS

donnees (CDM9 sont la repltque de ceur
du moddle de vol (tant du point de vue

du materiel que des logiciels, y compis
pour les interiaces avec les experiences)

ll servrra ainsi de banc d'essai pendant
/^^ ^^^r ^--;^^ ^' '^ 4, ,.^.^ l- ^h--^ d^/uJ JUl.Jt dt u taYJ rluY uut vtd to pt ta.Y uY

croisidre, permettant de valider ou de
mar'lifiar lac caat tanao" de Vefi[tCatiOn en

orbite qui pourraient s averer necessalres

et de valider les eventuelles modiftcations
a apporler aux logrcrels de bord. Le

modele d'dentifrcatron a ete installe a
proximite immediate de la salle de

controle de Huygens, e I'ESOC

La deuxidme verifrcatron en orbite devait
etre realisee le 27 mars en aveugle,

I antenne HGA ne pouvant etre utihsee
nnt tr rloc loloe nmmt tni4atiOnS a haUt

d6bit avec la Terre. Les donnees de la

verilicalion doivent e[re enregistrees sur /e

SSR de I'orbiteur et renvoyees vers la

lerre au cours de neuf passages dans /a

zone du DSIV, a un faible d6bit de 948
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,bils,/s. Ioutes /es donnees devaient etre

fournies pour analvse par les responsa,bies

de recherche et par I'tndustne le 9 avrtl

XMM
I a campagne d'essais enfrepnse sur le
modele structurel el lhermique du salelliLe

s est achevee avec succes debut mars.
/ e srrqfemc inlcorc rlt t modele

d' identification fait parallelement I'objet

Testing of the XMM spacecraft n the LEAF at
ESTEC (NL)

Fssai du vehicule spatial Xlv4M dans I'rnstallation
LFAF e TESTEC (NL)

,'^^- 1,^ r^^tto^^ nht .],arniar /fll / acu vood/J / udrJUJ Lt taz uvt t ilvt \u/ Laa

.^^,,l+^+^ A^ +^t t^ /^^ ^^^ ;'t an+:anria a na/UJU/IdI) UU IUUJ /UJ gJJq/) YIIIIAPIIN d LA

in tr nnf pfq 2nat\'..4.. lnrs d'une revue de
qualification organrs1e a la mr-mars. Celle-
r-t a r-nnfirmp nt e lc nratql glgjl
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then, the engineering data have been

stored on the Orbiter's Solid-State
Recorder (SSR) and dumped once or
twice per week when a suitable DSN pass

is available. Key Probe temperatures are

measured continuously by the Orbiter and

the data transmitted to Earth during the
DSN passes. From the thermal point of
view, the Probe's behaviour is well within
specification. The thermal model of the
Probe is being updated for operational
purposes, taking into account the in-flight

measurements at the Orbiter/Probe
interface

The Probe engineering model has been

retrofitted by Industry and was delivered

to ESOC in Darmstadt (D) in February. lts

command and data-management
systems (CDMS) are replicas (broth

hardware and software, including the
interfaces with the experiments) of the
flight-model configurations lt will therefore

serye as a testbed during the mission's

7-year cruise phase for validating any

modifications to the in-orbit check-out
sequences that may be required, and to
validate the eventual on-board software
modifications The engineering-model
Prohc has hecn scl r rn next to the
Huygens Dedicated Control Room in

ESOC.

The second in-orbit check-out will be

executed on 27 March in the blind, as the
HGA cannot be used for high-data-rate
communication with the Eafth. The check-
out data will be recorded on the Orbiter's

SSRs and played back to Earth over nine

DSN passes at a low 948 bit/s. All data
will be available for analysis by the
Principal Investigators and Industry on

9 April.

XMM

The test campaign on the structural and

thermal model of the satellite was
successfully completed in early March. In

parallel, integrated system tests are being

run at Dornier (D) on the engineering

model. The results of all tests conducted
so far were assessed during a

qualification revrew in mid-March and the

XMM reflection grating assembly under test

CSL, Liege (B)

Le rjseau de r1flexion de XMM aux essals

CSL e Liege (B)

readrness of the project to proceed with
flight-satellite integration was confirmed.

In line with the model philosophy for
XMM, the last elements of the spacecraft
qualification will be paft of the proto-flight

model test programme Flight equipment
is being delivered on time and integration

of the flight satellite has started with the
mounting of the reaction control system,

harness and thermal hardware on the
service module at BPD (l) as foreseen. At
the same time, tests are being conducted
at Matra Marconi Space (UK) on the
attitude and orbit control subsystem prior

to its final integration into the spacecraft
later this year.

Tests at Centre Spatial de Liege (CSL)

have continued, involving the third flight

mirror module together with the second
flight model of the reflection grating

assembly, as well as the associated X-ray

baffle. The assembly was later transpoded
to Munich, where calibration tests will be

conducted at the Max-Planck X ray facility
(PANTER)

In the meantime, final integration activities

have been taking place at Media Lario (l)

on the spare mirror module, in preparation

for the acceptance tests at CSL,

The instrument consortia are adhering to
the new flight-model schedule for the

scientific instruments, which had to be re-

arranged at the end of 1997 The model
philosophy for the Optical Monitor
experiment has been streamlined to ensure

compatibility with the launch date These

modifications are being accommodated

within the spacecraft's integration schedule

without impacting on its delivery date,

Ground-segment development work has
progressed nominally with the detailed

design phase. Delivery of the first version

of the control software was foreseen for
March.

Integral

With all of the mission participants. the
project team is actively coordinating the
delivery of units and subsystems to
assemble, integrate and test the first full-

scale model of the satellite, the structural
and thermal model (STM). The lower part

of the satellite, the service module (SVM),

will be reused from the XMM project.

Good progress on XMM indicates that the
SVM will be available on time for minor
refurbishment and insertion into the
satellite assembly flow. The upper part of
the satellite. made up of the payload

module (PLM) structure and payload

instruments, is also progressing well.

The strong but lightweight structure is

undergoing its final tests before delivery

to the Prime Contractor, Alenia (l). The
payload teams are finalising their
instrument models. Some delays are

expected, but should be absorbed
through simplifications of the unit or by

re-arranging the integration flow and test
rogrc.

Most of the equipment required to
manipulate and transport the satellite

on the ground has been delivered.

Preparations are in progress to have
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suffisamment m1r pour que I'on puisse
proc1der a I'integration du mod€:le de vol.

Conformdment aux choix des

responsab/es d'XMM en matiere de
modeles, la qualification des derniers
6l6ments du satellite interviendra dans le
cadre du programme d'essar's de son
prototype de vol. Les equipements de
vol sont livr6s dans les delais imparlis et
I'integration du modele de vol du satellite

a commenc6 comme pr6vu par le
montage du systeme de pilotage par
r6action, du cAblage d'alimentation et
des 6quipements thermiques du module
de servitude chez BPD (l). Le sous-
sysldme de contrOle d'attitude et de
correction d' orbite fait parallelement

I'objet d'essais menes a bien chez Matra
Marconi Space (GB), avant son

integration definitive au satellite pr6vue

dans Ie courant de l'annee.

Les essais entrepris sur le troisidme
module de vol des miroirs, sur le
deuxidme moddle de vol de l'ensemble a

r6seau de diffraction et sur le l'6cran de
protection contre les rayons X assocl6 se

sont poursuivis au Centre spatial de Liege
(CSL), L'ensemble a ensuite ete

transporte a Munich ou l'on procedera a

des essais d'6talonnage dans I'installation
rayons-X de I'lnstitut Max-Planck
(PANTER).

Les activit6s d'integration finale du
moddle de r1serve du module de miroirs

se sont paralldlement d6roul6es chez
Media Lario (l), en vue des essais de
recette au CSL.

Les consortiums d'instruments ont
accept6 le nouveau calendrier de livraison

des instruments scientifiques destrnds au

moddle de vol, qu'il a fallu rdam1nager a
la fin de 1997. Dans le cas de
I'exp6rience de moniteur optique, il a fallu

rationaliser les choix en matidre de
moddles afin de tenir compte de la date
de lancement. Les modifications
adoptees apparaitront dans le calendrier
d'intdgration du satellite, sans que cela

influe sur sa date de livraison.

Int6gral

L'equipe du projet coordonne activement,

avec I'ensemble des participants a la
mission, la livraison des differents
6l6ments et sous-syste mes permettant

d'assembler, d'integrer et de tester le
moddle structurel et thermique (STM),

premier modele en grandeur r6elle du
satellite. Le module de servitude (SVM),

constituant la parlie rnf6rieure du satellite,

sera le meme que celui utilise pour le
projet XMM. La progression satisfaisante
du programme XMM /arsse a penser que

le SVM sera pret a temps pour une l5gdre

remise en etat avant son insertion dans la
sequence d'assemblage du satellite. La

realisation de la parlie superieure,

constitu6e par les instruments et la
structure du module charge utile (PLM),

progresse egalement de manidre
safisfarsante. La structure legere mais

rigide subit ses dernlers essar.s avanf
d'Atre livree au maitre d'oeuvre, Alenia (l).

Les equipes responsab/es de la charge
utile achdvent /es rnoddles de leurs

instruments. On s'attend d quelques

retards qui devraient 6tre compens6s par
une simplification du modele ou par un

r6am6nagement de la s6quence

La majeure parlie des 1quipements requis
par la manipulation et le transporT du
satellite au sol ont ete livres. La

pr6paration des installations d'essars
d'Alenia d Turin 0 et de I'ESTEC a

Noordwijk (NL) suit son cours.

Dans I'ensemble, les pr6paratifs du STM
progressent selon le calendrier etabli et
devraient permettre d' entreprendre,

comme pr6vu, les essals du satellite entre
/es mois d'avril et d'octobre.

Les groupes charges des elements du
secteur sol s'emploient a resoudre les
quesflons sou/evdes lors de la dernidre
revue systeme du secteur so/. Les travaux

se poursuivent conform1ment aux
pr6visions.

Rosetta

La responsabilite de l'assemblage, de
I'integration et de la verification (AIV) du
satellite a 6t6 confiee A Alenia (l) a I'issue

de negociations contractuelles menees
avec succes, ce qui complete le choix des
principaux sous-traitanfs entrant dans le
consoftium Rosella. L'attention se porte
dor5navant sur le chorx des

6quipementiers. Les premidres offres

industrielles reQues en r6ponse a |appel
d'offres et a la demande de prix

recemment adress6s sont en cours
d'6valuation.

Le contrat relatif d I'Agence d'approviiion-
nement en pieces detachees a ete

concede a Technologica (E).

Sur le plan technique, I'attention se pofte
aujourd' hui sur cerlains probldmes

critiques de regulation thermique, de
contr6le d'attitude et de correction
d'orbite. La qualification des photopiles

faible intensite basse temperature (LlLl)
progresse de faqon safisfarsanfe pour les

deux technologies envisagees : silicrum ou
arseniure de gallium. Les prernlers essais

sur I'efficacite des prles sont prometteurs.

d'integration et une revision de la m6thode
d'essarS. D'ims:ortants efforls, entrepris en

collaboration avec la communaut1
scientifique de Rosetta, ont par ailleurs et6
consacr6s d mod6liser de maniere
convaincante /es Tels de poussiere et de
gaz de la comdte, ce qui est indispensable
d la conception d'un satelilte suffisamment
robuste. ll s'agit la d'une entreprise
difficile, dans la mesure ou nombre des
proprietds de l' environnement com6taire
ne seront connus avec cerlitude qu'a la fin
m6me de Ia mrssron Rosetta.

La definition du secteur so/ progresse

6galement selon le calendrier 6tabli, avec
l'affinement de la definition de I'interface
satellite-sol et des aspecfs operationnels
du satellite. L'approvisionnement d' une

nouvelle antenne espace lointain de 34 m,

qui sera installee a Perth, en Australie
occidentale, se d6roule conform1ment aux
pr6vruons.

Les travaux de realisatron du secteur sol La mise en oeuvre de I'Arrangement signe
se poursuivent conformement a ce qul est en novembre dernier avec I'Agence
programm6 au titre de la phase de spatiale russe, pr6voyant la fourniture d'un
conception detaittee. La livraison de la lanceur Proton en 6change de donnees Aft6miS
premidre version du logiciel de contr6le scientifiques, avance d pas compt6s. Un

etait pr6vue fin mars. cerlain nombre d'6claircissements sonf Le terminal de telecommunications
cependant n6cessalres avant qu'il puisse optrques Silex a ete lance A bord de
entrer pleinement en vigueur Spot-4 au cours de la nuit du 23 au 24
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facilities at Alenia in Turin (l) and at
ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) ready for the
ICSIS,

Overall, STM preparations are proceeding

on schedule and should allow the satellite
tests to be run as planned in the April to
October period,

The ground-segment-element groups are
nlncinn nff tha iccr roc ra,c^.1 r+ thn arrlinrvrvoil rv vil .r u roJugo orJYU ot Ll lu vol llEl

Ground Segment System Review The
dorrolnnmont offnrf ic nrr. ,- y,Jgresslng
according to plan.

Signed last November, the Arrangement
with the Russian Space Agency for the
provision of a Proton launcher in

exchange for science data is slowly being
impiemented, but fudher clarifications are

still required before it can becon'e fully

operational

Rosetta

Following a successful contract
negotration, responsibility for spacecraft
Assembly Integration and Verification
(Al\4 has been assigned to Alenia

Aerospace (l). thereby completing the

selection of the major subcontractors in

the Rosetta industrial consodium
Attention is now focused on the selection

of the equipment suppliers, The first

'ndustria otfers received in response to

the earlier Invitation to Tender and
Request for Quotations are under
evaluation. The contract for the Pafts

Procurement Agency has also been
placed, with Technologica (E)

On the technical side, attention is being
nirren rn r-r,tr.2l iqqr ras in {fig thermal-

control and attitude and orbit control
areas Qualification of the Low Intensity

Low Temperature (LILT) solar ceils has
made good progress, for both the silicon
and gallium-arsenide technologies, The

first tesl .esulls on the cells ettic ency are

prornrsrng

A significant effort, jointly undedaken with
the Rosetta scientific community, has also
been devoted to the definition of a sound
cometary dust and outgassing model,

which is essential to ensure a robust
spacecraft design. This is not an easy
task as many properties of the comet
environment will only be known with
ccd:intv after thc sr rcccssful COnCIUSiOn

of the Rosetta mission itself.

Integra Spectrometer structural and thermal
model (STM) developed by CNES

Modele de sLrucLu ermtque dL) spectrametre
d'lntegral mis au point par /e CTVFS

Definition of the ground segment is

also proceeding on schedule, with the
rafinomoni nf iho cnenonrrfl ln-nrnr rnd

nterface definition and the spacecraft
operational aspects, The procurement
ot a new 31 m deep-space antenna, Lo

be located in Per1h, W, Australia, is

progressing according to plan

Artemis

The Silex optical communications terminal
was launched onboard Spot-4 during the
night of 23/24 March 1998 and 'ts eady

orbit operalions have been completed
without problem In-orbit commissioning
will be carried out in the coming weeks,

after which the terminal will be placed in a
dormant mode until the launch of Artemis
nexl year,

Integration of the Artemis flight-model
satellite is now close to completion and its
qhinmcnt to FSTFC fnr environmental

testing is expected in May 1998 The

environmental test programme is planned

to last until February 1999,

EOPP

Future strategy
Following a comprehensive series of
bilateral meetings with all Delegations, the
future strategy, together with a proposal
for the Eafth Observation Envelope

Programme, has been submitted to the
Eadh-Observalion Programrne Board IPB-
FO) fnr r^liscr rqqinn nrinr lo submission of
the Enabling Resolution to the Council,

Future programme
In resnnnsp to thc C:ll fOr Outline Earth
Watch Proposals sent to industry in

November. Twenty proposals have been
rcnpivcnl :nr^l anr-onlod fOf evaluatiOn,

These proposals demonstrate strong
suppo.t for the future strategy and the
Eafth Observation Envelope Programme.

Proposals have also been received for the
first four Phase-A studies of candidate
Eadh-txprorer Missions and these are

also under evaluation.

Campaigns
Preparatory activities for the CLARE 98
(Coud Lidar And Radar Experiment)

campaign are now underway. lt has

been designed to provide a better
understanding of three-dimensional cloud
structure in preparation tor the possible

Earth Radiation Explorer mission,

Polar
Platform/Envisat
Envisat-1 system
The first satellite validation test between

'hc FSOC Fiinhl Onor:liqns Control

Centre and the Polar Platform/Envisat
service module located at Matra Marconi

Space (UK) was successfully conducted in
mid February

The Announcement of Opporlunity (AO)

for scientific data expLeilslion and pilot
projects has been released, with a closing

date of 31 May 1998.

Tho fnrricrt f)eia Pnlinrr hac rononihr haon

:nnrnvoel hv lho tr:rth ObSefVatiOnuvv,vvvv uj L,,v Lu, L, I L

Programme Board, and the High-Levei

Operation Plan for Envisat-1 has been

submitted to Delegations for approval

Polar Platform (PPF)

The Envisat satellite engineering model
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mars 1998, et ses premidres op6rations
en orbite se sonl deroul5es sans
probldme. Sa recette en orbite devait
avoir lieu dans /es semalnes suivantes. Le

terminal sera ensuite configur1 en mode

d'attente avant le lancement d'Artemis,
l'annee prochaine.

L'integration du modele de vol d'Artemis

est presque achev6e et sa livraison d

I'ESTEC, pour des essals d'ambiance qui

doivent durer jusqu'en f1vrier 1999, 6tait
pr6vue en mai 1998.

EOPP

Strat6gie future
A la suite d'une impoftante serre de
rencontres bilat6rales avec I' ensemble
des delegations de /'ESA, la strategie
future en matiere d'observation de la

Terre a et6 present6e au Conseil
directeur concern6, conjointement a une
proposition relative au Programme-
enveloppe d'observation de la Terre,

afin d')tre examin6e avant la soumlssion
d'une r6solution habilitante au Conseil.

Programmes futurs
Vingt propositions ont ete reques et
accept6es pour €valuation en rdponse d

I'Appel d propositions d'esqur.sses de
projets de surveillance de la Terre adresse
en novembre d I'industrie. Ces
propositions temoignent d'un fort inter)t
pour la future strat6gie et pour le
P rog ram m e- envel o p pe d' o bserv atio n d e

la Terre.

Des propositions ont 6te egalement
reQues pour les quatre premidres eludes
de phase A relatives d des mission
d'exploration de la Terre et sont en cours
d'evaluation.

Campagnes
Les activit6s pr6paratoires a la campagne
CLARE 98 (Experience de Lidar et de
Radar de nebulosite) sont en cours. Cette
experience doit permettre de mieux
appr6hender la structure tridimensionnelle
des nuages, dans la perspective d'une
possib/e mlssrrcn d' exploration du
rayonnement terrestre.

Plate-forme
polaire/Envisat

Systdme Envisat-1
Les premiers essals de validation du
satellite, r6alises entre le Centre de
contr)le des op6rations en vol de I'ESOC

et le module de servitude Plate-forme
polaire/Envisat se trouvant chez Matra
Marconi Space (GB) ont ete rdalis6s avec
succds d la mi-fevrier.

L'Appel a propositions (AO) de projets
pilotes et d'exploitation des donn6es
scientifiques a et6 lanc6, avec cloture au

31 mai 1998.

La Politique des donn6es d'Envisat a 6te

recemment approuv6e par Ie Conseil
directeur du programme d'observation de
la Terre, et le Plan d'exploitation de haut
niveau d'Envisat-l a ete soumis pour
app robatio n au x d 1legati on s.

Plate-forme polaire (PPF)

Le programme d' assemblage, d' integration

et d'essarb (AlT1 du modele d'identification
du satellite Envisat s'est poursuivi avec la
r6alisation de plusieurs essars /onctlonnels
du module de charge utile rntegre et avec
I'integration de l'ensemble electronique du
moddle d'identification de I'ASAR (CESA).

La livraison du dernier 6lement de la

charge utile, le panneau d'antenne du
moddle d'identification de I'ASAR, est
attendue sous peu.

L'integration du faisceau de c1bles du
moddle de vol du module de charge utile

a ete realis6e chez Matra Marconi Space
(GB) apres remise en etat de la structure
porte-instrumenfs, el I' ensemble peut
aujourd'hui €tre integre au moddle de vol

du compartiment des 1quipements de
charge utile (PEB). On finit de preparer,

chez DASNDSS fD), /es essais de recette
ddfinrtive du moddle de vol du PEB, qui

devraient 6tre realises au cours des
prochaines sernarnes.

La realisation de I'enregistreur a 6tat
so/rde BSF) progresse de manidre
safisfaisanfe. La premiere parlie de la
revue pr6liminaire de conception du SS,9

s'est d6roul6e se/on /es pr6visions et le
modele d'identitication a deja ete int6gre
au moddle de vol du PEB. La question de
la compatibilite de I'ensemble avec Ie
choc de s6paration d'avec le lanceur
Ariane-S resfe oosde. et l'on r1flechit

actuellement a la meilleure maniere de
r1soudre ce probldme

Gharge utile Envisat-1
La r1alisation des instruments a progress6

de manidre importante : l'intdgration des

moddles de vol est presque achev6e dans
les installations des differents maitres
d'oeuvre, et dans ceftains cas /es essais

definitifs sonf lrds avanc6s.

Le radiomdtre hypertrdquences (MWR) est
le premier moddle de vol d'instrument deja

livre. ll est actuellement integre au DORIS

et subit ses essals ddfinrtfs. L'ensemble
DORIS/MWR doit 6tre livre au cours des
prochaines semaines. La livraison des
derniers instruments s'echelonnera tout au
long de I'ann6e

Les modifications A apporler it
l'6lectronique du MIPAS pour permettre le

fonctionnement de I'apparerl aux basses
tempdratures ont ete validees et sont en

cours de mise en oeuvre. D'autres
modifications relatives a l'antenne de
I'ASAR ont 6galement 6td adoptees afin

d'eliminer les interl6rences RF provenant

de I'instrument RA-2.

Secteur sol Envisat-1
Des chaines de donnees, reprdsentatives
de celles de la Station de traitement des

donnees de la charge utile et du Centre
d'archivage a faible debit, sont en cours
d'assemblage dans la Plate-forme de
rafaronaa rlr r cr/alima r'la nocf inn aloq

donn5es de charge utile (PDS), situ6e

chez Datamat a Rome (l), afin de
permettre la recette de la pr6sente versron

du PDS, pr6vue a la fin de 7998. Les
processeurs ASAr? et MIPAS de niveau

1-b ont dejit ete integres a la plate-forme

de ref6rence

Les essais de compatibilite entre Envisat

et le PDS seront r6alis6s par 6tapes entre
mars 1998 et le debut de 1999,
parallelement au programme

d' assemblage, d' integration et d'essais
(AlD du satellite.

M6t6osat

Exploitation M6t6osat
La totalite des sate//ltes de premidre
generation, conQus selon le moddle qui
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Assembly, Integration and Test (AlT)

programme has continued with the
completion of several functional tests of
the integrated Payload Module and with
integration of the ASAR engineering-
model electronics assembly (CESA).

Delivery of the last payload element, the

engineering -model ASAR antenna panel.

is expected shorlly,

The flight-model Payload Module harness

integration has been completed at Matra
Marconi Space (UK) after refurbishment of
the payload carrier structure, and is now
ready to be integrated with the flight-
model Payload Equipment Bay (PEB). The

acceptance-test preparation activities for
the flight-model PEB are close to
completion at DAStuDSS (D) and final

acceptance testing will be performed in

the coming weeks.

The development of the Solid State

Recorder is progressing satisfactorily. The

first part of the SSB Preliminary Design

Review has been held successfully and

the engineering model has already been

integrated into the flight model PEB.

The issue of shock compatibility with
Ariane-S remains a concern and several

activities are in progress to establish the
best course of action.

Envisat-1 payload
Significant progress has been made in

the development of the instruments:
integration of the flight models is close to
completion at the various instrument
prime facilities, and in a number of cases
final testing is well advanced

The MWR was the first flight-model
instrument to be delivered and it is now in

Envisat's GON/OS eng neering model

rndergorng sola'vacuun testing dt Intespdce
n Tou ouse (F)

I F m.l-lato fpnhn.l.ni^t p ele l'nstfUmenl
GOMaS d'Envisat aux essais de stmulation
solaire en chambre A ride

integration and final testing with DORIS.

The DOBIS/MWR composite will be

delivered in the coming weeks The

deliveries of the remaining instruments will

be staggered through the year

The modification needed to the MIPAS

electronics for operation at low

temperatures has been validated and

is currently being implemented
Modifications have also been success-
fully qualified on the ASAR antenna to
eliminate RF interference from the RA-2

instrument.

Envisat-1 ground segment
Data chains representative of the Payload

Data Handling Station and the Low Rate

Archiving Centre are being assembled
within the Payload Data Segment (PDS)

Reference Platform located at Datamat in

Rome (l) for the PDS version acceptance
scheduled for the end of 1998. The

complete ASAR and MIPAS level-1b
processors are already integrated within
the Reference Platform,

Envisat spacecraft to PDS compatibility
testing will take place in several stages,

from March 1998 until early 1999, in

parallel with the Envisat satellite AIT

activities.

Meteosat
Meteosat operations
All of the spacecraft of the first generation,

which is the design currently providing the
operational service, were supplied by

industry under contract to ESA. The

spacecraft are operated by Eumetsat from
its operational control centre in Darmstadt
(D) The last spacecraft launched. in

September 1997, was Meteosat 7 (known

before launch as MTP Meteosat
Transition Programme) and it is operating
nominally. lt is expected that the
operational service will be provided by

Meteosat-7 from Spring 1998 and, all

being well, it should continue to function
in that role until the launch of the
Meteosat Second Generation spacecraft
early in the next decade.
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a55u/u dLrLld//U///C//t /C 5ef\ ice

operattonnel, ont ete ltvres par I'industrie,

conformement aut, r ontrlts passes ayec
/ fSA Ces salc//iles sanr e\plottes pdr
Eumetsat, a parttr de son centre de
r:ontrole rJpq s'6pyllinnc siiue a Darmstadt
/n\ | ^ ^^.^;^. -t^lt,+^ r,^^^ A l^1^^^-1 /
\u/. Lc u-ll tt-t JdlctttlP tdt le(, lvlclcu>dl /

(connu, avant son lancement, sous /e

nom de MTP pour 'Programme Meteosal
4c tran<if iqn \ A eto nls.e Sut Orbile en

septembre 1997 et fonctionne
narmalement an pense qu'rl sera
operattonnel a paftir du pttntemps l99B
et qu'rl pourrait, si tout va bren, assurer
ses foneltons lusqLt du lancemenl du
premier des sate//iles Meleosat de
rla t\rcmo etpnr.ration et t jgfuLl1 jg lg

prochaine decennte

M6t6osat de deuxidme g6n6ration
(MSG)
I e ratl ta nraliminaira dar.. ..,..., conceptton ou
SEVIRI (l'lmageur visible et rnfrarouge
smolinral a/ do aaa e^/ /a rnonmA/ r^ ',ut t t,ltrt v/ r JUur g/ /Jgr LU'SJ uJl

fermtnee, mais la realisa\ton de la

premiere unite de vol de cet rnstrument
demeure, comme prevu, sur le chemtn

cntque

Le modele structurel et thermlque du
satelilte est arilv6 a I'ES (NL) pour y
qr rhrr qoe oce:/c iharmini,. .....YJes oans te grana
simulateur spatial.

/ es revues ci /liques de conr ept,on /CDR)

se poursuivertt au ntveau des

equtpements el des sous-sj s/emes.
permellant d ar-croifre a ce niveau la

fabncatton des maler,els de vol La

prochatne CDR au niyeau des sous
syslemes eslprevue en aclobrp 1998.

Le developpement du saletttte MSC- l et
I' approvisionnement des exemplaires

MSG-2 el 3 se deroulent se/on /es

previsions, les travaux d'ingentefle et la
prod u ctio n des moddles therm r q ues/
mAe )ntot E)q nr.)or1qqznl aLl | ]t\ edLt des
ant ,inaman+t 

^+ 
d^- -^, ,^ 

^. 
. | ^^^- I ^vLlutPct t tYt tt a ur vgJ JUUJ )yJ I g/ / /cJ Ll

lancement de MSG 1 est toujours prevu
nr,,t ta tr^;^ t \^+^h. ^00a el celttr dePvut tv

MSC-2 pn 2002 | a mrse en s/o.Adge de
MSG 3 doit avor lieu en 2003

M6top
Aaro- ln r''laaician r'.l Ft tmaltnt ^r;-^ 

l^ aOnP'co la ucu/J/u/ / u LUtttctaoL, pt tav ta ao

janvier au caurs d une session spectale
rlc snn e.on.q./l rrrn2ntqee a Datms[adl
/n\ A^ ^^^t";4, ,^, -t t ^r^;^t , h^, ,+^, ,- 

^^\u/, u- LUtttttuuct au ptvJcL a ttdutcut uc
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26 MFCU. les paftteipantr polentieA sp

sont reunis le 30 janvier et ont dectde

d'attribuer 9A MECU au pragramme,
franchissant arnsi une etape tmpaftante
L autorisation d enlamer /es acl/yi les de
pha.ee C D de Mclop paurrait elre /,incpe

avec effet immediat, et validite lusqu'au 30
septembre, afin de couvnr la peiode
precedant I' approbatron definitive du
pragramme EPS, prevue lors du Conser/
d'Eurnetsat en jurn.

Sur la base de ces resolutDns, de
Iapptobalion anlerpure de la propositon
de contrat par I'Agence et du
franchissement du niveau de souscrrptton
necessaie. le coup d envoi du projet
Al^+^^ ^ ^+; A^--^ ^^ f^tt tetup a ete uot lne ct t tcvner oans /es

installations du maitre d'oeuvre Matra
Marconi Space, a Toulouse (F)

,6

ltsi [lisr 51 '41

The lvleteosat Second Generation (MSG)

spacecraft

Vehicule spatal Meteosat seconde generation

1 l^^ ^^r'^ A^ -^',^i^^^ A-uL r cu'rv, , r rC AncemenL a
r:qqpmh/p aomma nrat/t t 12 msionto do<

sous-lrailants conce/nes pal /es elemenls
du module de servtlude el de charge ulile
nt lt 

^nl 
ttn a2r2afara e ritin, tp nnt tr lo

\v1vI1|Ul,llJJl'vg!Pvu'iL

rnlanr'lriar Fin mcrc lq nl.- | ,uparT 0e ces

reunions avalenl efe couronnees de
succes, ce qui a permts aux sous traitants
de s engager plernemenl dans le p t
-{;^ /-l^ /^-^^^t^' -^^ talanA,i^,Gtlt t uc / uJy'./g( I rr JU' , udlvr /u/ /qr (/ cJ Jr/ / c

I OC nt tAlAt tAC t At tntan< f € -t \^t , / ., ,-,^-+
' \ u Vuv'VUev UJld/ /iUJ U-VAlYt tI

avoir lieu avant la mt-avnl.
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Meteosat Second Generation

The Preliminary Design Review for SEVIRI

(Scanning Enhanced Visible and Infrared

lmager) and its subassemblies has been

closed out, with the instrument remaining,

as expected, on a critical path for the first

flight unit.

The structural and thermal model satellite
has arrived at ESTEC (NL) for thermal

testing in the Large Space Simulator.

Critical Design Revrews (CDRs) at

equipment and subsystem level continue,
authorising more flight hardware satellite

manufacturing at this level A CDR at

subsystem level is planned for October
1 998.

The development of the N/SG-1

spacecraft and the procurement of
MSG-2 and -3 are on schedule, with
engineering and thermal/mechanical-
model production ln progress at

equipment and subsystem level. The

launch of MSG-1 remains on schedule
for October 2000, with MSG-2 to be

launched in 2OO2 and MSG-3 to go into

storage in 2003.

Metop
A mqor step forward was achieved with
a Potential Participants Meeting on 30
January granting 90 N/ECU for the project,

following the Eumetsat decision at its
special Council Meeting in Darmstadt (D)

on 28 January to contribute 26 N/ECU.

An Authorisation to Proceed with Metop
Phase-C/D activities could therefore be

issued with immediate effect, valid until

30 September, to bridge the period until

the full approval of the EPS programme,

expected at a Eumetsat Council meeting

In June.

On the basis of these resolutions and

the previous approval of the Contract
Proposal by the Agency, and the
necessary level of subscription achieved

so far, kick-off of the Metop prolect took
place in February at the premises of the
main contractor Matra Marconr Space,

in Toulouse (F).

A series of pre-negotiated kick-off
meetings involving the majority of the sub-
contractors then took place for the time-
critical Service and Payload Module
elements. By the end of March, most of

them could be declared successful,

allowing the sub-contractors to be fully

engaged in order to meet the tight pro1ect

schedule, The few remaining kick-offs
should take place before mid-April.

ERS

Following the United Kingdom's decision
to subscribe to the whole of Phase-E] ,

the level of subscriptions for the years

1998 and 1999 has reached 89.79%.

The technical performance of ERS-2

remains excellent, combining the provision

of high-quality data with very good

availability. The gain of the amplification
module of the Active Microwave
Instrument will be increased to
compensate for the slow but continuous
Travelling Wave Tube degradation. The
product quality is therefore expected to
remain the same until the end of the
mtsston.

ERS-1 is in hibernation and the periodic

checkouts show that payload

performance is being maintained. On

29 December 1997, however, the power

output of the spacecraft's solar array

suddenly fell by 38%, probably due to the
thermo-electrical degradation of an

isolator provoking a short-circuit between
conductor strips. As a result, ERS-1 will

no longer be able to provide 'full' mission

back-up in that not all instruments can

now be operated at the same time.
However, individual instruments like the
Radar Altimeter, Global Wind or SAR

imaging are still operable and can serve

as back-ups to ERS-2.

International Space
Station Programme

The highlight of the present reporting
period was without doubt the signature of
the principal governing documents for the
International Space Station, namely the
Inter-Governmental Agreement (lGA) and

the corresponding Memoranda of
Understanding (MOUs). The signing

ceremony, on 29 January in Washington
DC, marked the successful completion
of a lengthy period of effort for many
people, both in the Delegations and the
Executive.

ISS overall assembly sequence

A General Designers Review (GDR) was
held in Moscow at the end of January to
review the status of the Russian Segment,
in particular the Functional Cargo Block
(FGB) and the Seryice Module. This review

showed the FGB to be on schedule for
launch in June 1998, and the flight unit

was subsequently transported to
Baikonur. The Service Module was shown
to be 2-3 months behind schedule, due
primari! to additional work on tubing and

harness replacement, and delays in the
deliveries of sub-system hardware. The

next GDR is planned for March, after
which a decision will be taken on a
revised Assembly Sequence.

Columbus Orbital Facility (COF)

The COF System Preliminary Design

Review (PDR)and NASA Safety Review

No. t have been successfully completed
on schedule, following an in-depth review

of the industrial documentation by ESA

and the various NASA centres involved.

The main purpose of the PDR was to
evaluate the system design to the point at

which formal release for the manufacture
of the Electrical Test Model (ETM) could
be sanctioned. Equipment and subsystem
CDRs have been initiated.

The Bilateral Integration and Verification

Plan, the Hardware/Software Exchange

Agreement and the Documentation
Exchange Agreement have all now been

signed by NASA and ESA.

A final round of interface meetings has

resulted in a comoleted and frozen

definition of the COF to Common Befthing
Mechanism (CBM) and Hatch interfaces.

A meeting with the Shuttle Programme
team has advanced the definition of the
COFIo-Shuttle interfaces.

COF launch barter
1l) lVodes 2 and 3

Initial system-configuration and
primary-structure design activities

have been completed to enable the
release of primary structure jig

manufacturing and base metal

ordering. The evaluation of the
industrial proposals for the European

items of the Nodes 2 and 3
procurement has been completed,
with the exception of the ECLSS

components, which await the final

definition of items to be made
available from NASA.
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ERS

La d6cision prise par le Royaume-Uni de
souscrire a I'ensemble de la phase E1 a
permis d'atteindre un niveau de
souscrptions de 89,79% pour les ann(tes
1998 et 1999.

Les perTormances techn iques d'Ei?S-2
sont toujours excellentes, permettant

d'allier une trds grande disponibilit6 a des
donnees de frds haute qualite. Le gain du
module d'amplification du detecteur actif
a hypeir6quence sera augment1 afin de
compenser la degradation lente mais

continue du tube a ondes progressives.

La qualite de la production devrait Ate
ainsi preservee jusqu'a la fin de la
m/ss/on.

E9S- 7 esf en hibernation et les
verifications periodiques montrent que /es
per-formances de la charge utile sont
prdservees. Une chute soudaine de 38%
de la production electrique du g6n6rateur

solaire du satellite s'est cependanf
produite le 29 d6cembre 1 997,
provoqu6e probablement par un court-
circuit entre rubans conducteurs due A Ia

deg radatio n therm oelect rr q ue d' u n

isolant. Depuis /ors, EFS- 7 n'est p/us en
mesure d'assurer pleinement sa mission
de rdserve du fait que ses rnslruments ne
peuvent fonctionner tous en meme
temps. Certains rnsfrurnents, com me
I'altimdtre Radar le SAR ou le lidar vents

d emeu rent cepend ant i n d iv id u el lem ent
op6rationnels et peuvent servir de
secours e ERS-2.

Programme de
Station spatiale
internationale

La signature des pindpaux documents
r6gissant la Station spatiale internationale,
d savoir I'Accord intergouvernemental
(lGH et les Memorandums d'accord
(MOU) correspondants, constitue, a n'en
pas douter. le moment for-t de ces
derniers mois. La ceremonie de signature,

organisee le 29 janvier a Washington DC,

est venue couronner une longue pdriode

d'efforts, consentls tant par les
Delegations que par I'Executif.

S6quence d'assemblage de l'lSS
L'etat d'avancement de la composante
russe, ef notamment du module Energie
(FGB) et du module de service, a ete
examine lors d'une revue generale de
conception (GDR) qui s'est deroulee A

Moscou a la fin du mois de janvier. Cette
revue a montre que le FGB serait pret a
temps pour Ie lancement pr1vu en
juin 1998. L'unite de vol a par la suite ete
transportee a Baikonour. La r1alisation du
module de service a, par contre, pris deux
A trois mois de retard, en raison
notamment de travaux suppl6mentaires
de remplacement de cAbles et de
canalisations et de retards dans la
livrabon de materiels destinds d cerlains
sous-sysfernes La revue generale de
conception suivante, prevue en mars,

devait conduire a une d6crston sur une
s6quence d' assemblage revisde.

El6ment orbital Columbus (COF)
La revue preliminaire de conception
sysfeme (PDR) du COF et la revue de
sdcurit6 n"1 de /a IVASA ont 6te r6alisees
dans /es delais prevus, aprds que I'ESA et
les differents centres de la NASA associds
au projet eurent effectud une 6tude
approfondie de la documentation
i n d u striel le fo u r n i e. L' o bjectif pri nci pal de
cette PDR a ete d'evaluer la conception
systerne d un niveau permettant de lancer
officiellement la fabrication du modele
d'essais 1lectriques (ETM). Les revues
critiques de conception (CDR) des
equipements el des sous-systdmes ont
6t6 lancdes.

Le plan bilateral d'integration et de
vdification, l' accord d' 1change
materiels/logiciels et I'accord d'echange
de documentation ont tous 6te sign6s par
la NASA et I'ESA.

La dernidre serie de reunions sur les

interfaces a permis de completer et
d'arr)ter d6finitivement Ia definition des
inbrtaces COF/ Mecanisme commun
d'accostage (CBM) - ecoutille. Une
r6union avec l'6quipe du programme de
Navette spatiale a permis de faire
progresser la definition des rnter-faces

COF/Navette.

Compensation du lancement du COF

(i) Elements de jonction 2 et 3

L'achdvement des premidres activites li6es

A la configuration systeme et a la
conception de la structure primaire permet
desormais de lancer la fabrication du

gabarit de Ia structure pnmaire et de
commander /es matleres premidres.

L'6valuation des propositions rndustrielles

relatives a I' approvisionnement des
equipements europdens destin1s aux
elements de jonction 2 et 3 a et6 menee a
hicn sar rf cn r'.c nr ri cangglplg lgg

com posants de /'ECLSS (Sous-systeme
de rdgulation d'ambiance et de
soutien-vie) pour lesquels on attend le

choix definitif des elements suscepllb/es
d'Ate fournis par la NASA.

(ii) Fourniture de logiciels /
composants du DMS-R / Soutien

technique a la NASA

Le personnel de soutien technique en
poste a Houston a continu6 d'apporler
directement son aide a la NASA. Une

deuxieme ilvraison de materiel a I'Agence
spatiale americaine a eu lieu en decembre
1 997.

(iii) Bati r6Irig6raleur/congelateur
pour l'6quipage

La proposition d'approvisionnement des
phases B et C/D du BAti refrigerateur/
congelateur (RFR) ont ete approuvees par
le Comite de la politique industrielle (IPC)

de |ESA en mars 7998. Les activites de
phase B seronl bas6es sur les resultats de
la phase A, actuellement conduite par
DASNDornier'(D).

(iv) BAti congelateur cryogenique

Deux etudes de phase A concurrentielles
sont en cours pour le cong1lateur
r:rvoocnin p - l RnoC ct doivent 6tre

achevees d'ici la mi-1998. Une proc6dure

d'appel d'offres ouveft pour /es phases
suivanfes doit Atre prochainement

entamee.

Sous-systdme de 169ulation
d'ambiance et de soutien vie du
MPLM (ECLSS)
Les reyues de qualification des
1quipements, dont les essais se sonl
poursuivis, devaient )tre achev6es en avril.

Les actlyifes relatives a la recette des
unites de vol se poursuivent. Environ 80%
des preces deslinees au premier modele
de vol et des pieces de rechange ont ete
livrdes.

V6hicule de transfert automatique
(Arv)

Les activites de revalidation de la
proposition se sont d6roulees comme
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(i i) Software Deilverbs/ DMS-R items/
Associated Sustaining Engineenng for
/VASA

Engineering suppon personnel have

continued to provide direct support to
NASA in Houston. The second set of
hardware deliveries was made to
NASA in December 1997.

C rew Ref ri g erato r/ F reezer Rac ks
The Phase-B and Phase-C/D
procurement proposal for the
Refrigerator Freezer Rack (RFR) was
approved by ESA's Industrial Policy

Committee (lPC) in March 1998
Phase B will be based on the results
of Phase-A, which is presently being
carried out by DASA/Dornier (D).

(iv) Cryogenic Freezer Racks

For the -180'C Cryo Freezer, two
competitive Phase-A studies are

ongoing and will be completed by
mid-1998 A competitive Invitation
to Tender (lTT) process for the next
phases will be initiated shortly.

MPLM Environmental Control and
Life Support System (ECLSS)
Equipment testing is underway and
Equipment Qualification Reviews should
be completed in April Flight unit
acceptance activities are continuing, with
about B0% of the FM1 and FM spares

deliveries now complete

Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV)

Proposal revalidation activities have been
running as planned. The Phase-C/D
schedule has been reassessed and the
reference launch date for the first flight is

now end-March 2003. Industry gave a
commitment in mid-March such that it is
now expected that the AW contract
proposal will be submitted to the Agency's
Industrial Policy Committee (lPC) in June
1998, following evaluation of an updated
;^i,,^+-i^t ^.^^^^^lil ruuJU rdr pr wpwDol

Crew Transport Vehicle (CTV)

Following the approval of the proposal for
the extension of ESA/NASA cooperation
in the X-38/CRV Programme by the ESA
Manned Space Programme Board (PB-

MS) in December, a Declaration for an

additional slice of the European
Parlicipatlon in the ISS Development
Programme was opened for subscription
until end-February. By mid-February
subscriptions had been made by three
countries, up to a contribution level which
permitted the stad of the industrial work

Step 1 extension activities have been
fudher reoriented towards X-38
cooperation, and the European team in

Houston has been reinforced accordingly

The overall aerothermoynamics database
work was essentially agreed by end-
January and that effort has now started.
The detailed design of the complete aft
structure is on schedule and preparations
for manufacturing essential elements of
the aft StrUCtUre frameS and nAnclc 2ro

proceedrng.

The design work for the complete nose

of the vehicle is proceeding with
manufacturing capabilities identified which
sr innorl ihe \/-2Ol s.hcrJulg.

Atmospheric Reentry Demonstrator
(ARD)

Activities have proceeded as planned in

order to meet the expected Ariane-SO3

-ii 
t, ,t,, t^, ,^^h 

^^+^r rilu-uury rour rur I udtg.

Operations and Ground Segment
A major efforl to update the Space
Station lmplementation Plans involving all

International Padners culminated in their
baselining at the Fourlh Multilateral

Operations and Utilization Control Board
(N/O&UCB) meeting held at NASA/JSC
in December 1997.The MO&UCB also
approved the Operations Summary (OS)

for the first six planning periods
corresponding to the Revision-C
Aqqamh[r Qonr ranno

Following the successful completion of
the definition study for the COF/ATV

Operations Control Functions and

Facilities. and of the study related to the
lmplementation Definition of the
associated Ground Communications
Infrastructure. the results were presented

at ESTEC on 29 and 30 January

The definition study for the COF/ATV

Operations Supporl Functions and
Facilities is experiencing delays. The
lmplementation Review is now planned for
end-March

The PLASMATRON facility was officially
inaugurated on 8 December 1997 in the
presence of Minister Ylieff of Belgium.

Utilisation
Utilisation promotion
The selection of Express Pallet Payloads

to be flown within the framework of the
Early Utilisation Agreement with NASA has

been finalised. lt is intended to fly up to
six completely outfitted payload adapters
during a three-year period starting in

2002.The following payloads were

selected for these opportunities:
TEtr

- ACES

- EXPORT (EXPOSE + SPORT)
_ SOLAR PACKAGE
_ FOCUS

Integration of the ARD at Aerospatiale

lntegration de I'ARD a I'A6rospatiale

(iit)

6

I
r

[:l

I
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prevu. Le calendrier de la phase C/D a
6t6 revu et la date de r6f6rence du
premier vol a 6te fix6e a la fin-mars 2003.
Les engagements pris par I'industrre it la
mi-mars permettent de penser que la
proposition de contrat relative e l'AW
sera soumise au Comite de la politique

industrielle de I'Agence (IPC) en juin 1998,

aprds 1valuation d' une proposition

industrielle remise a jour.

V6hicule de transport d'6quipage
(crv)
A la suite de l'approbation, par le Conseil
directeur des programmes spatiaux
habit6s (PB-MS) de l'ESA, r6unien
ddcembre, de la proposition de poursuite

de la coop6ration ESNNASA au
programme X-s8/Cry une Declaratron

relative a une tranche additionnelle du
programme de participation de I'Europe
au d6veloppement de /'/SS a 6td ouverle
a la souscription jusqu'a la fin du mois de
fevrier. A la miJevrier, trors pays avaient
souscrlt it cette tranche additionnelle, d

un niveau de contribution qui a permis de
lancer les activites industrielles. Les

activit6s entrant dans le cadre de la
premidre 6tape de cette tranche
additionnelle ont ete ensuite r6orient6es
au profit de la cooperation au projet X-38,
al l'aat tha at trnnoonnc baS6e a HOUS\OneL t vuv'Yv vvr vYvv' I tv

a 6te renforcee en consequence.

Les travaux porlant sur la base de
donnees a1rothermodynamiques ont 6td

approuves dans leur principe a la fin du
mois de janvier et ont pu debuter. Les

travaux de conception detaillee de
I'ensemble de Ia structure arriere se

d6roulent selon le calendrier pr6vu et l'on
prepare la fabrication des 1lements
essenfie/s des bdtls et des panneaux de
cette structure.

La conception du nez du v6hicule
progresse 5galement, avec la definition
des capacit6s de fabrication respectant le

calendrier pr6vu pour le vol V-201 .

D6monstrateur de rentr6e
atmosph6rique (ARD)

Les activit6s se sont d1roulees selon le

calendrier etabli, afin de respecter la date
de lancement du vol Ariane 503, prdvue a

la mijuillet

Activit6s op6rationnelles et secteur
sol

Les travaux de mse a jour des plans de
mise en oeuvre de la Station spatiale,
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assocanl l' ensemble des paftenaires

internationaux, ont permis d'officialiser ces
documents au cours de la quatridme

r6union de la Commission multilat5rale de
controle des op5rations el de I'uilsation
(MO&UCB) qul s'esf tenue au JSC de la
IVASA, en decembre 1997. Le MO&UCB
a 1galement approuve /a Synthese des
op6rations (OS) prevues pour les six
premidres periodes de planification,

correspondant d la R1vision C de la
sequence d' assemblage.

L'etude de definition des rnstallations et
fonctions de contr6le des op6rations du
COF/AW et I'etude relative a definition de
la mise en oeuvre de I'infrastructure de
communications au so/ associ6e ont 6t6

men6es a bien. Leurs r6su/tafs ont 6te
nr4<anfac 

^ 
l'trqTtr/- la< 2Q at 2/-t ienvior

L'6tude de d6finition des installations et
fonctions de soutien des operations du
COF/ATV a pris du retard. La revue de
mise en oeuvre a 6te reportee a la fin

mars.

L'installation PLASMATRON a etd

officiellement inauguree le I decembre
1997, en presence du ministre belge, M.

Yvan Ylieff.

Utilisation

Promotion de I'utilisation
Le choix definitif des charges utiles a

installer sur des palettes express dans le
cadre de I'accord ESNNASA sur
l'utilisation inrtiale de la Station a 6te

arr)te. ll est pr6vu d'emporter jusqu'd sx
adaptateurs de charges utiles entidrement
equip4s pendant une p1riode de trois ans

debutant en 2002. Les charges uttles

sulvantes ont 6t6 s5lectionn6es pour ces
occasions de vol :

TEtr

- ACES
- EXPORT (EXPOSE + SPOFTI
- SOL,AF PACKAGE
- FOCUS

Un accord de compensatton, en cours de
n1gociation avec la NASA, pr6voit que

I'ESA fournira deux coupoles d l'Agence
am6icaine en echange du lancement de
la majorit6 de ces charges utiles.

Le deuxieme symposium sur l'utilrsation

de la Station spatiale doit se tenir fin 1998
e I'ESTEC (NL). Il permettra de pr1senter

en details les diff6rentes installations a

utilisateurs multiples en cours de
d6veloppement pour /'/SS ef d'examiner
les diffdrents projets de recherche
suscepfib/es d'y 6tre entrepns.

Pr6paration de I'utilisation
La premidre phase des activitds prevues
par le contrat d'integration des charges
utiles ext6rieures devait etre achevde fin
avril. Une analyse approfondie de
I'installation des sx ensernb/es de charges
utiles confirmds esl ert cours de
realisation. Une phase de consolidatron
est pr1vue jusqu'a la frn de 1998, avant le
lancement de la phase C/D, d6but 1999.

La production des documents de contr)le
des inter-faces des deux premtdres

installations de recherche en microgravit6
pour Columbus (MFC) (Biolab et
Laboratoire de science des f/uldes) esf
actuellement en cours. Des efforls
suppl6mentaires doivent 6tre consentis
dans le domaine de la documentation,
avec le lancement de l'6tude d'integration
d'ici la mi-98, afin de respecter le

calendrier d'integration des charges uliles

du COF. On prepare actuellement le cahier
des charges du contrat d'int5gration des
charges utiles du COF et une proposition

d'approvisionnement doit 6tre soumise en

mai au Comit6 de la politique industrielle
(tPC)de t'ESA.

Deux appels d'offres, poftant sur les

6tudes d' installation d' 6quipements
complexes (ALADIN et XEUS) a bord de
/'/SS, onf ete lances. Les proJefs ALADIN

- I'installation Lidar vent - et XEUS - une
grande installation dans le rayonnement X
qui doit 6tre assembl6e a bord de /'/SS -
sont respectivement menes en

cooperation avec la Direction des
tdl1communications et la Direction des
programmes scientifiques de l' Agence.
Les propositions industrielles relatives d

ces deux activitds devaient 6fre soumises
d la mi-mars 1998.

R6alisation des mat6riels destin6s i
I'utilisation
Les revues citiques de conceptron de la
boite a gants et du congelateur -80" C
progressent et devrarent 6tre termin1es en

mai. La phase de d6veloppement
principale (phase C/D) de I'Hexapod a

commenc1. La phase C/D du sysldme de
pre-pointage a 6te repoussee de trois
mois, afin que I'on puisse integrer,
pendant une phase-relais, /es r1sultats de
la selection des charges utiles ext6rieures.
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A barter agreement with NASA is under
negotiation whereby the cost of the
launch for the majority of these payloads
would be offset by ESA providing two
Cupolas to NASA.

The second Space Statron Utilisation
Symposium is planned to be held late in
1998 at ESTEC (NL). lt will include

detailed presentations on the various
Multi-User Facilities under development
for Space Station and discussions on the
research ideas to be realised with these
facilities.

Uti I i sation preparation
Phase-1 of the External Payload
Integration contract will be completed
by the end of April. An in-depth
accommodation analysis of the six
confirmed payload complements is
presently being carried out. A
consolidation phase, lasting until the
end of 1998. will be introduced prior to
starting Phase-C/D in early 1999.

The generation of lnterface Control
Documents for the first two MFC facilities
(Biolab and Fluid-Science Lab) is in
progress. In order to maintain the
payload-integration schedule for the COF,

further documentation efforts and in
padicular the analytical integration must
be started by mid-1998. The Statement of
Work for the COF payload-integration

contract is in preparation and a
procurement proposal will be submitted to
ESA's Industrial Policy Committee (lPC) in
May.

The Invitation to Tender (lTI) for two ISS

accommodation studies of complex
facilities (ALADIN and XEUS) have been
issued. ALADIN - the Wind Lidar Facility
is being carried out lointly with ESA's

Directorate for Telecommunications, and
XEUS - a large X-Ray Facility assembled
at the ISS - is being studied in

cooperation with the Directorate for
Scientific Programmes. I ndustrial
proposals for these two activities will be
submitted in mid-March 1998.

Utilisation hardware development
The Critical Design Reviews for the
Glovebox and -80' C Freezer facilities are

in progress and should be completed in

May. The main development phase
(Phase-C/D) for the Hexapod has started.
Phase-C/D for the Coarse Pointing
System has been postponed by three
months to allow for a bridging phase,

which is necessary to introduce the
results of the external payload selection.

In January, five International Standard
Payload Racks (lSPRs) were delivered to
ESA by NASDA. They are being prepared

for delivery to the industries developing
the - 80 dccr(l Freczer and the GlOvebOx

The development of the Standard Payload
Outfitting Equipment SPLC, RPDA and
AAA is progressing. Engineering models
will be available in the second half of
1998. Qualification will be completed by
the end of 1998 and delivery of recurring
flight models for a large number of
payloads will start in early 1999.

The industrial proposal for the
development of the European Drawer
Rack (EDR) was received in February and
is under evaluation.

Astronaut Activities
A European Astronaut Policy Working
Group was established in January. A
series of meetings resulted in a report
which presents an analysis of the number
of future flight opportunities and,
accordingly, the necessary size of the
future European Astronaut Corps. The
ESA Council decided in March to
integrate national astronauts into a single
European Corps in order to optimise the
use of existing resources (see 'ln Brief').

Early Deliveries
Data Management System for the
Russran Serylce Module (DMS-R)
Following delivery of the Fault Tolerant

Computers (FTCs) at the end of October,
some minor problems were encountered
and these units were returned in

December for reworking. The units were
returned to RSC-Energia in the third week
of January, with no impact on the Service
Module Schedule.

The Control Post Computers (CPC)

which were originally planned'to be
delivered to Russia in December,

experienced some failures during final
acceptance testing and revised delivery
dates were agreed with RSC-Energia. The
revised hardware and software delivery
schedule does not affect the Service
Module integration and test planning.

European Robotic Arm (ERA)

The ERA schedule indicates a slippage of
one to two months, principally due to
delays in the On-Board Computer, End

Effector, and Main Joint subsystems.
Efforls to relieve these slippages are

continuing, but the overall schedule is

considered critical and the delivery date
of July 1999 for the ERA flight model is

threatened.

Flight End Effector Basepoints and the
GEO model have been shipped to
RSC-Energia. Final acceptance of the
Basepoints is held up, however, pending

the resolution of some non-conformances.
The Acceptance Review of the WET
(Weightless Environmental Test) model

was held in March, with the participation

of representatives from the Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Centre and RSC-

Energia. Shipment to Russia is planned

for April.

The Ground Segment and Operations
interfaces are partly defined, but the
process of integrating ERA into the
Science and Power Platform of the
Russian Segment still requires clarification
from the Russian side

Microgravity
EMIR-1 and EMIR-2
Under the EMIR-1 and EMIR-2
programmes, two sounding rockets were
launched from ESRANGE in Sweden. The
Maser Technology flight with the new
Maser service module was launched on
26 January. However, neither in{light
telemetry nor video signals were received

and it proved impossible to locate and
recover the payload. The Mini-Texus 5

was flown on 1l February and all

experiment results were successfully
ranairiod hrr iolamotnr

MFC
The Biolab Phase-C/D contract was
awarded in December and contracts with
most of the subcontractors were signed in

February. The Preliminary Design Review
(PDR) is scheduled for October 1998,
Technical Interchange Meetings with
NASA to drscuss the fire-detection and
contaminatlon issues are planned in

March. The first meeting of the Science
Team, to discuss the Experiment
Processing Unit (EPU) test results and
schedule experiment preparation, is

planned for April.

The Phase-C/D proposal for the Fluid-

Science Laboratory IFSL) is expected in
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An Ariane 5 Vulcain eng ne test firing n progress

Essai de mtse a feu du moteur Vulcarn
d'Ariane-5

Cinq batis internationaux de charge utile

normalises (ISPR) ont ete livres en janvter

a I'ESA par la NASDA. //s subissent
actuellement les preparatifs n6cessaires a
leur livraison aux entrepnses qui realisent
la Aai+a - ^-^l- 

at Ia annnalalat tr 
-ROo 

(-IQ UU|O A vAt tLa VL rV VVt tgCtALWUt uu V

Les travaux de ddveloppement du SPLC

des equipements de charges uliles
standard, du RPDA et de I'AAA

d'1quipement de la charge utile standard
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progressent. Les moddles d' identification
devraient €tre disponibles dans le courant
du second semestre de 1998. La
qualification sera achevee fin 1998 et la
livraBon des modeles de vol r6currents
d'un grand nombre de charges utiles

commencera debut 1999.

La proposition industielle de
developpement du bdti d tirous europeen
lf DRI rcrt n cn farricr cst en COUfS

d'6valuation

Activit6s des astronautes
Un Groupe de travail relatif a la politrque

des astronautes europeens a ete cree en
janvier. // s'en esl suivi une seie de

reunions et un rapporl qui presente une

analyse des futures occasions de vol et,

Fn r:nn.qtrr-tt pnnc dcs "ffecttfs du futur
aarnc al'2etranat tfoq ot trnnaonc Fn marqvv'yo v vs'vyvvi

le Conseil de l'ESA a decide d'inLegrer des

astronautes nattonaux dans un corps
europeen unique afin d'optimtser
I' uti I i s ati o n des ressources existantes

Livraisons d court terme
Systdme de gestion de donn6es pour
le module de service russe (DMS-R)
Les ordinateurs e bbrance de panne
FTC) lfurcs fin nr'lohrc .nt Connu
quelques defaillances mrneures. lls ont ete

renvoyes au fabricant en decembre pour
reparation ef sont rentr1s chez RSC

Energia dans le courant de la troisreme

semaine de lanvrer, sans que cela ait
d'incidence sur le calendner du module de
servtce.

Les ordinateurs du poste central (CPC),

qui auraient du etre fournrs a /a Bussle en
rlanamhra nnl ct thi ^t t6l^, 'ao AanA+t a' 'uvvct t tul vt ut tL aupt r.luwtquYa vYgaLa au

cours des derniers tests de recette et les

dates de livratson ont ete revues en
ael:nrrl avcr- R.9f,-Fncroia. Le nouveau
calendrier de ilvrabon du materrel et du
logiciel n'a pas d'rncrdence sur le plannrng
rlo I'intonrntnn ot doc reS/S dU mOdUle de
servtce.

Bras tel6manipulateur europ6en (ERA)

Le calendrier de I'ERA fait apparaitre un
glissement de un a deux mors d0, pour
/'essentlel d des retards affectant le

calculateur de bord, l'organe termrnal et
l'afticulation pincipale. Ioules /es actions
decrdees pour pallier ce g/lssemenf se
poursuivent mats le calendrier d'ensemble
est juge critique et la date de livrabon du
modele de vol de l'ERA fixee a luillet 1999

est inceftaine.

Les pornls d'atlache de l'organe terminal
de vol et de modele geometrique (GEO)

ont ete e^pedies a RSC-Fnergia L a

recette defrnitive des points d'attache est
toutefois arr)tee dans I'attente de la
resolution de quelques non-conformites
La revue de recette du modele de WET a

eu lieu en mars avec la parlicipation des

repr6sentants du Centre de formation des
cosmonautes Gagarin et de RSC-Energia

L'expedition en Russie est prevue pour
avnl.

Les inteflaces secfeur sol et operattons
sont definies en parlie mais il reste a
eclaircir, du cOte russe, /a procedure

d'integration de I'ERA a la Plate forme
Qn,'anna at trnarnia
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March 1998, with the objective of placing

the contract soon afterwards.

The final presentation of Phase-B of the
Material Science Laboratory (MSL) will be

held in March, and a procurement
proposal for Phase-C/D for MSL in the

US Module will be submitted. The main

contract will include the Low-Gradient
Furnace (LGF) module, while an option, to
be placed at a later date, will develop the
Solidification and Ouenching Furnace
(SQF) module. The Phase-C/D contract is
planned to start in June 1998. The

Material Science Laboratory has been

introduced into the NASA launch manifest
for flight on UF-3 in September 2OOl

Two parallel Phase-A contracts were
initiated in November 1997 for the
European Physiology Modules (EPM)

Laboratory. The mid-term reviews are

planned in March 1998, while the Phase-

A final presentations are foreseen in July

1998. Discussions have been initiated

with NASA on the harmonisation of the
payload composition between the Human

Research Facility (HRF) and the EPM.

Launchers
Ariane-4
Between December and March, five

Ariane-4 launchers (Arianespace flights

Vl 03 to Vl OT) successfully placed in

orbit: five commercial communications
satellites (JCSAT -5, Intelsat -804,

Brasilsat -83, Inmarsat-3F5, and

Hotbird-4), one scientific mission (Equator-

S) and one Earth-observation satellite
(Spot-4). The latter carried an ESA
payload for optical inter-satellite

communications, as part of the SILEX

Programme,

Ariane-5
Preparation of the third qualification flight

has been the malor activity, and has

included the correction of flight-SO2

anomalies, primarily:

FINDING THE CAUSE OF THE ARIANE.5O? ROLL TORQUE

Manometer

Load
Sensor

Fluid

Vulcain engine

One of the activities to determine the actual cause of the roll

disturbance torque detected during the Ariane-5O2 flight was
to measure the effect of the boundary layer of the Vulcain

engine main jet. A 'roll-meter' device has been developed,
which is based on the following principle:

Descriotion
The device is placed between the test stand and the engine.
It consists of a rotating block housed within a fixed block,
separated by a highly viscous pressurised fluid. The bolts are
housed in oblong holes in the rotating block, allowing rotation

while also supporting the engine when not running. The two
load sensors are connected to the stand-integrated fixed
block and to the engine-integrated rotating block via a

spherical gimbal.

Operation
On firing the Vulcain engine, under the effect of the thrust the
rotating block is released from contact with the bolts,

compressing the fluid separating it from the fixed block. In

the absence of friction, the load sensors can measure the roll

torque specific to the Vulcain engine.

The device was used for the first time on the M18R2-07 test
on 3 March. lt measured a torque of 810 Nm, compared to
the 9OO Nm on the 502 flight. Fufther tests are planned and
will be executed while varying the parameters - replacing

divergent, repositioning turbine exhausts, replacing engine,

etc. - in order to analyse the effect of each in more detail.

Fixed block

Load
Sensor

Spherical
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Microgravit6
EMIR-1 et EMIR-2
Deux fusees-sondes ont ete lancees de
l'Fqrenne cn .9t pdc dans le cadre des
programmes EMIR-1 et EMIR-2. Le vol

d'essai de la technologie Maser,

empoftant le nouveau module de service

Maser a eu lieu le 26 lanvter. Toutefois,

aucun signal de telemesure en vol ou
signal video n'a pu Atre regu et il a ete
impossible de localiser et de recuperer la

charge utile. Le vol Mini-Texus 5 a eu lieu

le 11 fevrier, et I'ensemble des rdsultats
experimentaux ont ete normalement
transmis par tel6mesure.

MFC
I F ..ntrlt da nhe<o C/D du Biolab a ete

attribue en decembre et la pluparl des

conlrats de sous-traitance ont ete slgnes

en fevrier. La revue de d1finition
pr1liminaire dolf se ddrouler en octobre
7998. Des r1unions d'6changes
techniques devaient avoir lieu en mars
avec la NASA pour examiner la questron

de la detection d'incendie et de la
contamination. La premidre r1unron de
l'equipe scientifique devait avou lieu en

avril pour examiner /es rdsultals des

essais de l'unite de conduite des
evncricnr'.es lFPl ll et cliscuter du
calendrier de preparatron des
expenences

La proposition de phase C/D du
laboratoire de sctence des fluides (FSL)

etait attendue en mars 1998, les contrats
devant 6tre places dans la foul6e.

La pr6sentation d1finitive des r6sultats de
la phase B du laboratoue de science des

materiaux (MSL) devait avorr lieu en mars.

Une proposition d' approvtsionnement
relative a la phase C/D du MSL destine
au module americain doit €tre soumrse
par la suite. Le contrat pincipal
concernera notamment la r6alisation du
Four a faible gradient (LGF), avec
possibilitl d'attribuer ulterieurement un

contrat de developpement du module
Four de solidification avec trempe (SQF).

I c r-.anlrat dc nhasc C/D devrait entrer en

vigueur en juin 1998. Le Laboratoire de

science des mat6riaux a 6te inclus dans
le manifeste de la NASA, sa mr,se sur
orbite devant intervenu en septembre
2001 , lors du vol UF-3.

La mise en oeuvre de deux contrats
paralleles de phase A relatifs aux modules
de physiologie europeens (EPM) a d1bute
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en novembre 1997. Les revues a mt-
parcours etatent prevues en mars 1998, et
les presentations finales en juillet 1998.

Des discusslons ont ete entreprises avec
Ia NASA pour harmoniser la reparlitron de
la charge utile entre l'lnstallation de
recherche sur I'Homme (HRF) et les EPM.

Lanceurs
Ariane-4
Entre decembre 1997 et mars 1998, cinq
lanceurs Ariane-4 (vols Arianespace Vl03
e V107) ont permis de placer sur orbite
cinq satellites de t1l1communications
co m merc i au x (J C SAT- 5, I ntel sat- 80 4,

Brasilsat-83, lnmarsat-3F5 et Hotbird-4),
un satellite scientifique (Equator-S) et un

satelilte d'observation de Ia Terre (SpoH).
Ce dernier transporle avec lui une charge-
utile de I'ESA destinee aux liaisons

optiques intersateliltes, dans le cadre du
programme SILEX.

Ariane-5
La majeure parlie des activites a ete

consacree a la pr6paration du troisidme
vol de qualification et a la correction des

anomalies constafdes pendant le vol 502,

a savoir essentiellement .

- le non-deploiement des parachutes de
recu peration des etages d' acceleration
a nnrlrc I c r:onc evant desv Pvvv'v.

accelerateurs a ete renforc6 afin de
repondre aux contraintes de rentree

- 
12 67pqp:n1e d't tn r-n tglg de roults

relativement constant de 900 Nm lors
r'la le nhaca /'la 

^r^^t 
tloian r'.la I'a+naavo ta Pt taoo ua Pr vPutatvt t uo t oLago

nrinr'.inal cf l'arrdt dc celui-ci
5,8 secondes plus tot que pr6vu.

Le mouvement de roulis a et6 attribu6, en

fevrier, a deux causes possrb/es, aprds
analyse de niveau 1 des donn6es de vol
cl rcc.hcrr:hcs sncrlifirt pS :

- 
| ln mnr tttamanl an qnirala clac anz

d'echappement provoque par Ia

n nositc dc le sr trJar:c intefne de la
tuyere du moteur Vulcain. Apres
modelisation rnformatique, on estime
que la valeur du couple provoque par
ce phenomene est comprise entre 250
et 950 Nm.

- La rupture, pendant le vol, d'une des
biellettes de fixation sur la ligne

d' echappement d' une turbopompe. La

deviation du jet d'echappement
pourrait avoir produit un couple de
roulis de 600 a 950 Nm.

L'arr)t premature de l'etage princrpal est

attribue au ballottement du propergol

liquide a I'interieur du r6servoir d'oxygene,
genere par le mouvement de roulis du
lanceur. Il a ete decide, en consequence,
d'installer un systdme de contr)le
d'attitude suppl1mentaire sur le lanceur
Ariane-S)3 afin de doubler /es capaciles
de correction du roulis.

Une mesure du couple en roulis a 6t6

realisee lors d'un premier essal slatique
de mise A feu du moteur Vulcain, effectue
le 3 mars a Vernon (O sur un exemplaire

munis de fixations modifiees. Les rdsultats
de cel essai ont r6v6le I'existence d'un
couple en roulis quasi constant de 810
Nm + 2% au cours des 800 secondes de
la mise a feu Ce resultat, qui doit encore
dtre confirme lors de nouveau essais, est
tres encourageant et tend d confirmer que

le couple constate au cours du vol A502
est entidrement imputable a la conception
r-la le lt ttora r'lr t mnlot rr \h rlaain al nat tt

6tre, de ce fait, facilement compens6 par
la preorientation ad6quate des deux lignes

d' echappement des turbopompes.

Le systeme suppl1mentaire de controle
d'attitude a ete maintenu A titre de
precaution pour le vol 4503, mais pourrait

s'averer inutile lors des lancements
suivants si /es r6sullats obtenus lors de ce
premier essai sont confirm6s par d'autres
cssrrq cl nar lc.q rqs tltAf s obtenus lors du
vol A 503 lui-m)me.

Le calendier actuel prdvoit que le lanceur
Ariane-S)3 sera prAt a h mi-juillet Le

choix de la date exacte du lancement
dependra de la disponibilit6 du passager

auxiliaire commercial embarque avec la

capsule ARD de /'ESA. Des ndgociations
se poursuivent avec les proprietaires de
plusieurs sate//ltes de tdl4communications.

Ariane-5 Evolution
Plusieurs etudes et essals au niveau des

composants ont ete realises sur l'etage
cryotechnique et sur le moteur Vulcain-2.

Ces travaux ont porte principalement sur
le debrt d'oxygene et /es syslernes de
pressurisation, sur le bati-moteur et les

turbopompes oxygdne et hydrogene.

La fabrication des modeles au sol et de
qualification en vol du supporl de charge
utile Sylda-S a ete achevee.

Futurs lanceurs
Le Programme europeen de recherche
appliquee sur les futurs systdmes de
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- The solid-booster recovery parachutes
did nnt donlnri tho hggg{gr'g fOfWafd

cone is being reinforced to cope with
re-entry loads.

- A relatively constant roll torque of
900 Nm was present during main

stage propulsion. The main-stage
cut-otf occurred 5 8 s earlier than
foreseen.

Two possible causes of the roll movement
were retained in February. as a result of
the level-one flight-data analysrs plus

specific investigations:

- Spiral movement of the exhaust gases

caused by roughness of the internal

sudace of the Vulcain's nozzle. The
tnrnr ro larial dr ro in th.ts pnenomenon
was estimated via computer modelling

to be between 250 and 950 Nm .

- An attachment rod on a turbopump
exhaust duct could have broken during
flight. The deviated exhaust jet could
have generated a torque of between
600 and 950 Nm.

The early main-stage cut-off is attributed to
sloshing of the liquid propellant inside the
oxygen tank, generated by the launcher's

roll movement. lt was therefore decided to
install an additional attitude-control system
on the Ariane-5O3 vehicle to double the roll

counteracting performance.

A first static firing test of a Vulcain engine
was performed on 3 March in Vernon (F),

with a modified engine fixture to measure

the roll torque generated during the test.
The results showed a quasi-constant roll

torque of 81O Nm + 2o/o during the B0O s

of firing. This finding, to be checked in

further tests, is very encouraging and

should confirm that the torque
encountered during the Ariane-502 flight
can be totally attributed to the Vulcain
nozzle design, and is therefore easily

counteracted by propedy pre-orienting the
two turbopump exhaust ducts.

As a conservative measure, the additional
attitude-control system is being
maintained on the 503 launcher. This
will probably be unnecessary on future
launches, if the results of this first test are
confirmed by the fufther tests and by the
Ariane-503 flight results.

Present planning foresees that Ariane-SO3
will be ready for launch in July. The exact
date will depend on the availability of the
commercial co-passenger for ESA's ARD

capsule. Negotiations are still in progress

with the owners of several candidate
telecommunication satellites.

Ariane-5 Evolution
Several studies and component-level tests
have been carried out on the cryogenic
stage and Vulcain-2 engine, They

concerned mainly the oxygen flow and
pressurisation systems, the engine's thrust
frame and the oxygen and hydrogen

turbopumps.

Manufacture of the on-ground and in-flight
qualification models of the Sylda-5
payload structure has been completed.

Future launchers
Future launchers with reusability features

to reduce the cost of access to space are
being defined in the Future European

Space Transportation Investigations

Programme (FESTIP) and the
corresponding technologies are being
developed.

The most promising concepts will be
selected in mid-1998 in order to define
the technology work to be conducted in
the context of the follow-up to FESTIP,

namely the Future Launchers
Technologies Programme ( FLTP).

In-Orbit Technology
Demonstration
Programme

JERICO (Joint European Robotics
Interactive and Calibrated
Operations)
A robotic system to be flown on the
Russian Segment of the International

Space Station in 1999, JERICO is a

cooperative effort by ESA (Belgian

industry), ASI (l) and RSC-Energia,

The first contract for the development of
launcher-independent items - mostly
ground-segment building blocks - is

almost finalised. Belgian industry is

currently preparing the proposal for the
continuation of the JERICO system-
,development phase, which is expected
to be presented to ESTEC in mid-April.

RSC-Energia has provided valuable

input concerning the configuration of the
Russian Segment, although major
obstacles for the communication
interfaces have been identified The

cooperation agreement with RSC-Energia

is expected to be signed in March 1998.

ASI is progressing well with its
developments for the JERICO

manipulation system,

PROBA (Project for On-Board
Autonomy)
Evaluation of the industrial proposal for
the PROBA mission has been completed
and the project's system design phase

commenced in February. The outcome of
this phase will be submitted to an ESA

review in June 1998 before release of the
main development phase. The parallel

developments of the instruments -
SREM (Standard Radiation Environment

Monitor), DEBIE (Debris In-orbit Evaluator),

and CHRIS (Compact High Resolution

Spectrometer) - are proceeding well.

Launch is planned for mid-2000, to
be followed by three months of
commissioning, one year of nominal

operations and a year of in-flight

expertments @esa
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transporl spatial (FESTIP) definit les

caracteristiques des fulurs lanceurs d
elements r6utilisables permettant de
reduire le coit de I'acces a l'espace. Les

differentes technologies en rapporl sont
en cours de d1velopoement Les

concepts /es p/us prometteurs seront
selectionn6s A la mi-1998 afin de d1finir
/es aclivlles technologiques a

entreprendre dans le cadre du
programme qui doit prendre la suite du
FESTIP, A savoir le Programme de
technologie pour les futurs lanceurs
(FLTP).

Programme de
d6monstration
technologique en
orbite

JERICO (Proiet commun europ6en
d'6talonnage interactif de robotique)
JERICO est un sysfeme de robotique
destine d la composante russe de la

Station spatiale internationale, vers

laquelle il sera lanc6 en 1999. ll est realise

en coop5ration par I'ESA (lndustrie belge),

I'ASI (l) et RSC-Energia.

La preparation du premier contrat de
developpement d'6l6ments non lies A un

lancement - essentiellemenf des modules
du secteur so/ - esl presque achevee.

L'industrie belge a prepare une proposition

de poursuite de la phase de developpe-
ment de JERICO au niveau systeme qui

devait 6tre pr6sent6e a I'ESTEC A la mi'
av ri l. RSC - Energia a fourni d' imporlantes
donn6es sur la configuratton de la

composante russe, mais i/s subsiste des

obsfac/es majeurs en ce qui concerne les

interfaces de communrcation. L'accord de
coop6ration avec RSC-Energia devait 6tre
cinna an marc l QQR

Les travaux de developpement de I'ASl

destrnds au systdme manrpulateur de

JERICO progressent de manidre
satisfarsanfe.

PROBA

L'1valuation de la proposition industrielle

relative a la mission PROBA a 6te achev6e

et la phase de conception systeme du
projet a debute en f6vrier. Les resultats de

cette phase seront examin6s par l'ESA en
juin 1998, avant lancement de la phase
principale de ddveloppement. Le

developpement parallele des instruments

SREM (Systeme normalise de surveillance

du rayonnement ambiant), DEBIE

(Evaluateur de debris en orbite) et CHRIS
(Spectrometre imageur compact de haute
resolution) se ddroule normalement. Le

lancement, prevu pour la mi-2000, sera

suivi d'une phase de recette de trors mois,

d'une ann6e d'exploitation nominale et

d'une annde d'exp6rtences en vol. @esa

RECHERCHE DE LA CAUSE DU COUPLE DE ROULIS D'ARIANE.sO2

Mesure de
pression

Capteur
d'effort

Capteur
d'effort

Cardan d
boule

Moteur Vulcain

L'une des actions entreprises pour d6terminer |brphe exacte du couple de
roulis qui a affect' le ddroulement normal du vol Ariane-S)2 a conslste e
mesurer les effets de la couche limite du jet prindpal du moteur Vulcain On a

r6alts6 pour ce faire un dtspositif de mesure de raulis, dont voici les principales

caracteristiques:

Description
Le dispositif est place entre le banc d'essai et le moteur. ll est constitue d'une
but6e fixe, les deux 6l6ments etant separ's par un fluide pressuris6 a haute
viscoslt6, Les boulons sont /ogds dans des traus oblongs situes sur la butee
rotulante, ce qui permet tout e h fois la rotation et le soutien du moteur
lorsque celui-ci ne fonctionne pas Les deux capteurs d'efforls sont branches

sur la butde fixe solidaire du banc d'essai et sur la butde rotulante reli6e au
moteur, via un cardan a boule

Fonctionnement
Lorsque I'on allume le moteur Vulcain, la butee rotulante n'est plus en contact
avec les boulons sous l'effet de la poussde, compressant le fluide qui le s6pare
de la butee fixe En I'absence de friction, les capteurs d'effoft peuvent alors
mesurer le couple en roulis sp6ciftque du moteur Vulcain

Ce dispositif a 6td utilise pour la premidre fois le 3 mars, lors de I'essai M18R2-
07. ll a enregistr€ un couple de 810 Nm, A comparer avec les 900 Nm constal6s
lors du vol 502 D'autres essais sont prevus et seront r lis6s en faisant varier les

diff'rents paramdtres - remplacement du divergent, repositionnement des
4chappements de turbine, remplacement du moteua etc - afin d'analyser
I'influence de chaque 6l6ment de maniere plus detaillee.
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In Brief

New Discoveries
Complete ISO's
Observations

Water vapour detected on Saturn s largest

moon, Titan, and infrared galaxies

identified at immense distances are

among the latest results from the
European Space Agency's lnfrared Space
Observatory (lSO). At a press briefing in
London on 7 Aoril. ESAs Director of
Scientific Programmes, Roger Bonnet,

said "lSO is one of the most successful
soace observatories. and in the infrared it
has had no rival,"

On 8 April, ISO's operational teams at

ESA's ground station at Villafranca, near

Madrid, reported that ISO s observational
phase had come to an end when the
temoerature of the instruments had risen

above -269'C. They had been hurrying

to provide the world's astronomers with
as many observations as possible due to
the long anticipated exhaustion of ISO's

vital supply of liquid helium, which cooled
the infrared telescope and its instruments
to their operating temperatures close to
absolute zero.

Thanks to superb engineering by European

industry which built the spacecraft and its

super-cool telescope, ISO has given

astronomers almost a year longer than the

originally foreseen 18 month liftetime.

During this extra time, the count of ISO's

observations of cosmic oblects has risen

from I6 000 to about 26 000. Among the
benefits of ISO's longevity has been the

chance to examine an important region of
the sky in and around the constellation of
Orion. This was not accessible in the
nominal mission but has now been

observed in two periods.

Four international teams, supporled by

national funding agencies. supplied the
instruments to analyse the infrared rays

received by ISO's telescope. The Principal

Investigators lead ng the teams are Dietrich

Lemke (Heidelberg, Germany) for the
versatile photometer ISOPHOT, Catherine

Cesarsky (Saclay, France) for the camera
ISOCAN/, Thijs de Graauw (Groningen,

The Netherlands) for the Short Wavelength

Spectrometer (SWS), and Peter Clegg
(London, UK) for the Long Wavelength
Qnontrnmotor /l \A/Q\vvvvL, vl

Water vapour on Titan
A big difference between ISO and the only
previous infrared astronomy satellite IRAS

(1 983) has been its ability to examine

individual objects across a wide range of
accurately defined infrared wavelengths
Many spectra showing patterns of
intensities at the different wavelengths
have enabled astronomers to deduce the
presence of diverse materials in interstellar

space, in the surroundings of stars and in

other galaxies.

As previously repofted, ISO has identified

stony materials, tarry compounds of
carbon and vapours, and ices like water
and carbon monoxide. Together they give

the first clear picture of how Mother Nature
prepares, from elements manufactured in

stars. the ingredients needed tor planets

and for life itself.

Particularly striking for the human

imagination are ISO's repeated discoveries
of water in the deseds of space. They

encourage expectations of life elsewhere in
the Universe. Water has turned up around

dying stars, new-born stars, in the general

interstellar medium, in the atmospheres of
the outer planets and in other galaxies too.
A link to the Earth's oceans and the water
we live by comes in the water-ice long

known to be a major ingredient of comets,
The famous Horsehead nebula region imaged by ISOCAM at wavelengths of 7 and 15 mtcrons
Clearly visible in the insets are 3 bright reddish dots, which are recently-born stars

|3
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which are relics from the era of planet-

building.

A further link to the investigation of the
origin of life is the detection of water
vapour in the mysterious atmosphere of
Saturn's largest moon, Titan. A preliminary

announcement comes from an

international team headed by Athena
Coustenis of Paris Obseruatory and

Alberto Salama of the ISO Science
Operations Centre at Villafranca,

The team used ISO's Short Wavelength

Spectrometer during several hours of
observations last December, when Titan

was at its farthest from Saturn as seen by

lSO. Emissions at wavelengths of 39 and

44 microns showed up, as an expected
signature of water vapour. The news will

excite the scientists involved in ESAs
probe Huygens, launched last year aboard
NASA's Cassini spacecraft. lt will
parachute into Titan's atmosphere to see

what the chemistry of the Earth may have

been like before life began.

"Water vapour makes Titan much richer,"

comments Athena Coustenis. "We knew
there was carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide in Titan s atmosphere, so we
expected water vapour too. Now that we
believe we've found it, we can expect to
better understand the organic chemistry
taking place on Titan and also the sources
of oxygen in the Saturnian System. After
lSO, the Huygens probe will reveal the
actual degree of complexity in a mixture of
elaborate organic molecules closely

resembling the chemical soup on the
young Eafth."

Colliding galaxies
Some galaxies are unusually bright in the
infrared because of cosmic traffic

accidents that bring them into collision

with other galaxies. The result is a frenzy

of star formation called a starburst. The

explosion of short-lived stars then creates

a pall of warm dust, which ISO observed
in the infrared. The relative intensities of
different wavelengths enable astronomers
to distinguish starburst events from other
sources of strong infrared rays, such as

the environment of a black hole in the
nucleus of a galaxy. Collisions and

starbursts play an important paft in the
evolution of galaxies.

A famous pair of colliding galaxies called

the Antennae was one of the first objects
to be examined by lSO. Continuing study

ilo

of the Antennae over the past two years

has revealed a clear picture of a starburst
occurring exactly where the dense discs
of the galaxies intersect. The nuclei of
the two galaxies are also plainly

distinguished.

Centaurus A is a galaxy that first attracted
the attention of astronomers by its strong
radro emissions. In its visible appearance,
a large round (elliptical) galaxy has a dark
band across its face. This turns out to be
the result of a galactic collision as well. The

dark band is a flat, disc-shaped galaxy

seen almost edge-on. Centaurus A is the
nearest case of a phenomenon seen

elsewhere by ISO in which a flat galaxy

has merged with an elliptical galaxy while
preserving its flat configuration.

ISOCAN/ gives an image of Centaurus A
in which the disc galaxy is the more

conspicuous object. The disc is oriented at
right angles to the axis of the radio-
emitting regions, which are powered by
jets of electrons driven by a black hole in
the centre of the galaxy. Excited emissions

detected by ISO's Short Wavelength

Spectrometer also indicate the presence of
an active black hole.

"Centaurus A is an examole of ISO's

magic," says Catherine Cesarsky of CEA

Saclay in France, leader of the ISOCAM

instrument team. "lt transforms oDaoue

clouds seen by visible light into glowing

scenes in the infrared. The same thing
happens in dust clouds hiding new-born
stars, and on a huge scale in dusty
starburst galaxies, which become infrared

beacons lighting our way deep into the
Universe."

Distant galaxies seen through the
holes in the sky
When ISO was launched, one of the hopes
for the space observatory was that it
would detect galaxies made luminous by
starburst events, or by black-hole activity,

very far away in space and, therefore, far
back in time. Dust in our own Milky Way

Galaxy usually obscures the remotest and
faintest galaxies. But when they look
nodhwards and southwards, at right-
angles to the disc of the Milky Way,

astronomers find holes in the dust clouds
through which distant galaxies are

discernible.

Both for ISO and the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) these holes have been

special targets for observations with long

exposures, to reveal faint galaxies.

ISOCAM results through the northern hole,

by a Japanese-led team, were repofted
last year. They revealed many infrared-

luminous galaxies billions of light-years

away, from an era corresponding with
about half the present age of the Universe.
Even more distant and earlier galaxies may

be present in ISO's observations, including

some objects not yet seen by visible light.

Results released at the London oress

briefing on ISO include 'deep field'
examinations by groups of astronomers
led by Catherine Cesarsky of CEA Saclay

and Michael Rowan Robinson of lmoerial

College, London., analysing the northern

and southern images, respectively. In the
northern deeo field. when ISOCAM

observations are superimposed on an HST
picture of the same region, they pick out
spiral galaxies experiencing starbursts. A
different signature comes from large

elliptical galaxies whose visible light has

been shifted into the infrared by the
expansion of the Universe. The

astronomers estrmate that some of the
objects seen by ISOCAN/ are so far away
that the Universe was only one-third of its
present age when they emitted the
radiation seen today.

The first ISO images from the opposite
direction in the sky, in the southern deep
field, show similar objects, again at great

distances. A preliminary analysis indicates
the presence of 30-40 remote galaxies

seen at a wavelength of 7 microns and

22-30 aI l5 microns. One interesting

source, bright in the infrared, is not seen

by visible light even in a prolonged

examination by the CTIO 4-metre
telescope in Chile. Astronomers suspect
that this object is undergoing an especially
violent period of star formation. The

interpretation can be checked when HST

and other telescooes have had a chance
to examine this scene.

Besides illuminating the evolution of the
galaxies, ISO's deep field results are

encouraging for scientists planning another
of ESA's astronomical space projects,

FIRST. lts longer wavelengths will
penetrate even deeper into the unknown.

Non-stop discoveries
The extended life was not the only
outcome that made ISO such a triumoh for
ESA, European industry and those
responsible for its operations. The pointing

accuracy of the telescope turned out to be
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ten timcs hcttcr lh2n rcnuired in the
specification and its jitter was one-fifth of
what was considered tolerable Stray light

in the optical system was too small to
measure The scheduling systems
achieved science observations for 90 95
per cent of the available time Much of
the rest of the time, when ISO was
turning to new targets, was spent in

mapping parts of the sky at a wavelength

of 2OO microns,

Activity concerning ISO will continue at

the Villafranca ground station until the
year 2001. long after the completion of
the observational phase of the mission.

During the space operations, the main

oblective was to make as many

observations as possible Thorough
analysis and interpretation of the results
rrrill ialzo qorroral rrolrqvvvvrs' rvs'v,

'We still have plen[y Lo do,' says Martin
Kpsslor FSA's nrniect scientist fOr ISO
"Our leam at Villafranca is preparing a

complete archive of ISO data on 5OO-

1000 compact disks, atter reprocessing

with improved software. We'll release pad

of this archive to the world wide
astronomical community in the autumn of
this vcar anr^l lhe rcst in 1999 We shall

also advise the astronomers who have

used ISO about the particular

requirements for handling the data from

each instrument, and we'll be doing some
astronomy ourselves There are far more

results still to come from lSO."

Meanwhile, Europe's space astronomy
programme continues in other directions

ESA's participation in the Hubble Space
Taloqcnno and its cricntr rgl SUCCSSSOf

'^'-^^tant instrumentsoDDUtUJ dUUVJJ LV il | tpul

for Europes astronomers. The release,
in199 Z ot thc Catalnr^rr res kom ESA's

unique star-mapping mission', Hipparcos,
provided astronomers with amazingly
precise data for sizing up the stars and the
wider Universe. Next year will see the
launch of ESA's XMM satellite to observe
X-rays from the Universe with the most
ingenious and sensitive X-ray telescopes
ever made. lt will be followed by Integral in

2001, which will investigate cosmic
gamma-rays with clever imaging devices

called coded masks, and ultra-sensitive

detectors

"Our aim in space astronomy is that every

ESA mission should be the best in the
world at the time of ts launch," says

Roger Bonnet, ESAs Director of Scientific

Programmes ISO has been a shining

example. lt has revolutionised infrared

astronomy. lt has given us wonderful
insights into cool and hidden places in the
Universe, and into the origins of water and

other materials to which we owe our very

existence. A mission of this scale and

complexiLy was feasible for Furope only

through the multinational collaboration
nnnrdinatod hrr trQA "

Further information about ISO and its

results, including a picture gallery, is

available via the Internet:

http://isowww.estec,esa.nl @esa

- Available from ESA Publications Division

/ April are J FeusLel-Buechl, LSA
Viriglio, Head of the Divisione Spazio

ESA Signs Fluid Science
Laboratory Contract

The contract for the development and

delivery of ESA's Fluid Science Laboratory
(FSL) for Columbus was signed on 7 April

1998 at ESTEC by Mr J. Feustel Buechl,

ESA Director of Manned Spaceflight and

Microgravity, and Mr G Viriglio, Head of
prime contractor Alenia Aerospazio's

Divisione Spazio, The ceremony took place

in the High Bay area of ESTEC's Erasmus

building.

FSI iq nnc of thc larr^rp multi-user facilities

being developed under ESAs Microgravity
Facilities for Columbus (MFC) Programme.

Extending ESAs earlier fluid science
research programmes, FSL will investigate

areas such as flows and rnduced

instabilities, double diffusive instabilities,

interfacial tension and adsorption,
mechanisms of boiling, critical point
phenomena, crystal growth and directional

solidification Owing to its modular and

adaptable experiment equipment,
complementary science areas such as

colloid and aerosol physics, padicle

agglomeration and plasma crystal physics

are envrsaged.

FSfs most impodant diagnostics
equipment are four different, convertible
interJerometers, a'first' in the history of
microgravity facilities, Compared with
earlier facilities, such as the Bubble, Drop

and Particle Unit (BPDU) flown on

Spacelab, FSL offers a greatly enhanced
observation bandwidth for refractive index

resolution, improved control and supporl
capabilities, extended experiment
processing and research autonomy
(telescience). and enhanced Experiment

Container features, such as doubling the
useful volume.

The industrial consoftium led by Alenia

comprises seven subcontractors: Verhaerl

DD (B), OHB System (D), DASA/Dornier
(D), Laben SpA (l), MABS (l), Officine

Galileo (l) and Sener (E). The Authorisation
To Proceed with the Phase-C/D activities

was issued to the consorlium on 15 April

1998, and the Final Acceptance is planned
fnr llor:omhor 2OO1 /cnd Oi the PhaSe C/D
contract). Ihis will be followed by related

mission preparation activities aimed at a
launch date in October 2OO2 aboard ESAs

Columbus Orbital Facility (COF) @esa

Signing for the Fluid Sctence Laboratory (FSL) for fhe /SS on
Director for Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity (right), and G
for Alenia Aerospazto
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Hipparcos Reveals Milky
Way is Changing Shape
Hipparcos data has revealed that distant
stars are moving in unexpected directions.

Their strange behaviour could mean that
the shape of the Milky Way Galaxy is

changing. A team of astronomers from
Turin Observatory and Oxford University

announced the discovery in the 2 April

issue of Nature..

Our home galaxy, the Milky Way, is

roughly flat, with a bulge in the middle. As

inhabitants of the disc we see it edge-or,
as the band of light across the night sky

from billions of distant stars, which
gives the Milky Way Galaxy its name.

Astronomers have known for many years

that the disc is slightly warped. What
surprises them now is that distant stars
are travelling in directions that, if
continued, will change the warped shape.

Richard Smart of Turin Observatory, the
lead author of the lValure article,

recounted, "Our results surprised us, but
the extraordinary accuracy of Hipparos
convinces us that distant stars have

altered course. lf we knew why, we'd be a
lot wiser about the unseen hand of gravity

at work in our Galaxy and others."

The Hipparcos satellite measured the
positions and motions of stars far more
precisely than ever before, Even before

ESA's publication last year of the Hipparcos

and Tycho Catalogues, of 1 18 0OO and a
million stars, respectively, the Tu ri n-Oxford
group of astronomers had privileged

access to some of the more exact

Hipparcos Catalogue data. They obtained
positions and motions of 2422 very

luminous blue stars spread half-way

around the sky, selecting stars that turned
out to be lying more than 1600 light-years

away, towards the outskirts of the Galaxy

Like the billions of other stars inhabiting

the disc of the Milky Way, the Sun slowly

orbits around the centre of the Galaxy,

taking 22O million years to make one

circuit. Inside the Sun's orbit, astronomers
see no warp in the disc of the Milky Way

But outlying stars in the direction of the
Cygnus constellation lie north of, or

. Nature, Vol 392, pp 471-473 The authors
areBL Smad,F Drimmel,MG Lattanzi
(Osservatorio Astronomico di Torrno, ltaly) and

J J Binney (Dept. of Physics, University of
Oxford, UK).
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Axis of warp
Vela

irection of Magellanic Clouds

Outside lhe Sun s orbit, stars follow tilted orbits According to Htpparcos results, the ttlts become
more pronounced at rncreastng distances, such as in the curved shape of the disc shown here,
resembling the brim of a hat (for clarity's sake, the height of the warping is exaggerated x10)

above, the plane of the Sun's orbit. Those
in the opposite direction, in the Vela

constellation, are displaced southward,
below their expected positions if the Milky

Way were truly flat.

The first use made of the Hipparcos data
by the Turin-Oxford group was to check
the precise shape of the warped disc of
the Galaxy. Before Hipparcos, observations
of stellar positions indicated that the warp
started outside Sun's orbit and had
general upward and downward turns. The

very precise star-fixing by Hipparcos
showed the warp starting inside the Sun's

orbit, with the more distant outlying parts

of the Galaxy slanting more than the
nearer pads do. As a result, the disc has

an elegantly curved shape, like the brim of
a hat

lf this shape of the warped disc were long-
lasting, astronomers would expect the
stars to follow corresponding orbits Thus
outlying stars in the Taurus constellation,
midway between Vela and Cygnus, should

be climbing 'uphill' if they are to replace

the stars lying high in Cygnus at present.

The appropriate track for each star can be

calculated, on the assumption that the
warp will persist.

Before they could accurately compare the
calculated motions with those detected by

Hipparcos, Richard Smart and his

colleagues had to take into account the
Sun's own vertical motion. Like many

stars, the Sun jumps and swoops like a

dolphin as it proceeds in its orbit around

the centre of the Galaxy. Hipparcos data

show that the Sun is at present rising at
7 km/s, relative to the disc of the Milky

way.

Outlying stars also show dolphin-like
behaviour. so a statistical approach is

needed to gauge their average vertical

motion At a distance of 6000 light-years,

in the direction of Taurus, the stars should,

on average, be climbing nodhwards,
relative to the Sun's orbit, at about B km/s.
The amazing conclusion by the Turin-

Oxford group is that stars at that distance
are, on average, descending southwards
at 7 km/s,

They cannot therefore replace the present

stars in the Milky Way in Cygnus. Instead,

they will go to positions shifted southwards
in relation to the disc of the Milky Way -
unless some new disturbance makes the
stars change course again.

The Milky Way is not the only galaxy to
show deformations of its disc. About half

of all other disc aalaxies are seen to have

the same effect, This remarkably high
proportion may mean that galaxies are so
rigid that any warp, once established, lasts

for billions of years. Alternatively, galaxies

may be very floppy, with new warps being
^r'^^+^^ ^ll +h^ +i".h^ut UdLUU dil U tu Ut I tu.

The Hipparcos result on the Milky Way

may favour the latter, more dynamic
interpretation. The riddle of what warps
galaxies has puzzled astronomers for
decades. Explanations on offer range from
intergalactic winds to magnetic
contodions. A popular theory blames the
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warp in the Milky Way on the gravitational
pull of invisible dark matter in the halo of
the Galaxy. This would imply that the
present warp should be a long-lived
phenomenon. As the warp may now be
only temporary, other explanations will be
favoured.

Mario Lattanzi, of the Turin group, puts
it this way, "As is often the case in

experimental science, better experimental
data challenge our current understanding
of how the Milky Way works."

Prominent among the rival proposals
about the warping of galaxies is the
gravitational (tidal) effect of other galaxies
passing close by. In the case of the Milky
Way, the Magellanic Clouds and the
recently discovered Sagittarius Dwarf
Galaxy are candidates as warping agents.
But Smart and his colleagues confess
themselves to be baffled, "We are obliged
to conclude," they write, "that there is

currently no convincing interpretation of
the implications of Hipparcos data for the
dynamics of the warp in the Galactic
disc." @esa

Hipparcos Accurately
Gharts lmportant Star
Cluster in 3D

A landmark result in the science of the
stars comes with a complete and
accurate description of the Hyades cluster

- more than 2OO stars - from measure-
ments by ESA's star-mapping Hipparcos
satellite. With the distances to each star
of this historically impodant group
pinpointed, theories of the evolution of
stars are, at last, much more secure. Star
clusters are crucial for understanding the
lives of stars because all the members of
a cluster formed at the same time and
from the same raw materials

Astrophysicists can see how the evolution
of each star deoends on its mass and
chemical composition. The heavier a star
is, the more intensely it burns and the
faster it consumes its thermonuclear fuel.
But the accuracy of certain theories has
hitherto been limited by inaccuracies in

the observations.

The brightest members of Hyades

are visible to the naked eye in the
constellation of Taurus. As the nearest,
moderately rich. star cluster, the Hyades

cluster has loomed importantly in

astrophysics for more than a century
Contradictory results for the distance of
the star cluster left big question marks
for the theorists, and recent observations
with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

seemed only to deepen the mystery

Astronomers from ESA, Leiden

Observatory Observatoire de Paris-
Meudon, University of Lausanne and

Observatoire de la C6te d'Azur joined

forces to analyse the data on the Hyades
cluster contained in the Hipparcos
Catalogue published last year (see

page 40 of this issue of the ESA Bulletin
for availability). Their results appeared in

the March issue of Ihe European Journal
of Astronomy & Astrophysics

The distance to the centre of the Hyades
cluster is 151 light-years (46.34 parsecs)

with an uncertainty of less than one
light-year (0.27 parsec). From astro-
physical theory, astronomers can date the
birth of the cluster at 625 million years

ago, when only the most primitive animals
lived on the Eadh. The cluster has done
well to survive so long. The individual stars
of the Hyades are bound together by the
gravity of the cluster as a whole.

Their collective and individual motions
have also been plotted by Hipparcos. The
result is a crisp 3-D motion picture. of the
ctusler.

Hipparcos has also revealed almost
imperceptible internal motions. Relatively
massive stars have sunk towards the
cluster's centre of gravity, while some
others are quitting the group. They slowly
'evaporate' from the cluster's gravitational

field as a result of near-collisions with other
stars in the cluster or because the Hyades
cluster has been stressed by gravitational

encounters with other massive objects in

the Milky Way Galaxy.

"The Hyades cluster has almost assumed
the role of the Rosetta Stone of
astronomy," comments Michael Perryman
of ESAs Astrophysics Division in

Noordwijk, The Netherlands, who is the
lead author of the Hyades study and the
Hipparcos Prolect Scientist. "lt allows us
to decipher many of the mysteries of stars.
But until now, uncertainties in the
observations left it muddy and hard to
read with confidence. Let's say we've now
cleaned this Rosetta Stone to the point of
nnmnlota lanikrilitrr "

The multinational research team has found
out why previous measurements of the
distance to the Hyades cluster gave

incompatible results. Estimates relying on
the motions of the cluster exaggerated the
distance, because of small systematic
errors in the ground-based reference

system used in assessing the motions.
When astronomers tried to measure the
distances of the stars directly by parallax

(shifts in apparent positions as the Eadh

orbited the Sun) small systematic
differences in the ground-based

determinations typically led to a smaller

estimated distance. Hipparcos, from its

vantage point in space, gives much better
parallaxes and stellar motions, and these
fit together in a perfectly consistent and

comprehensive description.

The distance to the Hyades cluster is also
the starting point for astronomical distance
measurements, which extend throughout
the Milky Way Galaxy and beyond. lts
accurate measurement will therefore
impact upon the overall distance scale and
the age of the Universe, which have
already emerged as salient areas of
research in which Hipparcos results are
making historic contributions. @esa

- For details on the Hipparcos mission and its
scientific results, including the Catalogues and a
3-D animation ot the Hyades star cluster, see:

http://astro estec esa nl/Hipparcos

This image shows the 3D structure of the
Hyades as seen from the position of the Sun tn
Galactic coordinates. Note that all spheres,
representing lhe stars, are of the same size
Therefore, anyihing that appears bigger is thus
nhrrciaalht aln<ar fa r tc
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European Astronaut
Gorps
ESA will set up a single European

astronaut corps by merging existing

national astronaut programmes with the
Agency's programme. The ESA Council

approved the proposal during its meeting

held in Paris on 25 March 1998.

Astronauts from national agencies, such

as France (CNES), Germany (DLR) and

Italy (ASl), will join ESAs astronauts J F.

Clervoy (F) P Duque (E), C. Fuglesang (S)

and C. Nicollier (CH) to form one corps.
Together they will prepare for the mission

opportunities available to ESA as the
European partner in the International

Space Station, and for other missions

agreed upon between the national

agencies and the United States or Russia.

Moreover, a number of new astronauts will

be chosen from previously selected
candidates in order to maintain an

appropriate representation of ESA Member
States.

Integration of astronauts from the various

national corps into ESA will begin this year

and is to be completed by mid-2000,
totalling sixteen active astronauts. After
that period, the normal ESA procedure for
selection will be applied, with recruitment
occurring approximately every two years

to make up for normal attrition and to
enable ESA to continue supporting its
planned missions.

The astronauts will be involved in the
assembly of the International Space
Station or in future operations on board.

Their home base will be ESA's European

Astronaut Centre in Cologne, Germany -
where all new ESA astronauts will also

undergo introductory training. Additionally,

four of the new ESA astronauts are slated

to begin training at NASA's Johnson
Space Center in Houston, Texas by the
autumn of this year.

The Astronaut Centre will also provide

training for astronauts world-wide on the
facilities that ESA is contributing to the
Space Station, including the Columbus
Laboratory and a resupply craft called the

Automated Transfer Vehicle (AT\4. Gesa

Ariane V106 Launches
SKYPLEX
On 27 February at 19h38 Kourou time

Q2rc8 GMT), the 106'n Ariane launch

CV106) - an Ariane-4 2P version -
successfully lifted off from the Guiana

Space Centre and placed the
telecommunications satellite Hot Bird 4
into geostationary transfer orbit for the
European Telecommunications Satellite

Organisation (EUTELSAT).

Hot Bird 4 is carrying SKYPLEX, a new
processor that allows a stream of
multimedia information such as video,

audio and data to be packaged, for the
first time, on board a satellite. Traditionally,

the various multimedia signals would need

to be conveyed through standard
communication networks to a ground

multiplexing centre where they are

combined into a single high-rate multi-
programme stream and transmitted to the
satellite. Thanks to SKYPLEX, the satellite

can instead be accessed directly,

simplifying broadcasting and reducing

costs so that many more broadcasters
and service providers will be able to make
use of satellite systems.

Any television production facility, radio

station or Internet provider can directly

access the satellite: a system the size of a
low-cost satellite news-gathering station
(typically a 1.8 m dish and a 50 W
transmitter) is sufficient to uplink to the
satellite. The SKYPLEX processor on

board Hot Bird 4 demodulates the
incoming low-rate signals and re-

combines them into a single, high-rate
multi-channel digital broadcast signal

which is transmitted directly to users'

nomes.

Transmission is fully compliant with the
existing European digital television

standard. Therefore, the SKYPLEX signal

is indistinguishable from a conventional
direct-to-home signal and can be received

by any standard digital television receiver.

The SKYPLEX system is the result of a
cooperative venture between ESA and

EUTELSAT. The first model of the
SKYPLEX payload was developed under
ESA contract. The Hot Bird prime

contractor Matra Marconi Space (F-UK)

has been responsible for the satellite

interface whilst the payload prime

contractorship was awarded to Alenia

Aerospazio (l), with Alcatel Espacio (E),

Mier Comunicaciones (E) and AME Space
(N) as sub-contractors. The first model of
the ground facilities was developed by

Newtec (B).

The SKYPLEX programme is an example
of how ESA, in partnership with industry
and operators, aims to develop Europes
satellite multimedia market. The SKYPLEX
programme is also an example of how
success-oriented cooperation with industry

leads to very short time-to-market
initiatives (less than 20 months from
contract signature to launch).

In its recently launched multimedia
activities, ESA is negotiating the
development of a second-generation
SKYPLEX processor which will be

designed to further reduce costs and to
provide new Internet-ready functionality to
cope with interactive multimedia
communications. This next generation will

be available in late 1999. @esa
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Ariane V107 Launches
SILEX

The first civil high-data-rate optical
communications system, SILEX
(Semiconductor I ntersatellite Link

Experiment) was launched on board the
French Earth observation satellite Spot-4
by Ariane flight Vl 07. The successful
launch by an Ariane-40 version (no strap-
on boosters) took place on 23 March at

22h46 Kourou time (Ol h46 GMT on 24

March) placing Spot-4 into a Sun-
synchronous orbit

Developed by ESA, SILEX will transmit
picture data from Spot-4 via the ESA

Artemis satellite (scheduled for launch in

late 1999/early 2O0O) to a data-
processing centre near Toulouse, France,

The advantage of the double-hop is that
data can be relayed from Spot-4 for
much longer periods since Artemis will be

in a higher (geostationary) orbit. Present

systems transmit data directly to the
ground on a less frequent basis.

SILEX has both experimental and pre-

operational purposes. Paft of the
experiment activities includes exploring

the behaviour of the optical terminal; the
shod- and long-term stability of the
various electrical, mechanical and optical
elements; and the communication link
quality characteristics. Also, operational
procedures will be optimised.

The pre-operational part of the mission

consists of transmitting (via the optical link

to the ground) image data from the Spot-
4 Earlh observation instrument. This

instrument generates data at 50 Mbps,
which can be received at a ground station
in southern France in real time. The SILEX

service will thus eliminate the need for an

extended ground station network and

extends the direct visibility of the
spacecraft to the central ground station.

SILEX will also be used by Spot-4 to
dump the content of the data memory
collected during periods when the
spacecraft is neither in the visibility zone
of a ground station nor within reach of the
Aftemis terminal.

SILEX will also support an experiment
between ESA's Artemis satellite and the
OICETS spacecraft built by the Japanese
Space Agency (NASDA).

A more detailed account of SILEX and its
in-orbit commissioning will appear in the
next issue of the ESA Bulletin (no. 95,

August 1998). @esa

ULYSSES Comes Full
Gircle

On 17 April, after travelling for more than
seven years and covering 3.8 billion

kilometres. the space probe Ulysses

completed its first orbit of the Sun. This

intrepid explorer has ventured into regions

never before visited by any spacecraft. lt

has journeyed far away from the realm of
the planets and gone over the poles of
the Sun. From its unique perspective.

Ulysses has provided scientists with the
very first all-round map of the heliosphere,

the huge bubble in space filled by the
Sun's wind

ln a project of international cooperation
between ESA and NASA, Ulysses was
launched towards Jupiter in October
1990 by the Space Shuttle. Arriving in
February 1992, Ulysses stole energy from

the giant planet in a slingshot manoeuvre

and was propelled back towards the Sun

in an elongated orbit almost at right

angles to the ecliptic plane, where the
Earth and other planets circle the Sun.

"This month Ulysses returns to the point in

space where its out-of-ecliptic lourney
began, but Jupiter isn't there.' explains

Richard Marsden. ESAs project scientist
for Ulysses. "Following its own inexorable
path around the Sun, Jupiter is far away
on the opposite side of the Solar System.

So Ulysses' course will not be changed a

second time. The spacecraft is now in

effect a man-made comet, forever bound
into a 6-year polar orbit around the Sun."

Ulysses now starts its second orbit. lt will

travel over the poles of the Sun in 2000-
2001 just as the count of dark sunspots is

expected to reach a maximum. With its

operational life extended for the Ulysses

Solar Maximum Mission, the spacecraft
will find the heliosphere much stormier
than during its first orbit. Obeying a cycle
of roughly eleven years, the Sun is once
again becoming restless as sunspot
activity builds towards the next peak

around 2000.

"Gone will be the stable picture dominated
by the fast solar wind," Richard Marsden
predicts. "Most likely this will have been

replaced by variability at all latitudes, with
slow and fast wind streams jostling one

another for prime position. But what
exactly awaits Ulysses remains to be seen

Just like the first orbit, the second is truly a
voyage into the unknown."

More details on the key results of the
Ulysses mission at solar minimum can be

found in the ESA Bulletin, no. 92, pp. 75-
81, Nov. 1997 and on the WWW at:

http://helio.estecesa.nllulysses/ @esa
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Metop/EPS Given Green Space Days Cartoon
Light

At a meeting of the Metop-1 pafticipants

on l2 December l997, ESAs Member
States took a malor decision concerning
the Metop' Programme by declaring Lhe

programme staded and. sublect to an

adequate commitment by Eumetsat,

confirmed their intention to proceed with
industrial activities. The relevant budgets
were approved, but blocked pending the
Eumetsat decision,

This was followed by the Eumetsat
Council on 28 January 1998, which
established very positive decisions,
pafticulary with respect to the financial

commitments for Metop- 1 , Consequently.

the ESA Eadh Observation Programme
Rnarcl lPB FO\ rcmovcd the block on the

1997 and 1998 Metop-1 budgets on 30
January.

The trSA Fvccr rtirio tnncther with
Eumetsat released an Authorisation to
Prnceed tn indr rstnr fnr a lglgl 9f
1 15 MECU (90 MECU from ESA and

25 N/ECU from Eumetsat) with immediate
effect, The activities covered include the
procurement of long-lead time equipmert
items and starl of work by all contractors
These activities will run until end of
Spnlpmhpr 19QR hrr rnihiCh time a tull
ennrnrral nf tha trPQ Prnnrammo hr, tho

Fumetsat Council is anticipated and both
organisations are expected to sign a
Cooperation Agreement

The industdd contract will be managed by

a loint ESA-Eumetsat Single Space
Segment team led by Peter Edwards, the
Metop 1 Project Manager. @esa

' h,4otnn ic r cariac nf thraa mata^r^ln^i.21

operat onal polar orbiting sate lites, the first of

wh ch, Metop-1, s the prototype

'' lhe Eunetsal Polar System. which

comprises the space segment, launches and

operations of the Metop satei tes lt s planned

to be implemented in cooperation with ESA,

CNES (F) and NOAA (the US Natona Oceanic

and Atmospheric Adm n stration)

Gompetition

The Third Euro-Latin American Space
flevs n.n:niqod hv FSA and COFETEL
/Comision Fcdcr:l ne leleCOmUniCaCiOneS

of Mexico) were held from 1O-14

November 1997 in Mexico City The

conference programme covered Eadh

observation (including ground stations,

data processing and applications), small
satellites and technology, with a round

table discussion on launchers,

telecommunications (including services

and providers, systems, disaster
management, and satellite navigation). In
addition. a special one-day session was
organised on the jnsurance implications
and financing of space prolects This

special session was organised by

International Space Brokers (lSB) and

-**

Arilnaqnrno Finrnno Ac. ., In prevtous years,

the event also featured an industrial

exhibition.

All in all, 280 people attended the
conference, the majority coming from

Mexican institutions. There were also

representatives from all Latin American
countries, some Central American
countries and the Caribbean region.

ESA and COFETEL also organised a
competition open to 14-16 year olds from

Latin American and ESA's Member States,

inviting them to draw a canoon relating to
a space theme. The two winners. Juan

Carlos Alcala I ernandez (Mexico) and

Stina Rukonen (Finland) have been invited

to see an Ariane launch in Kourou, The five

finalists from Latin America were invited to
attend the Space Days in Mexico to meet

ESA Astronaut Claude Nicollier. @esa

tu
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Planet Formation
around Dying Stars

European astronomers at the universities

of Amsterdam, Louvain, Groningen and

Utrecht have found proof that planets can

form around old, dying stars. In the vicinity

of the Red Rectangle - old binary stars in

the Monoceros constellation - they
detected a ring of matter constituting the
first stage of planet formation lt had
previously been assumed that planets can

only form around new-born stars. The

results were published in Nature on 26
February.

Young stars are frequently surrounded by

a flattened ring of gas and pafticles left

over from the star formation process. The
particles can join together to form larger

and larger pieces that eventually grow to
the size of planets. Observations made
using the Dutch-German short wavelength
spectrometer (SWS) on board ESA's

Infrared Space Observatory (lSO) have

shown that such rings are rich in silicates.

The particular form and composition of
the silicate - crystalline olivrne - occurs on

the Earth and in comets, which are the
remnants of abortive planet formation. lt

thus appears to be an important
constituent in the formation of planets.

From SWS observations it now appears
that the ring of matter around the Red

Rectangle binary contains large particles

with a great deal of crystalline olivine The

Red Rectangle consists of two old

neighbouring stars, one of which was a
red giant and is now in the process of
becoming a white dwad. The olivine is of
the same type as that found in the rings

around young new-born stars, on the
Eadh and in comets. Towards the end of
their lives, stars of the same type as our
Sun swell up to form red giants and emit
large quantities of gas and matter. Most of
this matter escapes the stars gravity and

is lost in space. But if the dying star is part

of a binary system. its companion may
prevent the gas and material from

escaping. This will give rise to a stable, flat

ring around the double star, which may

remain in existence for a considerable
time. In this ring, planet formation may

occur. @esa

This illustration shows two infrared tmages of the
Red Rectangle. The left-hand ptcture shows the
cloud of gas and matter emitted by the red giant
(Dr H van Wickel, Louvain) The right-hand
picture shows a detatl of the cloud nucleus (Prof
G Weigelt and Dr R Osterbart, Bonn), in which
the ring can be seen as a dark band. Above each
oicture is the sDectrum made with the SWS it
exhibits a number of conspicuous peaks, whtch
are caused by the presence of crystallrne olivine.

Present and Future
ESA/UK Space Activities

John Battle N/P UK Minister for Science,

Energy and Industry, and ESA's Director
General Antonio Rodotd held a joint

Press Conference on current issues and

future activities in space on Monday, 16

March in London.

The Press Conference took place

immediately after Mr Battle officially

opened the Science, Engineering and

Technology Exhibition where Research

Councils and Government Depadments
exhibited new technologies and

demonstrated new initiatives. The

exhibition marked the beginning of the
UK's Science, Engineering and Technology

Week.

In his opening address, Mr Battle

announced a t21 .2 million package of
investments in three ESA programmes

to "help position the British space industry
on the multi-billion dollar information

market of the next century". The package

will be distributed as follows:

- t6.7 million over the next three years for
the ARTES-3 Programme, which is
developing satellite technologies
providing new services for business and

enabling the development of areas such
as tele-medicine and tele-education

- 18.1 million over the next two years for
the ERS-2 (European Remote Sensing

Satellite) Programme

- t6.4 million over the next five years for
EOPP (Eanh Observation Preparatory

Programme), @esa
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Get Real I

information on todav's satcom market

At the Sixth SatelConseil Symposium

"Communications Satellites and Market Realities"

September 8-10, 1998 - Paris, France

And join us as we toast the 20th Anniversary of Satel Conseil,

For a complete description of the symposium, visit our Web site:

www,satelconseil.com

And for further information, please contact: Monique Brossaud

SatelConseil,5 rue Louis Lejeune, 92128 Montrouge Cedex - France

Phone: (33) 1 465115 65-Fax: (33) 1 46 511034 -e-mail: satelconseil@calva,net
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Publications

The documents listed here have been
issued since the last publications
announcement in the ESA Bulletin.
Reor rests for conies should be made in
accordance with the Table and Order
Form inside the back cover.

ESA Newsletters

EARTH OBSERVATION QUARTERLY

NUMBER 58, JANUARY 1998

EDS T.D GUYENNE & D DANESY

NO CHARGE

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE

voLUME 8, NUMBER 1 (MARCH 1998)

ED. N/ PERRY

NO CHARGE

MICROGRAVITY NEWS

voLUME 11, NUMBER 1 (APRTL 1998)

ED B KALDEICH-SCHURMANN

NO CHABGE

ECSL NEWS, NUMBEB 17

ED T,D GUYENNE

NO CHARGE

ESA Brochures

THE ATMOSPHERIC REENTRY

DEMONSTRATOR (ARD) / LE

OEN/lOruSTNRTEUR DE RENTREE

ATMOSPHERTQUE (MARCH 1 998)

BATTRTCK B. (ED )

ESA BR 123 // 4 PAGES
NO CHARGE
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Credit Card Payments for ESA Publications
It is possible to purchase the Agency's publications from the ESA Publications
Division 'Bookshop' using your corporate or your personal credit card
(Eurocard/Mastercard, Visa or American Express).

You can telephone or telefax your orders to the numbers given below, quoting your
card's number and its expiry date.

The Bookshop (attn. Mr Frits de Zwaan)
ESA Publications Division
ESTEC
Keplerlaan 1

2200 AG Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Telephone: (31) 71 5653405
Telefax: (31) 71 5655433

Other methods of payment are also accepted. Please call or fax for details.

A list of the latest publications can be accessed via the ESA Publications Division's
Home Page at the following InternetAlVWW address:

httn.//esanr rh esrin.esa.itl
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publications

THE COMPONENTS AND RADIATION

EFFECTS LABORATORIES AT ESTEC

(APRTL 1998)

ELLEN P & ADATVS L, (ED, rV, PERRY)

FSA BF 127 // 12 PAGES

PRICE: 15 DFL

ERS AND ITS APPLICATIONS:

MARINE (APRIL 1998)

ESRI N REMOTE-SENSING EXPLOITATION

DIVISION
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Satellite Tool Kit (STK)'software is

revolutionizing the performance of satellite

professionals at all levels, from program

managers to lunror operators.

Intuitive, powerful and field-proven,

STK offers increased productivity to the

entire aerospace industry

Now you can analyze data,

display the results, share information

and find accurate solutions

with one software package: STK.

STK from Analytical Craphics, lnc.

has over 12,000 professional users in

civil, military commercial and educational

organizations worldwide.

oo

"...you won't find mony componies turning on
estoblished, 8IO,0O0 revenue producer into o
freebie'" 

Thomas Petzinger, Jr.

The Woll Street Journol, July 25, 1997

Install and run STK 4.0 today. Download your

fully-functional copy at vwrnru.stk.com or call

for a CD ROM and permanent license:

FULLY FUNCTIONAL

AT NO COST

CAtt NOW

NO] A DEMO

ANALYTICAL GRAPHICS, INC.

e . Stoke Goldington . Bucks

United Kingdom . MKl6 8NY
E-moil: info@stk.com . Web: www.stk.com
Tel: +44(0)1908 551105 . Fox +44loll9O8 551063
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